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This  volume con ta ins  l i s t i n g s  of the computer programs 
used in so lv ing  t h e  var ious example problems, Explanations 
a r e  given a t  t h e  beginning of each Appendix concerning the 
programs contained the re in ;  d e s c r i p t i o n s  of t h e  genera l  makeup 
of the programs and t h e i r  i n t e r r e l a t i o n s  are provided. I t  is 
n o t  intended t h a t  t h i s  volume be independent’of the f irst  
volume, Rather, use  of t h e  program l i s t i n g s  contained he re in  
w i l l  r e q u i r e  t h a t  re ference  be made t o  the appropr ia te  p o r t i o n s  
of t h e  first volume. 
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APPENDIX G 
This appendix contains the program for space v e h i c l e  
simulation. 
1 w i t h  the following subrout ines:  






6 -  BTOA 








T h e  standard routine AMRK is also required. An opt ion  
i s  available which requires t h e  use of an IBM 1620 computer 
2 
w i t h  a 1443 l i n e  p r i n t e r .  
i s  r e p l a c e d  b - - r  blain Program 2 and t h e  F o r t r a n  I1 Rout ine  
PUNCH is  added. 
as for the s t a n d a r d  sys t em w i t h  the a d d i t i o n  of some BCD 
punched h o l l e r i t h  cards. These cards are  t h e n  read i n t o  
a n  IBM 1620 under  t h E  c o n t r o l  of t h e  SPS program "ounch 
r o u t i n e " .  
v e h i c l e  r o l l  a x i s  i n  t h e  i n i t i a l  s y s t e m  and t h e  motion of 
t h e  sun  i n  the body sys tem.  
For t h i s  o p t i o n  Main Program 1 
The o u t p u t  from t h i s  program is  t h e  same 
T h i s  1620 program w i l l  p l o t  the motion of the 
Another o p t i o n  i s  available t h rough  the replacement of 
blain Program 1 b y  Main Proqrarn 3 .  
s imi la r  t o  Main 1 o u t p u t  e x c e p t  t h a t  a plot of t h e  r a t e s  
and a n g l e s  w i l l  bc i n c l u d e d .  SHARE r o u t i n e  PLTl must be 
used w i t h  t h i s  o p t i o n .  
The p r i n t o u t  w i l l  be 
Convent iona l  sun  a c q u i s i t i o n  i s  accompl ished  by  c3n t ro . l  
w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s u b r o u t i n e s  : 
1. CL ( c o n v e n t i o n a l  sun  a c q u i r e )  
2 .  SUN 
3 .  GYRO 
4.  SGN 
Cruise mode d e r i v e d  rate c o n t r o l  i s  accompl ished  by 
c o n t r o l  w i t h :  
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14 
1 5  
16 
17  
C S VAD 
C l  
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M A I N  PROGRAM NO. 1 
D I t E  N S I ON NO P ( 4 ) , TOL ( 7 ) , D UMHY ( 44 , PAR AM ( 1 5 
FORMAT( 3 15) 
COMMON OUt4MY , PARAt4 
READ I NPUTTAPE 5 , 5 ,  MROLL , I RUN, NPAH 
IF(NPAR)  11,11,18 
FORtzAT(3€15.@) 
READ INPUTTAPE 5,9,(PARAM( I ) ,  I s 1  ,NPAR) 
C A L L  PARA ( PER I OD, TOL , NOP , CODE ) 
DO 16 l=l , IRUN 
I N = l - l  
C A L L  SVAD ( I N, PER 100, TOL, NOP) 
C A L L PR I N T ( I N , N 0 P , HRO L L , C OD E ) 
C A L L  E X I T  
END 
LABEL 
CALL D A T A ( P E R I O D , T O L , N O P , C O D E )  









SURROUT INE SVAD( IN ,  PER1 00 , T O L ,  NOP) 
0 I EYNS I O N  X (  7 )  ,AN( 3 )  , A I  ( 3 , 3 )  ,A(  3 , 3 ) ,  X D (  71, TOL( 7) NOP( 4 1 ,  TEMPS( 651, 




l E U B ( 6 )  ,ELEl(6) 
1 OP1 ,NOP2 
F I R S T  TIME SET-UP 1 
I F (  I N )  1 4 , 1 4 , 4 0  
NOPl=NOP( 1 ) 
N 0 P 2.: Id0 P ( 2 ) 
TOLl=TOL( 1 ) 
TO L 2=TOL ( 2 ) 
HtUX=TOL ( 3 ) 
HMI N=TOL( 4) 
EU- TO L ( 5 ) 
EL=TOL(6)  
HIN=TOL( 7 )  
XD(  1 )=HI N 
DO 25 1=1,65 






C l  
c 2  SUBROUT I NE FOR EULER ANGLE TI? I G FUNCT I ONS 
c3  











































F O R M T (  15H1 DATA ERROR) 
IF(HMAX-HMIN) 35,31,31 
I F(HMX-HI N )  35,32,32 
I F( H I N-"I N 1 35,33,33 
I F ( P E R I 0 D - H I N )  35,34,34 
I F ( E U - E L )  35,35,40 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,29 
C A L L  E X I T  
INTEGRATE 
T=X( 1 ) 
IF (  I N )  43,43,42 
IF (  NOP( 3) 43,43,44 
C A L L  T R I G  
CALL  CHECK( T O L l  ,TOL2) 
DO 47 1=1,6 
EUB( I )=EU*ABSF(X(  1+1) )  + EU 
ELB(  I )=EL*ARSF(X(  1+1)) + E L  
I F( T+PER I OD-X ( 1 )-XD( 1 ) ) 49,50,50 
XD ( 1 )=T+PER I OD-X ( 1 ) 
I F( N O P l ) 5 2 , 5 2 , 5 1  
CALL  CL 
C A L L  DOT 
C A L L  A M K (  X ,XD, DOT, 6 , @  EUB , E L B  , H M X  ,HMI N, TEEIPS) 
I F (  T+PERI OD-X( 1 ) )  58,58,43 
OPT IONS 
I F(NOP(4 )  1 950,950,61 
IF (NSEQ)  62,62,64 
C A L L  TA 
GO TO 95$ 




DIMENSION W(3) ,AN(3) ,Al(3,3) ,A(3,3) , X D ( 7 )  
COMMON NSEQ,T IME, PH I ,THETA, PS I ,W,AN , A I  , A, COSPHI ,COSTH,COSPS I , S I  NPH 
5 
6 
1 I ,S INTH,S INPSI  ,XD,NOPl ,NOP2 
6 





1 2  




C l  
C 2  




c 7  
8 
9 l a  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
950 
* 
COSPHl=COSF( P H I )  
COST&COSF( THETA) 
COSPS I=COSF( P S I  ) 
S I NPH I 4  INF( PH I ) 
S INTH=SINF( THETA) 







SUOROlJTItJE FOE MATRIX TF?ANSFORMATIOtJ , SEQ. A 1 
SUBROUT I NE TA 
D I MENSION W (  3)  ,AN( 3 )  ,A I (3 ,3 )  , A ( 3 , 3 )  ,XD( 7) 
COMMON NSEQ,T IME, P H I ,  THETA, P S I  , W  ,AN, A I  ,A,COSPHI ,COSTH,COSPS I , S I  NPH 
A (  1 , ' I )=COSPSI*COSPHI-SINPSI*COSTH*SlNPHI  
A( 1 ,2 )=COSPSI *S INPHI+SINPSl *COSTH*COSPHl  
A(  1 ,3)=S I NPS I * S  I EITH 
A( 2 . 1  )=-S I NPS I *COS PH I -COS PS I *C OSTH*S I N PH I 
l I , S I t l T H , S I N P S I , X D , M O P l  ,NOP2 
A( 2; 2j1-S I NPS I * S  I NPH I+COSPS I *COSTH*COSPH I 
A( 2,3)=COSPS I * S  I NTH 
A( 3 , l  )=S I NTH*S I NPH I 
A( 3,2)=-S I NTH*COSPH I 







C 1  
c 2  CHANGE SEQUENCE A TO B 
c 3  
4 SUBROUTINE ATOD(ER,TOL) 
5 
6 
C 7  
8 L= 1 
9 S I NTHr=B ( 2 ,3 )  
18 COSTHL.1 .-S INTH**2 
1 1  COSTtCSQRTF( COSTH) 
1 2  S I NPS 1=-0( 1 ,3)  /COSTH 
1 3  SINPt1I=-B( 2 ,1 ) /COSTH 
1 4  COSPSI=B(3,3)/COSTH 
15 COSPti I=B( 2,2)/COSTH 






DIMENSION W(3) ,AN(3 )  , A l ( 3 , 3 )  ,8 (3 ,3 )  , X D ( 7 )  
COHMON t.ISEQ,T IME,  PH I ,THETA, PS I ,W,AN,AI ,6 ,COSPHI ,COSTH,COSPS I, S INPH 
1 I , S I N T H , S I N P S I  ,X[I,NOPl ,NOP2 





















c 1  





























S I NPH I=-S INPH I 
COS PH I =-COS PH I 
S I NPS I=-S I NPS I 
COSPS I=-COSPS I 
COSTk-COSTH 
LF2 
GO TO 16 
IF(TOL-ER) 31,950,950 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,33 
C A L L  E X I T  




QUADRANT ANALYSIS AND EULERAMGLE 
SUBROUT 1 NE EULER 
D I MENS I OtJ W( 3 1 ,AN( 3) ,A 1 ( 3  , 3) , A(  3,3 1 , XD ( 7 1 
COMMON NSEQ,TIME,PHI ,THETA,PSI , W , A N , A I  , A , C O S P H I  , C O S T H , C O S P S I  , S I N P H  
1 I ,S INTH,S INPSI  ,XD,NOPl ,NOP2 
TPH I =AB SF  ( S I NPH I /COS PH 1 ) 
TTHPABSF( S I NTH/COSTH) 
TPS I=ABSF( S l N P S  I /COSPS I ) 
PH I =ATANF ( TPH I ) 
THETA=ATANF(TTH) 
PSI=ATANF(TPSI )  
P l = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
S=SINPHI 
C=COSPHl 
ANGP PH I 
L=1 
I F ( S )  23,20,20 
IF(C)  21 ,27,27 
ANGPP I -ANG 




GO TO (28,34,40),L 
PH I =ANG 
I= 2 















C 1  
c 2  




C 7  
8 
9 
1 0  
11 









S=S I NTH 
ANCsTHETA 
GO TO 19 
THE T A= ANG 
L= 3 
C 4 O S P S  I 
S=S INPS I 
ANG= PS I 










SUBROUTINE FOR MATRIX TRANSFORHATION , SEQ B 
DIMENSION W ( 3 ) , A N ( 3 )  , A 1 ( 3 , 3 )  , B ( 3 , 3 )  , X O ( 7 )  
COMMON NSEQ, T I M E ,  PH I , THETA, PS I , W, AN A I , B , COSPH I , COSTH, COSPS I , S I NPH 
SUDROUT I NE TB 1 
1 I , S I N T H , S I N P S I  ,XD,NOPl ,NOP2 
B( 1 , 1 )=COSPS IfCCOSPtI I-S I NPS I * S  I NTH*S I NPH I 
B (  1 ,2)=COSPS I * S  I NPH I + S  I NPS I *S I NTH*COSPH I 
B ( 1 ,3)=-S I NPS IfcCOSTH 
E!( 2, l)=-COSTW*SINPHI 
R (  2,2)=COSTH*COSPHI 
R (  2,3)=SINTW 
D (  3 , l  )=S I NPS I*COSPH I +COSPS I * S  I NTH*S I NPH I 
B ( 3,2)=S I t4PS I * S  I NPtl  I -COS PS I *S I NTH*COSPH I 





C l  
c 2  












CHANGE SEQUENCE B TO A 
SUBROUT I FIE IITOA( ER, TOL) 
D I MENS I ON M( 3 )  ,AN( 3 )  ,A I ( 3,3) , A (  3,3) , X D (  7) 
COElMOtl NSEQ, T I ME, PH I , THETA, PS I , W ,  AN, A I ,A ,COSPH I , COSTH, COSPS I , S I NPH 
1 1  ,S INTH,SINPSI ,XD,NOPl  ,NOP2 
LE 1 
COSTH=A( 3,3) 
S I HTH= 1 .-COSTH**2 























C 1  
























S I N PH I =A ( 3 , 1 ) / S I NTH 
COSPHI=-A( 3 , 2 ) / S I N T H  
ER=COSPSI*SlNPHI+S INPSI+~COSTH*COSPHI 
ER=ABSF( ER-A( 1,2)) 
I F ( T O L - E R ) 2 3 , 3 5 0 , 9 5 0  
GO TO (19,301.L 
WRONG QUADRANT 
S I N T k - S  I NTH 
COSPH I=-COSPH I 
S I NPH I=-S I I I P H  I 
COSPS I=-COSPS I 
S I NPS I=-S I NPS I 
L= 2 
GO TO 16 
IF(TOL-ER) 31,950,950 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 3 3  
C A L L  E X I T  




SEQUENCE HA I NTEIJANCE AND HOEfIAL I ZAT I ON 
SUBROUTINE CHECK(TOL1 ,TOL2) 
D I tENS I011 M( 3 1, AN( 3 1, A I ( 3 , 3 )  ,A( 3 3 1 , Xf l (  7 1 
COMMON NSEQ, T I t E  , Pt1 I , THETA, PS I ,W, AN, A I , A ,  COS PH I , COSTH , COSPS I , S I NPH 
1 I , S I N T H , S I N P S I  ,XD,NOPl ,NOP2 
NORMALIZE EULER ANGLES 
P I =3.1415927 
L= 1 
ANG- PH I 
I F ( P I -ABSF( ANC ) ) 
I F ( A N C )  15,15,17 
ANG=AtlG+2 .*P I 
GO TO 18 
1 4,14,1C 
AtJG=AtJG-2 .*P I 
GO TO ( 1 9 , 2 3 , 2 7 ) , L  
PH I =ANG 
L- 2 
ANG=THETA 
GO TO 13 








































C 1  
c 2  







GO TO 13 
PS l=ANC 
CHECK FOR SEQUENCE CHANGE 
I F ( NsEQ 1 35,35,49 
SEQUENCE A 
D I F=ARSF( THETA) 
I F ( T O L 1 - D  I F )  37,42,42 
DIF=PI -D IF  
I F (  TOI-1-D I F )  950,42,42 
SWITCH TO SEQ. f? 
C A L L  TA 
C A L L  ATOR ( ER, TOL2)  




D I F=ABSF( THETA) 
D I F=ABSF( P I  /2.-0 I F )  
I F ( T O L 1 - D I  F)  950,55,55 
CHANGE T O  SEQ. A 
C A L L  TE 
CALL  BTOA( ER, TOL2)  
C A L L  EULER 
NSEQ=0 
GO TO 950 
END 
LABEL 
VECTOR AUXSUB FOR AMRK 

















SUBROUT I IJE DOT I I 
I 
D I MENS I O N  X (  7 1 ,AN( 31, A I ( 3,3) , A (  3,3), XD(  7 ,WD ( 3 )  ,ADOT( 3 1 
COHMOIJ NSEQ,X ,AN , A I  , A,  COSPH I, COSTH,COSPS I , S I  NPH I , S I NTH S I NPS I , X D ,  N 9 
c 1 0  

























W D O T  

























I F ( N O P 1 )  14,14,18 
C A L L  CL 
AS SE Mp, L E  R ODY RATES 
C A L L  WDOT(WD) 
00  20 I = L 3  
XD ( I +4)=WD ( I ) 
ASSEMnLE EULER RATES 
UPDATE TF! I G FUNCT I OCJS 
C A L L  T R I G  
ENTER AT 32 FOR NO UPDATE 
C A L L  ANGDOT(AD0T) 
DO 34 1=1,3 





SUBROUT I HE WDOT (WD ) 
D I MENS I W (  3 1, AN( 31, A I (3,3), A( 3,3), XD ( 7 ) ,  TS ( 3,3 ,WD ( 3)  , C ( 3 1, E L (  3 1 
COI4MON NSEQ,T It*, PHI  ,THETA, PS I ,\!,AN ,A I ,A ,COSPH I , COSTH ,COSPS I , S I NPH 
I I  , S I N T H , S I N P S I , X D , N O P l , N O P 2  
DO 7 I= l , 3  
E L (  I )=0. 
DO 10 1=1,3 
DO 10 J=1,3 
EL( I )=EL( I )+A I ( I , J ) *W(  J 1 
L= 1 
DO 14 1=1,3 
DO 14 J=1,3 
TS(  I ,  J ) = A l (  I, J) 






































DO 27 l=1,3 
T S ( I , l ) = C (  I )  
L= 2 
GO TO 47 
WD( l ) = D E T / D I  
GO TO 1 2  
00 33 I = l , 3  
T S (  I ,  2)=C( I ) 
L= 3 
GO TO 47 
WD( 2)=DET/D I 
GO TO 1 2  
DO 39 1=1,3 
T S (  I , 3 ) 4 (  I )  
L- 4 
GO TO 47 
WD ( 3)=DET/D I 
RE TURN 
DE TE RE1 I NANT 
D E T = T S ( l , l  ) * T S ( 2 , 2 ) * T S ( 3 , 3 )  
D E T = D E T + T S ( l , Z ) * T S (  2 , 3 ) * T S ( 3 , 1 )  
DET=DET+TS( 1 , 3 ) * T S (  2 . 1  ) * T S (  3J) 
D E T = D E T - T S ( 3 , 1 ) * T S ( 2 , 2 ) * T S ( l , 3 )  
DETsDET-TS(  2 , l  ) *TS(  1 , 2 ) * T S (  3 ,3)  
DET=DET-TS( 1 , l  ) *TS(  2 , 3 ) * T S (  3 ,2)  
















L A B E L  
CADOT 
C l  
c 2  EULER ANGLE D E R I V A T I V E S  (ANGDOT) 
(-3 
4 SUHROUT I NE APIGDOT ( ADOT ) 
5 
6 
7 IF(NSEQ) 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 7  
c n  
C9 SEQUENCE A 
C l c 3  
1 1  
1 2  
13 
DIMENS l O r l  W(3) , A N ( 3 )  , A I  ( 3 , 3 )  , A ( 3 , 3 )  ,X0 (7 )  , A D O T ( 3 )  
COMIIOFI NSEQ,T I M E ,  P H I ,  THETA, PS I ,W,AN , A  I ,A ,  COSPH I ,COSTH,COSPS I , S I  NPH I 
I 
1 I , S I N T H , S I N P S I  ,XD,NOPl  ,NOP2 
ADOT(  1 ) = ( W (  1 ) * S  I N P S  I + W (  2)*COSPS I ) / S  I N T H  
ADOT 2 =\I 1 * C O S f S I - W ( Z ) * S I N P S I  
















C 1  
c 2  PATA INPUT ROUTINE 
c 3  
4 SUnROUTlNE DATA( PERIOO,TOL,NOP,CODE) 
5 
6 
7 FORHAT ( A 4 )  
8 
9 FORMAT(415)  
l0 11 
12 READ INPUT TAPE 5 , 8 , ( ( A l ( I , J ) , J = l , 3 ) , 1 = 1 , 3 )  
13 READ INPUT TAPE 5,8,(W( I ) ,  l=l , 3 )  
14 READ I NPUT TAPE S,n, PH I ,THETA, PS I 
15 READ INPUT TAPE 5 , 3 , ( N O P ( l ) , l = 1 , 4 )  
16 READ INPUT TAPE 5 , 8 * T O L ( 3 ) , T O L ( 4 ) , T O L ( 7 )  
17 READ INPUT TAPE 5 ,8 ,TOL(5 ) ,TOL(6 ) ,TOL(  1 )  
1F READ I NPU T TAPE 5 , l  B ,  NSEQ , T I I1E , PER I OD 
13 TOL( 2)=0,QW1 
950 RETURN 
* LARE L 
C PARA 
c.1 







3 F O R M A T ( 8 X , 3 E 1 l 0 4 )  
10 
12 
13 FORMAT(//22X,7HOPTlONS//)  
14 FORMAT (-1 ZX, 27HNOP( 1 NOP( 2 )NOP( 3 NOP( 4) / 
e15 SEQUENCE n 
ADOT( 1 )= ( w (  ~ ) + C O S P S  I-w( 1 )*s I w s ’ i  /COSTH 
ADOT( 2)=\/( 3)”s I ISPS I +W( 1 )*COSPS I 
E NO 
D I tENS I OH W (  3) ,AN( 3 )  .A 1 ( 3  , 3 )  ,A( 3 . 3 )  , X D (  7) .  NOP( 4) , TOL( 7 1 
COMtlOtJ NSEQ, T 1 !E, PHI , THETA, PS I ,W,AtJ, A I ,A ,COSPH I ,COSTH, COSPS I, S I NPH 
FORMAT ( 3E 1 5-51 ) 
FORMAT( I S ,  2ElS.U)  
READ INPIJT TAPE 5,7,CODE 
11 , S I N T H , S I N P S I  ,XD,NOPl ,NOP2 
END 
SUBROLJT I NE PARA ( PE F? I 00, TOL , NOP , CODE , NPAR) 
0 I f.IEhJS I ON W( 3 )  ,AN( 3)  , A  I(3,3) ,A( 3,3) ,XP( 71, NOP( 41, TOL( 7 1, PARAM( 15) 
COMMON NSEQ,T I HE, PH I, THETA, PS I ,W, AN, A I  , A, COSPH I ,COSTH, COSPS I , S I  NPH 
FORMAT( 1 2 X , 2 7 H I N E R T I A  TENSOR ( S L U k  F T * * 2 ) / / )  
FORMAT ( //17X, 18H I N I T I AL COND I T I ONS/ / ) 
FORMAT ( F5. 1 , I4 ,  F8 -3  ,F7.3, F7.3.1 X, 3F8.5) 
1 I , S I PITH, S I NPS I , XD , tJOPl ,NOP2, PARAM 
FORMAT( 1 t i 1 / 1 6 X , l S H J O R  CODE NAME- A h / / / )  





15 FORMAT ( 1 2X, I4,3 I 7 / / )  
16 FORMAT( 1 7 X ,  18HCONTROL PARAMETERS//) 
FORMAT (52H HMAX HMI  N H I N  EU E L  D Z / )  
1 FORMAT ( 1 X , 6 (  1 X , E 8.2 ) / / ) 
19 FORMAT( 15X,  gHPER I OD = ,E 14.8) 
28 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7,’CODE 
21 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.8 
22 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6;9 , ( (A l ( l , J ) ,Js1 ,3 ) ,1=1 ,3 )  
23 4
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,10 















C 1  
C 2  






1 8  














WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6114 
I 
I 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 :1 ’5 , (NOP( l ) , l =1 ,4 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,16 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,17 
WRI TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,18 ,TOL( 3 )  ,TOL( 4) ,TOL( 7 )  ,TOL( 5 )  ,TOL( 6 ) ,  TOL( 1 ) 
FORMAT ( //9X, 3E 1 5 . 6) 
IF (NPAR)  950,958,35 














*WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,19,PERIOD 
PROGRAM FOR PRINT OUT 
SUBROUT I NE P R I N T (  I N, NOP,MROLL, CODE) 
D I MENS loll W (  31, AN( 3)  ,A I ( 3 ,3) ,  A (  3,3) , XD ( 7 ) ,  NOP( 4)  , TOL( 71, Q( 3 )  
COIlMON NSE@,T I HE, P H I  , THETA, PS I ,W, AN,AI ,A,  COSPH I ,COSTH,COSPS I , S I NPH 
FORHAT( l t i 1  ,17X,13HDATA FOR JOB , A b / / )  
FORMAT(23X,A4,13/ / )  
FORMAT(52H ANGULAR VELOCIT IES EULER ANGLES P O S I T I O N  OF SUN ) 
FORMAT (&H ( MRAD / SE C ) ( RAD 1 A X I S  / / )  
FORMAT(20X,l lHSEQUENCE = 12/ )  
FORMAT(42H NO ROLL A X I S  P b S I T I O N  AVAILABLE,  N O P ( 4 ) = 0 / )  
FORMAT(7H W 1  = ,Fg04 ,4X ,7HPHI  = ,F7.4) 
FORMAT(7H W2 5: ,Fg04,4X,7HTHETA= ,F7.4) 
FORMAT(7H W3 = ,F9.4,4X,7HPSI = ,F7.4//) 
FORMAT(7H W 1  = ,F9.4,4X,7HPHI = ,F7.4,5X,4HX = ,F6.3) 
FoRfdAT(7H W2 ,Fg04,4X,7HTHETA= ,F7.4,5X,&IY = ,F6.3) 
FORIlAT(7H W 3  = ,F9.4,4X,7HPSI f: ,F7.4,5X,4HZ = ,F6.3/ / )  
FORMAT( lgX,7HTIME = ,F8.2) 
DO 1 9 0 2  1=1,3 
Q( I )=1000.*W( I) 
I F (  I N )  21,21 ,30 
I PG=0 
I F(  MROLL) 23,23,25 














































I C b 0  
GO TO 29 
I F(NOP(4)) 26,26,28 
IC&-1  
GO TO 29 
l C k 1  
I LC=% 
GO TO 31 
IF(8-ILC) 31,31,44) 
I SQ=2 
I PG= I PG+1 
I LC-0 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7,COOE 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,8,CODE,IPG 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,9 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,10 
I F (  I C K )  39,48,40 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,12 
IF(ISQ-NSEQ) 41,43,41 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , l l  ,NSEQ 
I SQrFJSEQ 
IF(ICY,) 44,44,49 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,19,TIEtE 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,13,Q(l) ,PHI 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,14,Q(2),THETA 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,15,Q(3) ,PSI 
I LC= I LC+1 
RE TURN 
WR 1 TE OUT PUT TAPE 6,19, T 1 ME 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6’16 ,Q( 1 ) , PH i , A(  1 , 3 )  
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,17,Q(2),THETA,A(2,3) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,1C,Q(3),PSI,A(3,3) 
GO TO 46 
END 
16 
* LAB E L 
C C L l  









1 0  
















C 1  
C 2  








1 1  
1 2  




1 7  
lr, 
19 
CONYENTIONAL SUN ACQUIRE 
SUBROUT I NE C L 
D IMENSION W(  3)  ,AN( 3 )  , A I  (3 ,3 )  ,A(  3 , 3 )  ,Xn( 7 )  ,DUMMY( 6 )  ,ADZ( 31, T(  3 )  
1 SLR,SSV,PYGG,RGG,T,ADZ 
CALL  GYRO( PRO,YRO,RRO) 
C A L L  SUN( PSS, YSS) 
1,- 1 
ER=- ( PRO+PSS ) 
IF(AOSF(ER)-ADZ(  L ) )  13 13 15 
AN( L)-0.  
GO TO 18 
X=T(L )  
C A L L  SGN(X,X,ER) 
AN( L)=X 
GO TO ( 1 9 , 2 2 , 9 5 8 ) , L  
L= 2 
ER=-( Y ROi-YSS ) 
GO TO 12 
L= 3 
ER=-RRO 




COMMON N S EQ , T I ME, PH I THETA, PS I W AN A I A , DUMMY, XD p NO P 1 NO P 2 
SlJN SENSOR ROUT INE 
SUBROlJTINE SUN( PSS,YSS) 
D I MENS I ON W (  31, AN( 3 )  A I ( 3,3) ,A(  3,3) XD ( 7 1, D U M W  ( 61,  ADZ ( 3 1, T (  3 )  
C OME40 N N S EQ T I ItIE , PH I THE T A PS I , W AN A I A D UMMY , X D , NO P 1 , NO P 2 , 
CALL  TRIG 
IF(NSEQ) 9 ,9 ,11  
C A L L  TA 
GO TO 1 2  
CALL  TB 
Y=A( 2,3) 
Z=A( 3 3 )  
L= 1 
ARG= AB S F ( Y / 2 ) 
PA=ATANF ( ARG) 
YAZATANF ARG 
1 SLR, SSV, PYGG,RGG, T ,ADZ 
X=A( 1 J 3 )  
A R G = A R S F ~ X / Z ~  















































C A L L  SGN(PA,PA,Y) 
C A L L  SGtj(YA,YA,Q) 
ANG=PA 
IF(ARSF(ANG)-SLR) 31 ,28 ,28  
IF(ADSF(ANG)-3.1415927+SLR) 29,29,33 
C A L L  SGN(OUT, 1 .,AN(;) 
GO TO 36 
OUT=( 1. /SLR)*ANG 
GO TO 36 
Q= 3.141 5927-ABSF( AIJG ) 
C A L L  SGN ( Q  , Q, ANG) 
OUT=( 1 ./SLR)*Q 







GO TO 27 
CGYRO 
C l  
c 2  GYROSCOPE OUTPUTS 
r.3 







* LAEE L 
CS I GN 
C2 "
C 3  
4 SUnROUT I NE SGN(X, Y ,  Z) 





D I IENS I or1 W(  31, AFJ( 3 1, A I ( 3,3 1, A(  3,3 1 ,  XD ( 7 1 , DUME.1Y ( 6 )  ,ADZ ( 3 1, T( 3 ) 
COtlt4ON tJSEQ,Tl tY ,PHI  ,THETA,PSI ,W,AN,AI ,A,DUMMY ,XD,NOPl ,NOP2,  
PRO=PYGC*W( 1 ) 
Y ROr PYGC*W ( 2) 
R R b  R C G W  ( 3 ) 
END 
1 S LR , S S V , PY GG , RGG , T , ADZ 















f LAEE L 
9; LARE L 
CDECL 
C 1  
c 2  DER I VED RATE CONTROL 
c 3  
4 SURROUT I NE C L 
5 
6 
7 C A L L  SUN( PSS,YSS) 
8 IF (EAT-T IME)  9 , 9 , l l  
3 CALL  EARTH( ESO) 
1B GO TO 1 2  
1 1  ESO-0. 
12 C A L L  DE(PRO,YRO,RRO) 
13 N O P l = l  
14 L= 1 
15 ER( L)=-( PRO+PSS) 
I F  A C S F ( E R ( L ) ) - A D Z ( L ) )  1 7 , 1 7 , 1 8 0 1  
AN t L)=ST(L) 16 17 
1 7 0 1  I F (  I N D )  22,22,1702 
1702 X D (  1 )=RESTOR 
1 7 0 3  IND=0 
10 GO TO 22 
1801 I F (  I tJD) 1882 ,104)2 ,1803  
l e 0 2  RESTOl?=XD( 1 )  
1 8 0 3  l N D = l  
XD ( 1 )=ONTM 
20 
21 AN( L)=AN( L)+ST(  L )  
22 GO TO ( 2 3 , 2 6 , 9 5 0 ) , L  
L= 2 
23  11 ER( L)=-( YRO+YSS) 
25 G O  TO 16 
26 L= 3 





LAB E L 
D I MENS I ON W ( 3 1, AN ( 3 ) , A I ( 3,3 , A (  3,3 , DUt VW ( 6)  , XD ( 7 , ER ( 3 , ST ( 3 , TC ( I 
COllMON FJSEQ,T IME, P t i  I I THETA, PS I ,W, AN , A I  , A ,  DUMMY ,XD, NOPl  ,NOP2, SLR, S S  
1 3 ) , T D ( 3 ) , D R G ( 3 )  , T ( 3 ) , A D Z ( 3 )  
1 V,ESV,ESLR ,ESA, EAT,  T C ,  TD ,DRC,ER, ST,  T ,  LT  ,ADZ ,ONTI1 





C2 DER I VEP, RATES 
C 3  
4 SURROUTINE DR( PRO,YF!O,RRO) 
5 
6 
0 I MENS ION W (  3)  ,AN( 3 )  ,A I ( 3,3) ,A( 3 ,3)  ,DUHMY ( 6 )  ,XD( 7 )  ,ER( 3 ) ,  ST ( 3 )  ,TC ( 
C k I M O N  NSEQ, T IHE,  P H I  THETA, PS I ,W,AN , A I ,  A, DUMMY ,XD , NOPl  , NOP2, SLR ,SS 














DT=T I HE-TLT 
IF(ARSF(ERR)-B.0001)  12,12,14 
VARsVAR-DT*VAR/TD ( L)  
GO TO 18 
I F ( A P J ( L ) )  15,17,17 
VAR=VAR-VAR*(DT/TC( L))-DRG( L ) * ( D T / T C (  L ) )  
GO TO 18 















C l  
c 2  
9; 
i3 
Y A R ~ A R - V A R *  ( DT/TC ( L )  ) +DRG ( L)  * ( nT1-r~ ( L ) ) 
GO T O ( 1 9 . 2 3 . 2 7 1 . L  - _ .  
P R ~ V A R -  - 
L- 2 
VAR=Y RO 




GO TO 10 
RR@ VAR 






SURROUT I NE EARTH( ESO 1 
5 
6 
7 A R G = A R S F ( A ( 2 , 1 ) / A ( l , l ) )  
8 EA=ATANF( ARG 1 
DlMENSIOPJ W(3) ,AN(3 )  ; A I  (3,3) , A ( 3 , 3 )  ,DUt{MY(6) , X 0 ( 7 ) , E R ( 3 )  , S T ( 3 )  , T C (  
COMMON NSEQ,T I HE, PHI ,THETA, P S I  , \ / ,AN , A I  ,A ,DUMMY ,XD , NOPl ,NOP2, SLR, SS 
13) ,TD(3)  ,DRG(3) , T ( 3 )  ,ADZ(3) 













IF(A(I 1 ) )  i d , i i , i i  
+-A( 2 , l )  
- 
EA=3.1415927-EA 
C A L L  SGN(EA,EA,Q) 
IF (ESA-ABSF(EA) )  14,16,16 
E S b 0 .  
GO TO 950 
IF (ABSF(EA) -ESLR)  13 ,17 ,17  
C A L L  SGN( ESO, ESV, EA)  
GO TO 950 




Jr LAEE L 
Ct lA2 
c.1 
C 2  MAAN PROGRAM NO 2 
C 3  
4 
5 FORMAT(315) 
6 COMMOrl DUMMY, PARA14 
7 READ INPUT TAPE 5,5, MROLL, I RUN, NPAR 
c IF (NPAR)  11,11,10 
9 
10 READ INPUT TAPE 5,9,(PARAEl( I ) , I = l , N P A R )  
1 1  C A L L  DATA(PERIOD,TOL,NOP,CODE)  
1 2  NOP( 3 )=1  
1 3  NOP( 4)=l 
1 4 
1 5  00 19 I = l , I R U N  
1 6  I N = l - 1  
17 
18 C A L L  PRINT(  IN,NOP,MROLL,CODE) 
19 C A L L  PUNCH( I N ,  IRUN,CODE) 
20 END 
CP1A3 
C l  




6 COt.1MON NSEQ, DUMMY, PARAM 
7 READ INPUT TAPE 5,5,MROLL, IEUN,NPAR 
8 I F( NPAR) 1 1 , 1 1 ,10 
9 FORMAT(3El5 .0)  
1 0  READ INPUT TAPE S,g,(PARAM( I ) ,  l=l ,NPAR) 
11  C A L L  DATA( PERIOD,TOL,NOP,CODE) 
1 2  C A L L  PARA( PER I OD, TOL, NOP, CODE, NPAR) 
14 l3 I N = l - 1  
1 5  C A L L  S VAD ( I 14 PER I OD, TOL , NOP) 
16 C A L L  PRINT(  I N  NOP,MROLL,CODE) 
X 1 ( I )=DUMI4Y ( 2)  
l7 1 6  X 2 (  I )=DUMt lY(3)  
X 3 (  I )=DUElMY( 4) 
20 X4( I )=DUI114Y ( 5)* 1000. 
21 X 5 (  I ) = D U t W ( 6 ) * 1 0 0 0 .  
22 X6(  I )=DUEW( 7)*1000. 
23 T ( I )=FLOATF( I ) 
24 FORMAT( lH1/ /50X,30HWl  = *, W2 = 0,W3 - X, (MRAD) / / )  
25 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,24 
D I MENS I OF1 NOP( 4) , TOL( 7 ) , DUMt.1Y ( 44) , PARAM( 15 ) 
FORMAT ( 3E 1 5.8) 
CALL PARA ( PE R I OD, TO L . NOP , CODE ) 
C A L L  SVAD ( I N, PER I OD, TO!. , NOP) 
C A L L  E X I T  
D I t4ENS I O N  NOP( 4) ,TOL( 7 )  ,DUMIW (431, PARAM( 1 5 )  , T (  1 0 0 )  , X 1 (  1 0 0 )  ,X2 (  100) 
1 ,X3 (  100) ,X4( 100) ,X5(  100) ,X6( 100) ,TS( 2020) 
DO 23 1-1, IRUN 
21 
26 bFLOATF(  Ii?lJtJ)/l0. + .5 
27 
2c FORMAT(lH1//47X,33HPHI = *, THETA = 0, P S I  = X ( R A D ) / / )  
29 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.28 














7 FORE1AT ( A 4 )  n FORMAT( 13) 
9 FORMAT ( 1 C 14) 
I F ( l t J )  11,11,15 
12 PUNCH 8, IRUN 
13 lC3=0 
1 4  I c=0 
I C -  IC+1 
I C 3 =  K 3 + 1  
15 
1 6  
17 K=6*( lC3-1) 
18 N(K+l)=A( 1,3)*25.+ - 5  
N( K+2)=A( 2,3)*15.+ -5 
20 l9 
N( K+4)=A( 3,1)*25 .+ .5 21 
22 tJ( K+S)=A( 3,2)* 15.+ .5 
23 N(  K+6)=N( K+3) 
24 I F (  I f !UN- IC)  27,27,25 
25 IF (3 - IC3)  26,26,950 
26 IC*0 
27 L= K+6 
28 PUNCH 9 , ( N (  I), I= l ,L )  
350 RETURN 
08001 * PLOT ROUTINE 
c0002* 
(30003ENTRY RACOPA1 
00084 TFM A+49,16,10 
00085 TFM A+54,ADf?l 
80006 TOM PAl+7,8 
00007 TO PA1+8,RM 
60009 K 0.971 
30 i CALL , T ,  ieurr,x3) P L T l ( I E R R , T S , 3 , M , O . , l 0 . * F L O A T F ( M ) , - 5 . , 5 . , T , l ~ U N , X l , T , l R U N , X 2  1 
E tJD 
SUBROUT I NE PUNCH ( I N , I RUN, CODE ) 




D I t4EW I ON W (  3 I , AfJ( 3 , A  I ( 3,3 ) , A (  3 . 3  ) , FJ( 1 r* ) 
1 
1 1 1  l0 PUNCH 7 ,CODE 1 
1 




e0008 TR TITLE2-1 , P A l - 1  
I 
22 
Q 0 G 1 0  8,953 
00431 1 TDEl TITLE2+8,Q 
8001 2 MA TlTLEl,900 
W014 TFM CTR,G1,10 - 
0081 5 A  W A  PA1,900 
60016 AM CTR,1 ,10  
a0017 CF.1 CTR,8 ,10  
8690 1 E: BNZ A 
c”j(a 1 9 TFII  A D R l  ,YAW-1 
00020 TFM ADR 2, C LR- 1 
0Q)c)21 TFEI ADR3, R91- 1 
041022 D T t I  SETUP,0 
00023 R B  
P0c124* 
a8025 DS 5 
08026SETUP T F  S1+11 .ADR1 































Q 0 0 5 7  
08Q50 
00059 
TF s2+1 i L A D R ~  
TF S3+11,ADR1 
TF S4+11 ,ADR3 






TFM AORl  ,YONE-l 
E!TH SETUP,B 
MA PAl,900 
I N I T I A L I Z E  PRINT AREA 
TFM CTR,0,10 
TFt1 C T R l , 0 , 1 0  
TFE4 ADR4, PR I NT-1 




At4 C T R , l , l 0  
AM C T R 1 , 1 , 1 0  
AM ADR4,240 
C M  C T R , 3 1 , 1 0  
BZ D 
CE1 C T R l , 5 , 1 0  
BNZ C 
TFM CTE1 ,8,10 
TFM A D R l  ,YMK-l 









































8 0 8 0 2 S 6  
00083 




















C;0 1 04 
60 1 0 W  3
88106 
00107 
GO 1 08 
450 1 @gAC 4 
R C  
TFC1 ADRI  ,Y-1 
T FC4 ADR 2, P I TC H 1 - 1 






R T t l  SETUP,0 
TR 
TFM ADR1,Y-1 
TFE? ADR2, XONE 1 - 1 
TFM ADR3,XONE2-1 
B T t l  SETUP, B 
TR 
TDM PF! I tlT+40C0,0 
P , G  
T F H  CTR,G,10 
T F t l  A0R4,PRINT 




CM CTR,31,10  
BNZ F 
TFE1 A+49,49 ,10  
T F t l  A+54,*+24 
El  A-24 
Y, 8,952 





WAT Y AC 
H 
E C l  ENTRY 
H 
DAC 25,SWITCH ONE ON FOP, F!EPEAT@ 
DAC 3Q,THE --EODY-- PLOT SHOWS THE BO, 
DAC 3 0 , ~ ~  FIXED AXES WITH THE T IP  OF , 
DAC 38 ,A  U N I T  LENGTH SUN POINTING VEC, 
DAC 30,TOR PLOTTED, THE -- INERTIAL--  , 
DAC 30,PLOT SHOWS SIEWLTANEOUSLY THE , 
DAC 3 0 , F I X E n  INERTIAL  AXES WITH A U N I ,  
PR I NT+3539,  PA 1-1 
Pt? I NT+3C 33, PA 1 - 1 
DAC 3 0 , ~  LENGTH VECTOR ON THE EODY EO, 
DAC 3 0 , ~ ~  AXIS  PLOTTED, ROLL AXES ARE, 








































































































10 DAC 30,R. P O I N T S  BELOW THE PITCH-YAW , 
11 DAC 30,PLANE ARE PLOTTED WITH AN X , 
1 3 A C 5  DAC 30,WiTH A * . THE F I R S T  POINT : 
15 DAC 14, IS AN E .@ 
I16PA1 DAC 30, # 
l17PA31 DAC 30, 5 
I 18PA61 DAC 30, 
20RESET DAC 30, , 
21 DAC 30, 1 ,  
22 DAC 30, 
2MLR DAC 31, 10 
25YAW DAC 31, YAM @ 
26PlTCHlDAC 31, P I T C H  I@ 
27 P I  TCH2DAC 3 1 , PITCH @ 
28Y DAC 31 , 1 @ 
29YMK DAC 31, + @ 
30XL DAC 31 ,+----+----+----+----+----+----+---- 6) 
3 1 ~ ~ 1  DAC 31,+----+----+----+----+ 10 
3 2 ~ ~ 2  DAC 31 ,+----+----+----+----+ 0 
'33YONE DAC 31, +1 @ 
34XONE1 DAC 31, +1 I@ 
35XONE2 DAC 31, + l  @ 
36TITLElDAC 30, BODY, 
37 DAC 30, JOB 
139m DC l,@ 
40PRINT DAC 1,0 
I41 DS 7440 
l42ADR1 DS 5 
43ADR2 DS 5 
I ld tADR3 DS 5 
45ADR4 DS 5 
46CTR DS 2 








I53 TFM CTR,0,10 
546 1 C N0,CTR 
I55 BZ E 
156 RNCDPA1 
157 RD E , P A l , ,  
158 TFM CTRl,0,10 
I59 TFM G2+6,PAl+l 
I12 DAC 30, POI NTS ABOVE- THI S PLANE 
14 DAC 30, is AN s AND THE LAST POINT, 
1gPAgl DAC 31, (9, 
23R91 DAC 31, 6 
138TITLE2DAC 31 ,CODE I NERT I ALGI 


























































AM CFC,l , l0 
CF * 
AM CF+6,1 
AM G 3 + l l , l  
CM CFC,3,10 




AM Gk6.4  
AM CF+6,1 
AM G 3 + l f , l  
TFM CFC,0,10 
CM C T R l  ,18,10 
BNZ G3 
SET SYMBOLS AND ADRS 
TFM CTRl,8,1$ 
TFM A1+11,PA1+11 
TFM A2+11, PA1+23 
TFM A3+11 ,PA1+3 
TFM A4+11 ,PA1+7 
TFM AS+ll,PAl+lS 
TFM A6+11 ,PA1+19 
AM CTR,1,10 
AM C T R l , l , l 0  
CM CTR,1,10 
BNZ G 7  





TFt4 T F l + l l  ,END 
TFM TF2+11 ,END 
R G10 
BNF G8,* 
TFM TF1+11 ,PER 
B A 2  
TFM T F l + l l , S T A R  
BNF Gg,* 
TFM TF2+11 ,PEP, 
26 
00210 
0021 l G 9  
8021 2* 
0 8 2 1  3* 
0021 4* 
0021 5* 
0 6 2 1  6G10  
























00241* a 0 2 4 29: 
80243 
00 244 
00 24 5T F 1 
G 0 2 4 6 T F 2  











0 0 2 5 8 D V  
0 0 2 5 3 F A C  
B G 1 0  
TFM TF2+11 ,STAR 
PLOT POINTS, SET ADRS 
TFM A D R l , 5 0  




T F  FAC ,f 
SF 95 








T F  FAC,* 
MM FAC,240,9 
SF 95 
T F  DV,99 




T F  DV,99 
TRAMSM I T SY MROLS 
TF TFI+~,ADF\I 
T F  TF2+6,ADf?2 
TF *,* 
T F  * , ; t  
AM A1+11 ,24  
AM A2+11 ,24  
AM A 3 + 1 1 , 2 4  
At4 A4+11 ,24  
At1 A 5 + 1 1 , 2 4  
AM A6+11,24  
C tJO,CTF? 
HZ E 
CM CTR1,3 ,10  
RNZ G 6  

























00260NO DS 3 
00261CFC OS 2 
00262STAR DAC 1 ,*, 
80263PER DAC 1 , X ,  
0026bEND DAC 1 , E ,  
08265s DAC 1 , S ,  




The purpose of this appendix is to describe the com- 
puter programs used to obtain some of the data for examples 
3.1 and 3.4. 
These programs use the following standard subroutines. 
INT, INTbl: Floating p o i n t  Adams-Moulton, Runge-Kutta Inte- 
gration; IBM Share P r o g r a m  No. 602, FAP Coded Subroutine. 
This program has two distinct entries, IXT to set up the  
necessary bookkeeping, and INTbl for perf 6rning the inte- 
gration steps. 
(with the name DAUX) which evaluates t h e  derivatives. 
MATINV: 
Linear Equations (FORTRAN 11), IBM Share Program No. 664. 
PLTl: Fortran Plotting Subroutine, F A P  coded, N e w  York 
University Library Routine No. 0-620424. 
Proqram for Example 3.1 
The user must supply a FORTRAN subroutine 
Matrix Inversion w i t h  Accompanying Solution of 
-
The main program perfxms the optimization as two one- 
dimensional problems. The subroutine D A W  describes the 
system equations. The subroutirte PERIN intergrates the 
system equations for given boundary conditions. The SIMPSN 
integration subroutine is used to calculate the performance 
i ndex .  
BX+C th rough t h e  g i v e n  t h r e e  p o i n t s  and f i n d s  t h e  minirnun? 
of the hill. 
Program f o r  Exanmle 3 . 4  
The s u b r o u t i n e  PARFIT f i t s  a p a r a b o l i c  c u r v e  Y-AX’+ 2 
-.---.----.----&---- 
The main program sets up  the problem. The s u b r o u t i n e  
OPTNAL f i n d s  t h e  o p t i m a l  s o l u t i o n .  The s u b r o u t i n e  INTCON 
o b t a i n s  t h e  c o n s t a n t s  i n  t h e  l i n e a r  e q u a t i o n s  i n  t h e  d i f -  
f e m n t i a l  approx ima t ion  t e c h n i q u e  f o r  the  cases U=bx,, U-bx, 
+ cx: and U=bx, + c x 2 .  The s u b r o u t i n e  U B X l  f i n d s  the d i f -  
f e r e n t i a l  app rox ima t ion  s o l u t i o n  for  t h e  case U=bx, and 
o b t a i n s  the exact s o l u t i o n  bi q u a s l l i n z a r i z a t i o n .  The sub-  
r o u t i n e s  UBXCX3 and B X l C X 2  do t h e  same o p e r a t i o n s  as t h e  s u b -  
r o u t i n e  U B X l  fo r  t h e  cases U-bx,  + cx: and U=bx, + c x 2  r e s p e c t -  
i v e l y .  
- 
The s u b r o u t i n e  DAUX describes t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equ- 
a t i o n s  f o r  all t h e  cases mentioned above.  The s u b r o u t i n e  
SKALE 1:inds t h e  scale factors for  t h e  graphs t o  be p l o t t e d .  
A l l  the qraphs are sca led  t o  ,the i n t e r v a l  -1 t o  +l. The 
s u b r o u t i n e  PLOT sets u p  t h e  proper v a r i a b l e s  for  the  PLTl 
s u b r o u t i n e .  T h e  s u b r o u t i n e  SIMPSN is t h e  r e g u l a r  Simpson 









PROGRAM L I ST I NG FOR EXAMPLE 3 1 SPEC I F I C OPT I MAL CONTROL 
PROBLEM PARAMETER OPT I t4l  ZAT I ON METHOD * SYMROL TABLE 
JC LABEL 
CGRAD I ENT TECHNIQUE MA IN PROGRAM 
C PLANT DDX+3DX+2X=U lkAX+BDX 
C PARAMETER O P T I t l I Z A T I O N  USING PARABOLIC F I T T I N G  METHOD 
C THI S PROGRAM IS FOR TWO D I MENS I ONAL H I LL. 
C OPT I HI ZAT I ON I S CARRI ED OUTAS TWO ONE-D I WENS I ONAL PROBLEMS 
C 
COMMOtJ T ,API  ,BP I  ,CONE ,CTWO,HGRI D ,TT ,XONE ,XTWO, U, PI , FUNC , NMAX 
0 I MENS IO11 T'( 56), XOHE ( SDl) , XTWO( 561 ) , U( 561 ) , FUNC ( 501 ) 
C 
1 READ I NPUTTAPE 5,5(atl ,CONA ,CONB ,TT ,NtAX,  NOPT , NO1 T ,TOLL 
2 READ I NPUTTAPE 5,518 ,CONE, CTWO, A, B 
148 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,710 
FkNMAX-1 
HGR I 0s TT / F N  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,520,CONE ,CTWO, TT , NMAX ,HGRI D ,A, B , CONA,CONB 





I N O E X 4  
A P l = A  
R P I = B  
C A L L  P E R I N  




c SEARCH t4 lNlMUM I N  A DIRECTION 
5 I F (AB SF ( A)-0.0 2) 6,7,7 
6 AA=A+CJ .0004 
7 AA=A+0.02*A 
I N k l  
CALL PERIN 
GO TO 8 
8 AP l=AA 
9 P I A A b P I  
C CALCULATE P A R T I A L  D E R I V A T I V E  OF P I  WRT A 
10 DP IAr ( P  I AAR-PI AB) /( AA-A) 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,678 
1 1  WR [TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,53V, A,R , P I  AB ,AA, P I  AAB , DP I A  
12 I F( P I  AAB-PI AB 13,13,15 
AAPA 
16 l 5 P I A A b P I A B  
GO TO 13 
l 3  API=AB 
I NA= I NA+1 












































CALL P E k I N  
P I ARB= P I 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,54b ,AB,R ,P IABB 
I F ( P I A B H - P I A A R )  2@,21,21 
DP I A= ( P I ARB-P I AAR)  / ( AB-AA) 
AC=AD-DP I A*CONA 
AP I=AC 
I lJA= I NA+1 
CALL PEEIN 
P I  ACR=PI 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,55(a,O@IA ,AC, P I  ACR 
I F (  I NA-NOPT) 27,29,29 
I F  ( P I  ACB-PI AOB) 
AA=AH 
P I AAt;= P I AEiR 
AB- AC 
P I ABR==P I ACB 
CONA= Z.W*CONA 
WRITE UUTPUTTAPE 6,56@,CONA 
GO T O  216 
28,23,29 
C 0 N A= C. ONA / 2.8 
AC=AA-DP I A*CONA 
AP I-AC 
C A L L  PEEIN 
P I ACD- P I 
WRI TF: OUTPUT TAPE 6,578,DPIA,AC,  P I  ACB ,CONA 
I F (  INA-NOPT) 4@,29,29 
I F (  P IACB-PIAAB)  23,41 ,41 
A b A C  
P I AR B= P I AC P, 
GO T O  21 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,58o,AA, P I A A B  ,AB, P I  ARB ,AC , P IACB 
CALL  PARF I T (  AA, P I  AAB ,AB, P I  ABB ,AC , P I  ACB ,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA) 
AMI N=-DETA/( 2.@*ALPHA) 
AP I=AMI N 
C A L L  PERIN 
P I AllO- P I 
WR I TF. OUT PUT TAPE 6 ,59B,AMI  N , €3141 N, P I  AMB 
I F ( P I AM:-P I AAO 
P I AMEk P I AAB 
AMI N=AA 
I F ( P I AMB-PI ARB) 
PIAMR-PIAOR 
AM I N=AB 
IF (P IAMR-PIACR)  131,131,132 
P I A M b P I A C O  . 
AMI N=AC 
I NA= I NA+1 
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69 
71 I 72 
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WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,698 , A M I  N , Df’ll N , P I  AHP, 
SEARCH M I N I t 4 J t l  I N  8 DIRECTION 
A=AM I ri 
P I  AB= P I AMR 
IF(ABSF(C)-O.Q2)52,53,53 
RA=B+B .0004 
GO TO 54 
API=A 
B P I s B A .  
I NB= 1 
C A L L  P E R I N  
P I  A R A r P l  
DP I R= ( P I AR A-P I At3 ) / ( R A-R ) 
WE I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6, bbld 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,6b(O ,A ,R , P I  AH ,RAD P I  A B A ,  D P I  B 
I F ( P I A B A - P I A E )  61,61 ,62 
EA-€3 
P I A B A t  P I AB 
GO TO 61 
B A P R + 0 . @ P B  
CALCULATE P A R T I A L  DERIVATI  VE OF PI WRT B 
BE-EA-DP I B*CONR 
DP I=6R 
I tIB= I NB+1 
C A L L  P E R I N  
P I A B B t P I  
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,61 U ,A ,Bn,  P I  Atif3 
I F ( P I A R B - P I A B A )  6 9 , 7 ~ , 7 ~  
DP I R=( PIABR-PI  Af ,A) / (  BB-CA) 
RC=RB-DPI R*CO?JR 
BP I=BC 
I NE;= I HB+1 
C A L L  P E R I N  
P I ARC=P I 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,62~, ,DP I  B , B C ,  P I  ARC 
I F(  I EJR-NOPT) 76’78 , 78 
I F ( P I A R C - P I A R B )  77,78973 
O L B B  
P I  ABAePI  ABR 
RB=RC 
P I  A B b P  I ABC 
CONR=2.0*CONB 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,63p,CONE 


















































C A L L  PERIN 
PIARC=PI 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,6416 ,DP I B  ,BC , P I  ABC ,CONE 
I F ( I NR-NOPT) 9V, 78,78 
I F (  PIABC-PIAHA)  78,91,91 
BREBC 
P I  ARB-P 1 ABC 
GO TO 710 
PERFORM PARAEOL I CF I TT I NG 
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,6516, RA, P I  ARA, BB , P I  AEB , RC , P I  ABC 
CALL  PAFF I T (  BA, P I  ADA ,BB, P I  ARB ,BC , P I  ABC ,ALPHA,RETA ,GAflMA) 
R I l l  r le-BETA/( 2.0*ALPHA) 
RP I=.f,IIl tl 
CALL PERIN 
P I Ab  E.b P 1 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,66@, AMI N ,BMI N , P I ABM 
I F (  PIARM-PIABA) 135,135,136 
PIARtkPIAE5A 
I F ( P I Act-!-P I ARB) 1 38,138,139 
P I  AP t C P  I AfiC 
RM I N=RB 
lF (P IABt4 -P IABC)  141,141,142 
R M  I N=RC 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6, '/bW,AMI N ,BMI N, P I  ABM 
I tlDEXS: I N D E X + l  
n t i  I ri= E ~ A  
P I AR ik P I AR C 
TFST THE SOLUTION 
E RRA= AE S F ( AFO-AM I N ) 
ERRE:=ABSF( RFR-BI.11 N )  
DELA=TOLL*ARSF( AMI N) 
DELR=TOLL*ARSF( B I I I  N)  
I F ( E RRA-DE L A  ) 
I F ( ERRF't-DE LR ) 
1 08 , 1 $98 , 1 1 (6 
Z V V ,  2 W ,  1 1 ld 
N O  GOOD GO CACK 
A F t b A t l I  14 
BFR=RHI N 
A=AM I 14 
R = R M I N  
PIAB=PIAF:M 
I F (  I?IDEX-NOIT) 5,2@(6,2wV 
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,7216 
API=AEl I  tS 
BPI=ElHIN 
CALL  PEEIN 
NP=( NMAX-I ) / 2 V  





















1 2163 FN=N-l 
2 ~ 4  
2V5 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,73(6,Tlt4E,XONE(N),XTWO(N),U(N) 
21p CONTINUE 
l(69 GO TO 1 
516~ 
510 FORMAT(4FlU.0) 
fiZ(6 u F O R M A T ( ~ H ~ / ~ ~ H  CONE CTWO TT ElMAX HCRID A E CONA CONB / 
1 2F1015,F8,3,15,SF15,8/) 
530 FORMAT(/24HABPIAB AA PIAAB D P l A  /6F15,8 / )  
5b F O R M A T ( / I W A B  B PlAi3R /3F15.8/) 
55@ FORMAT(/15HDPIA ACPIACB /3F15.8/) 
56a FORMAT(/6HCONA /F15.8/) 
57(6 FORMAT(/2VHDPIA ACPIACB CONA /4F15.8/) 
580 F O R M T ( / 2 8 H A A  P I A A B  AB PIARB AC PIACB /6F15.8/) 
590 FORMAT( / lTHAMlN B M l N  PlAMB / 3 F 1 5 , 8 / )  
61016 
6 1 ~  F O R M A T ( / l W A B B  P I A B B  /3F15.8 / )  
6 2 ~  FORMAT( / lSHDPIB BC PIABC /3F15,8 / )  
6316 FORMAT(/6HCONB /F15,8/ )  
64fB FORMAT(/Zf#HDPIB BCPIABC CONB /4F15.8/) 
650 FORMAT(/28HBA P I A B A  BBPIABB BCPIABC /6F15,8/) 
6 4 ~  FORMAT( / lTHAMIN BMtN PIABM /3F15.8/) 
6 7 ~  FORHAT(///31HSEARCH M I N I N J M  I N  A D I R E C T I O N  / / )  
68(6 FORMAT( / / /31HSfARCH M I  N I IUM I N  BD I RECT I ON / / )  
690 FORMAT(/27HCORF?ECTED AMlN B M l N  PIAMR / 3 F 1 5 . 8 / )  
71bB FORMAT(/27HCORRECTED A N l N  B M l N  P I A B M  /3F15,8/) 
728 OFORMAT(/ /29HSPECIFIC OPTIHAL TRAJECTORY / /  
6X l H T l 1  XWXONE 16X4HXTWOl8X 1 HU/ ) 
730 FORMAT FlU.5,3F2U.8) 
74d FORMAT I / 1 6 ” O P T  N O l T  TOLL /2 I l@,Flk j .5 / )  
7116 OFORMAT( l H l / I ~ X 9 2 H G P A D I E N T  TECHNIQUE PARAMETEROPTIMIZATION US1 
758 FORMAT(/8HARPI /3F1S08/) 
* SYMBOL TABLE 
* LABEL 
CDAUX DAUX SUBROUTINE FOR GRADIENT TECHNIQUE 
C 
T I MEoFN*HGR I D 
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,7516 ,AMI ti, BMI N , P I 
FORMAT ( 2F1 la.0, F5 B, 3 I 5, F 1  16 ,0) 
FORMAT(f24HAB P l A B  RA PIARA D P l B  /6F15.8/) 
1 
1NG P A R A B O L I C F I T T I N G  METHOD G C AGARWAL / 
258HSYSTEM DDX+3DX+ZX=U, I = l N T ( 0 , 1  )(X**2+DX**2+U**2) ,U-AX+BDX / )  
l(b(blb END 
SUBROUTINE DAUX 
COMMON T ,API  , B P I ,  CONE ,CTWO, H G R l  D ,TT ,XONE ,XTWO ,U, P I  , FUNC , NMAX 
DIMENSIOCJ T ( S ~ ) , X O N E ( 5 ~ 1 ) , X T w O ( 5 ~ 1 )  ,U(5k91),FUNC(5@1) 
C 
1 UT==API *T (4 )+RP l *T (5 )  




T (  7)=-3,0*T ( 5)-2,0*T (4)+UT 
RETURN 
35 
k SYMBOL TABLE 
j: LAEE L 
CPERI N SUEROUT I NE TO CALCULATE PERFORMANCE INDEX 






















COt4t40fJ T , A P I  , B P I  ,CONE ,CTWO,HGRID, TT ,XONE ,XTWO,U, P I  ~ FUNC , NMAX 
D I t1ENS I O N  T (  513) ,XONE( 5 ~ 1 )  ,XTWO( 5161 ) ,U( 5 U l )  ,FUNC( 9 1 )  
DO 249 151 , 5 V  
T (  I )=(6.0 
T (  2)=(6.0 
T (  3)=HGRID 
T (  S)=CTWO 
C A L L  ItJT(T,2,2,8.,8.,0.,e. , e .  $ 0 . )  
XONE ( 1 )=CONE 
XTWO( 1 )=CTWO 
DO 1~ 1=2,NMAX 
CALL  INTI*\  
XONE ( I )=T ( 4) 
XTWO( I ) = T (  5) 
CONT I NIJF. 
DO 13  I=1 ,NEZAX 
FUNC( I )=XONE( I )*>k2+XTWO( I )**%+U( I )**2 




T (  ~ ) = C O F I E  
U( I )=API*XONE( I )+E~PJ*xTWO( I ) 
* LABEL 
CPARF I T PARAElOL I C F I TT I NG SUBROUT I NE THROUGH 3 PO I NTS 
0 
1 PAR( 1 , l  )=A**2 
2 PAR( 1 , 2 ) = A  
3 
1, 
5 PAR( 2,2)5R 
6 PAR( 2,3)=1 .0 
PAR( 3 , l  )=C**2 
PAR( 3,2)=C 
7 n 
PAR( 3,3)=1 .QI 
RPAR( 1 , l  ) = X  
9 
10 
11 RPAR( 2 , l  ) C Y  
1 2  RPAR( 3 , l  )=Z 
0 C A L L  
13 ALPHA=RPAR( 1 , l  ) 
SUBROUTINE PARFIT(A,X,B,Y,C ,Z,ALPHA,RETA,GAMIIIA) 
[I I f9ENS I Otl  PAR( 1 v ,  1 V )  , RPAR( 1 b , 1 ) 
PAR( 1,3)=1 .a 
PAR( 2 , l  )=U** 2 
MAT I NV(  PAR, 3 ,  RPAR, 1 ,DET ) 
1 4  BETA=RPAP,( 2 , i  
15 GAMMA=RPAR( 3 ,1)  
1 6  RETURN 
36 
1 7  END 
* SYI48OL TARLE 
4 LAREL 
cs I MPSN s I w s o N  I NTEGEAT I ON SUBROUT i 
SUBROUT I NE S IMPSN( FUNC ,HGR I D , " A X ,  S IMP) 
C WHERE HGRl DrLENGTH OF SUB I NTERVAL. NMAX=NUMBEF? OF PO I NTS 
c NMAX MUST BE ODD 
C 
D I HENS I OM FUNC ( 3 9 1 )  
16 ( NHAX-1 ) / 2 
SUMA=@.G 
DO 1 5  J=l,K 
SUIlB=V .8 
DO 1 6  J52,K 
SIMP=(4.*SUMA+2.*SUMR+FUNC( NHAX)+FUNC( 1 ) ) .  
lv(d RETURN 
END 
15 SUMA=SUMA+FUNC( 2*J) 
1 6  SUMRL:SUtlB+FUNC( 2*J-1) 
GR I 0/3. 
T H I S  PROGRAM ALSO REQUIRES SUBROUTINES I N T ,  INTM,t4ATINV 













PROGRAM L I ST I NG FOR EXAMPLE 3.4 SPEC I F I C OPT I MAL CONTROL PROB . 
METHOD OF Cl I FFERENT I A L  APPROX I MAT I ON AND QUAS I L I NEAR I ZAT I ON 
* SYt480I- T A R N  
i t  LABEL 
CEIAI PJ PROGRAM TH I S  PROGRAM SOLVES THE OPT I H A L  SOLUT I ON THEN F I NDS 
C THE FEEDRAC t< COEFF I C  I ENTS US I NG D I F F  APPROX F I NALLY CHECKSTHE 
C FEEDBACK COEFFIC IENTS USING QUASI L I N E A R I Z A T I O N  A L L  THE RESULTS 
c ARE PLOTTED FOR COHPAR I S I ON 
c PLANT DOX+30X+ZX+G. 5X**3=U 
c 
@COMMON T , W ,  ti, P,HGE ID , NMAX , PRE \I, CON, I FLAG, NPRNT , XONE , XTWO, BFC , CFC , 
I A L M D , A M U , Z E T A , E T A , F U N C , X O , Y O , U O , P E R I N , Y l  ,Y2,Y3,MBL,PLT,TEMP,SCALE, 
ZAMAX, I ERR, Y L, VU, T I , T T  , NP, MCON CSOC , S I MP, CONE , CTWO, ALMDP, AMUP 
00 I MEPIS I ON T (  9(6(6) ,\I( 8,281 ) , H( 6 ,I!, 2 U l )  , P(  8 , 2 ~  1 ) , PRE V(  8)  , CON( 8 )  , 
2TEMP( 1 ~ 2 5 ) , S C A L E ( 3 ) , A M A X ( 3 )  , C S O C ( l V )  







NPRNTt  2(6 
W O N = 4  
N M X =  2V1 
FORMAT ( 1 RX,  2F6 .2 ,2€20 .  f l )  
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,20, XONE , XTWO ,ALMD ,AMU 
1 0 0  REAP INPUT TAPE 5 ,  10,XONE XTWO ALtIIC) A h  
” 
20 Q)FOR\EtAT( 1 H 1 / 9 9 H  SOC PROOLEtl SENSIT  I V I  T Y  ANALYSIS  PLANT DDX+3DX+2X+b 
1 .5X**3=U OPT I M A L  SOI-UT I ON AND 0 I FFERENT SOC 
2 5H XTWO, F6.2/5HALMO, E 2 0 , 8 / 5 H  AMU , E 2 0 . 8 / / / / )  
/ / / 5 H  XONE, F6.2/ 1 
c 
C ONE- XON E 
C T W ()E X TWO 
C A L L  OPTHAL 
ALtWP=ALE1D 
A MU P- AMU 
C 
C A L L  INTCON 
CAL!. 0 t : X l  I 
I 
* LABEL 
COPTtlAL INTEGRATION OF EULER LAGRANGE E@UAT IONS W I T H  G I  VEN BOUNDARY 
c CONO I T  I ONS US I CJG QUASI L I N E A R  I ZAT I O N  FOR TPBVP T O  F I ND OPT I h A L  
C SOLUT I ON 










SURROUT I NE OPTMAL 
I N I T I A L  APPROXl.C4ATION 
INTEGRATE NONL I NEAR 01 FF EQS 
I F L A G 1  
DO 2 1=1,908 
2 T (  I )=8.6 
INTEGRATION SETUP 
102 T ( 2 ) e T I  
T ( 3)=HGR I D  
T (4)=XONE 
T (  S)=XTWO 
T (6)=ALMD 
T ('J)=AMU 
C A L L  l ~ ~ ( ~ , 4 , 2 , 0 . , W . , ~ , , 0 . , ~ . , 0 . )  
SOLUTION OF NONLINEAF? D l F F  EQS 
00 4 k 2 , N M A X  
C A L L  I N T M  
DO 3 l=1,4 
3 W( I ,N)=T( 1+3) 
4 CONTI?JUE 
HOLD GIVEN I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS 
PREY( 1 )=XONE 
PREV Z)=XTWO 
PREY t 3)mALMD 
PRE V( 4)=AMU 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,97, (PY,EV( I ) , 1=1,4) , ( W (  I , 2 V l )  ,1=1,4) 
vFORMAT(/ /SWFOR OPTIMAL SOLUTION I N I T I A L  GUESS BOUNDARYPOINTS 
t/OH I N I T I A L  ,4EZ(bo8/9HTERMINAL , 4 E 2 u 0 8 / )  
QUAS I L I NEAR I ZAT I ON SOLUT I ON 
1 ~ 4  I F L A G 2  
C 
l T E R = l  
358 DO 6 l = l s 9 V V  
6 T ( l ) = V . 0  
T (  2)=TI  
T (  3)=HGRID 
T(4)=1.0 
T ( g ) = l  .B 
39 
.^ , 
T (  14)=1.0 
T (  19)=1.0 
XONE=PREV( 1 ) 
X TWO= PRE V ( 2) 














C A L L  I N T ( T , 2 1 ,  
N= 1 
G 3  
DO 21 I=1,4 
DO 21 J=1,4 
L=L+I 
21 H( I ,J,N)=T(L)  
DO 22 l = L 4  
LP: L+ l  
22 P( I ,N)=T(L )  
I MTEGEATE P ANDH 
DO 7 Nn2,NMAX 
XONE=W( 1 , N )  
X T W b W (  2 ,  N)  
ALMD=M( 3 ,  N) 
AMU=W( 4,N) 
CALL  INTI4 
L= 3 
DO n I= l , 4  
DO 8 J = 1 , 4  
L=L+1 
8 H( I , J , N ) = T ( L j  
DO 9 l= l ,4  
L=L+l 
9 P( I , N ) = T ( L )  
7 CONTINUE 
DETERtll lNE CONSTANTS TO MATCH THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
USES I4AT I NV DOUBLE PREC I SI ON ACCURACY - 
D I f l E N S I O N  A ( 1 0 , 1 b ) , R ( l V , l )  
N=NMAX 
CON( 1 )=PREV( 1 ) 
CON( 2)=PREV( 2) 
DO 51 J=l , 2  
DO 51 I==1,2 
A (  I ,J)=H( 1+2,J+2,N) 
B (  I , 1 )=-f'( 1+2,N)-H( 1+2,1 ,N)*CON( 1)-H( 1+2,2,N)*CON( 2) 
C A L L  MATINV(AB2 ,R ,1  ,DET) 
DO 70 1=1,2 
DO 52 i=i ,2 




















































7(6 CON( 1+2)=R( I , 1 )  
C 
DO 1 V  N = 2 # N l A X  
0 0  11 l 4 , 4  
W( I ,N)=P( I ,N) 
DO 11 J=1,4 
1 1  W( I ,N)=W( I #N)+H( I ,J,N)*CON(J) 
l e  CONTINUE 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,98,(CON(l),l=1,4),(W(l,Z~l),ltr,4) 
BFORMAT(/27H QL SOLUTION BOUNDARY PTS / 8 H I N I T I A L  ,4€21~.8/ 
1 gH TERf l INAL  4E216.8/) 
CHECK THE S O L ~ J T I ~ N  
E R R O b A B S F (  PF?EV( 3)-CON( 3 ) )  
IF (  iTER-4)3@@,73,73 
ITER= ITEt?+l 
DO 13 l=1,4 
PREV( I )=CON( I ) 
GO TO 350 
W( 1 , 1 )=CON( 1 ) 
W(2.1 )=CON(2) 
UO( 1 )=-go S*CON( 4) 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,99 ,  I TER 
FORMAT(/ /EvH ITERATION PERFORMED , I SI//) 
T I ME=T i 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,6@,TIME,(CON( l ) , l = l , 4 ) , U O ( l )  
k 1 +NPRNT 
DO 61 &2,Nt4AX 
UO( N)=-0 . 5'W( 4, N)  
FN=N-l 
T I t4E=FN*HGR I D+T I 
IF(N-M) 61,62,61 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,9@,TIME,(W( I , N ) , I = 1 , 4 ) , U O ( N )  
kM+NPRNT 
CONT I NUE 
DO NEXT I T E R A T I O N  
CALCULATE PERFORMANCE INDEX 
DO 26 N = l , N t A X  
FUNC(N)=:W( 1 ,N)**2+W( 2,N)**2+UO( N)**2 
CALL S I MPSN( FUNC ,HGR ID ,  NMAX , S 1 MP) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,80,PERIN 
P E m i = s  i tip 
SET NEW I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS 
XONE=CON( 1 ) 
XTWLCON(  2) 
I 
41 
A L M b  C ON ( 3 ) 
A MU=C ON ( 4 ) 
C HOLD OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR D l F F  APPROX 
PO i e w  rJ=i ,NMX 
XO( N)=W( 1 ,N) 
l(b(d0 YO(N)=W(2,N) 
c PLOT OPT I H A L  SOLUT I ON 
31 J= (b 
DO 32 1 ~ 1 ,  NIUX ,MCON 
J= J+ 1 
FN= 1-1 
PLT ( J )=FEl*HGR I D+T I 
Y l ( J ) = X O ( I )  
Y 2( J ) = Y O (  I 
Y 3 (  J)=UO( I 




WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,10(d,XONE,XTWO,TT 
P 
I, 









100 0FORt4AT ( / / / 8 2 H  SENS I T I V I  TY ANALYS I S OPT I MAL SOLUT I ON GRAPHS I N  ORDE 
1R XONE XTWO AND U OPTIMAL / 









6(6 pFORt4AT ( / /  17H OPT I MAL SOLUT I ON / 
80 FORMAT( /6HPER I N ,  F3@.8/ )  
g@ FORMAT( l@XF1@.4,5E16.6)  
1 0 7  RETURN 
END * SYt4DOL TARLE 
JC LABEL 
CINTCON SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  I N  THE L I N E A R  EQS 
C OBTAINED BY D l F F  APPROX METHOD TO F I N D  THE FEEDBACK COEFFS 
c 
1 
SUBROUT I NE I NTCON 
YICOMMON T ,W ,H, P,  HGRI 0, NMAX , PREV,CON, I FLAG, NPRNT ,XONE ,XTWO, BFC ,CFC , 
1 ALMD ,AHU, ZETA, ETA,  FUNC ,XO ,YO,UO, PER I N, Y 1 ,Y 2,Y3, MBL, PLT ,TEMP, SCALE, 
2AMAX, I ERR , Y L , Y U , T I , TT , NP , MC ON, C SOC , S I MP , CONE , CTWO , ALMD P , AMUP 
@I3 I MENS I 011 T ( 9 W )  , W ( 8 , 2 V  1 ) , H ( 8 ,8,28 1 ) , P ( 8,2(6 1 ) , PRE V ( 8 ) , CON ( 8 ) , 
lFUNC(  2161 ) x o ( 2 V l )  , Y 0 ( 2 V l )  ,UO(2Y)1) , Y 1 ( 5 1 )  , Y 2 ( 5 1 )  , Y 3 ( 5 1 )  , P L T ( S l )  , 
2TEEfP( 10251, SCALE( 3 )  ,AMAX ( 3)  ,CSOC ( 1 V )  
C 
DO 10 l= l ,NMAX 
FUNC( I )=UO( I ) *XO(  I ) 


























100 * * 
CSOC( l ) = S I M P  
DO 28 l=l ,NtWX 
FUtJC ( I )=XO( I )** 2 
C A L L  S I MPSN ( FUNC , HGF? I 0, NMAX , S I f lP  ) 
CSOC ( 2)=S I MP 
DO 3s l=l ,NMAX 
FUNC( I )=XO( I )**4 
C A L L  S I t lPSN(  FUNC ,HGR 
CSOC( 3 ) s S I M P  
DO 40 I=l,Nt 'MX 
FUNC( I )=XO( I )**6 
C A L L  S I MPSN ( FUNC ,HCR 
CSOC ( 4 ) = S  I MP 
0, NtUX, S I  CtP) 
D , NtUX,  S I t?P) 
42  
DO 50 I=1 ,tJHAX 
FUNC( I )=UO( I ) *XO(  I )**3 
C A L L  S I MPSN ( FUNC , HGF? I D , NIiAX , S I I4P) 
CSOC( 5)=SIMP 
00 60 I=l,Nf4AX 
FUtJC ( I )=UO( I )*YO( I ) 
C A L L  S IMPSN( FUNC ,HGRI 0, Nt4AX ,S I IdP) 
CSOC ( 6)=S I MP 
DO 70 I=l,NMAX 
FUNC( I )=YO( I )**2 
C A L L  S I  MPSN( FUNC ,HCR I D  , NMAX , S I t4P) 
CSOC (7 )=S  IMP 
DO 80 I-1,NtWX 
C A L L  S I tlPSN( FUtK , HGR I D , NIUX, S I MP) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 2 0 @ , ( C S O C ( l ) , l = l , 8 )  
FUNC( I )=xo( I ) *YO(  I )  
CSOC(8)=SIMP 
0 F O R M A T ( / / / ~ H C O E F F I C l E t J T ~  I N  THE L I N E A R  EQUATIONS TO FINCFEEDBAC 





CUBX 1 CASE ONE & B X l  D I FF APPRO)! I HAT I ON AND QUAS I L I NEAR I ZAT I ON 
C 
SUBROUT I tIE UEX 1 
@COt.tMON T ,W,H, P,HC;F? I O ,  NMAX , PREY ,CON, I FLAG ,NPF!NT , XONE , XTWO, BFC , CFC , 
1 A L t D  , AMU,ZETA, ETA, FUNC , X O , Y O ,  UO, PER I N , Y 1 , Y 2,  Y 3 ,  M3L, PLT ,TEMP, SCALE, 
ZAMAX, I ERR,Y L, YU ,T I , TT, NP,tKON ,CSOC , S  I MP,CONE ,CTWO, ALMDP,AMUP 












2TEt4P( 1825) ,SCALE(3 )  ,AMAX(3) ,CSOC.( 1U) 
C 
c. CASE ONE U=BX 
l@@(d RFC=CSOC( 1 ) / C S O C (  2) 
15016 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2UU,CONE,CTWO,TT,BFC 
l 3 H  TT,F6.2 /28H RY D l F F  APPROX RFC E2@.8/)  
S P E C I F I C  OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY D l F F  A b P  
I @FORMAT( / / / /16H CASE ONE UPBX1 /5HXONE,F6.2/5H XTWO,F6.2/ 
I FLAG= 3 
D O  2 1=1,9016 
2 T (  I )e@.@ 
ZETA=@ .8 
T ( 2 ) s T I  
T (  3)=HGRI D 
T ( 4)=CONE 
T (  S)=CTWO 
T ( 6)=E!FC 
T ( 7 )=ALMD P 
T ( 8  =AMUP 
T ( 9  1 =ZETA 
C A L L  I N T (  T ,  6,2,0., 0. ,a.  , e  ,0  . ,0 . )  
U= B FC *T  ( 4) 
WR I TE OUT PUT TAPE 6,58, T ( 2) , T ( 4) , T ( 5)  , U 
I NTEGRAT I ON SETUP 
SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR D l F F  EQS 
t+= 1 +NPRNT 
D O  4 k 2 , N M A X  
C A L L  INTM 
DO 3 I=I ,6 
3 W (  I , r l ) = T (  1+3) 
IF(N-E?) 4,5,4 
Up E! FC *T ( 4) 
WRI TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,78,T ( 2 )  ,T(  4) ,  T (  5)  ,U 
th Mt ti PRNT 
4 CONTINUE 
W 1 , l  =CONE 
W ( 3 , l ) s B F C  
W I  2 , l  L T W O  
DO 45 N-1 ,NMAX 
FUNC(N)=( 1 .@+BFC**2)*W( 1 ,N)**2+W( 2,N)**2 
C A L L  S I MPSN ( FUNC ,HGR I D , NMAX , S I MP) 
PER I tJ=S I IIP 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,80 ,PERIN 
























0 0  47 Is1 , Nt4AX,kKON 
J=J+1 
Y 1  (J)=W( 1 , I 
Y2(J)=W(2, I )  
Y 3 (  J)=RFC*W( 1 , I ) 




C ORTAIN EXACT SOLUTION BY Q U A S I L I N E A R I Z A T I O N  
C 
C A L L  PLOT 
I F L A G 4  
PRE V 4)=ALNDP 
PREV t s)=AMUP 
PREV( 6)=ZETA 
C INTEGRATION SETUP 
c 
ITER= l  
350 DO 20 l=1,988 
28 T( I )=0,0 
T (  2 ) = T I  
T(  3)=HGR I D  
T(4)+1.0  
T (11 )=1 ,0  
T.( 18)pl.O 
T(25 )=1 ,0  
T (32 )=1 .8  
T(39)=1,8  
XONE=PREV( 1 ) 
XTWO=PREV( 2) 
B FC= PRE V( 3 
ALMOL PRE V( ) 
AMUP PRE V( 5 )  
ZETA=PREV( 6 
CALL  I N T ( T ,  2,2,0.,a,,s.,s.,o,,s,) 
kl 
L=3 
DO 21 l=1,6 
DO 21 J=1,6 
GL+1 
21 H ( I , J , N ) = T ( L )  
DO 22 l= l ,6  
L=L+1 





















DO 24 N=2,NtUX 
XONE=W( 1 ,N) 
XTWO=M( 2, N )  
ALtW=L/( 4, N )  
ZETA=\/( 6,N)  
CALL  INTM 
L= 3 
D O  23 l=1,6 
PO 23 J11.6 
L= L+ 1 
H( I , J , t I ) = T ( L )  
PO 24 l=l , 6  
L= L+ 1 
E',FC=W( 3, r i )  
AMU=W( 5, ri 
P( I , N ) = T ( L )  
D E T E R M I  NE CONSTANTS T O  MATCH THE G I  VEN BOUNDARY COND I T IONS 
U S E S  M T I N V  DOUf:LE PRECIS ION ACCURACY 
D I MENS IOt1 
N= NHAX 
CON(  1 )=PREY( 1 ) 
CON( 6)-f'REV( 6) 
PO 31 J=1 ,3  
PO 3 1  l = l  , 3  
A( I ,J)=H( 1+3,J+2,N) 
A(  1 6 , l  Y) )  , R (  1 (d, 1 
C O N (  2)=Pf?F:V( 2) 
DO 32 J=1,2 
R ( I , 1 )=R ( I , 1 )-H( I +3, J , N)*CON( J ) 
CALL  IlATIFJV(A,3,E3,1 ,DET) 
DO 33 1=1,3 
CON( 1+2)=0( I, 1 ) 
NEW VAf? I ABLE S 
PO 7 fl=2,NI1AX 
D O  6 I=l , 6  
D O  h Jel .6  
W (  I , W P (  I ,  N) 
6 W (  I , N)=bl( I, tJ)+H( I , J, N ) * C O N (  J )  
7 C O N T I t l U E  5 DO l k ¶  l 4 , 6  
i~ PREV( I )=tori( I )  
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6 ,98 ,  ( C O N (  I ) , I= 1 , 6 ) ,  ( W (  I ,2131 ) , I= 1 ,6) 
98 @FORMAT( /28HQL SOLUT ION ROUNOARY PTS /8H I N I T I A L ,  
c 
1 3 E  2@.8/3E 20.0/9H TERHI  NAL  ,3E 20.8/3E 2V . 8/ )  
C 
62 




















CHECK THE SOLUTION 
E R R O b  AB S F ( R FC-C ON ( 3 ) ) 
IF(ERROR-@.flfl081)61,61,62 
IF(  ITER-4)  3@(a, 61 ,61 
ITER= I T E R + l  
RFC=CON( 3) 
NEXT I TEPdT I ON 
GO TO 350 
WRITE AND PLOT QL TRAJ 
RFC=C ON ( 3) 
bBFC*COOH( 1 ) 
WRITE WTPUTTAPE 639, ITER 
FORMAT( / /20HITERATlON PERFORMED , I S / / / )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,63 ,T l  ,CON( 1 ),CON( 2) ,lJ 
0FORMAT(/ / /24HSPE OPT TRAJ QL l k B X 1  / 
1 1 7 X  1 H T 1  BX4HXONE 1 2X4HXTW012X 5HU=BX 1 / /  
2 10XF10.4,3E15.6)  
DO 64 N=21,NMAX,NPRNT 
F b N - 1  
T I ME=FN*HGR I D+T I 
U=BFC*W( 1 ,N) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,65 TlME,W(l ,N),W(2,N),U 
FORMAT ( 1 OXF 1 0 4,3E15.6/ 
CALCULATE PERFORMANCE INDEX 
DO 26 E(L1 , “ A X  
FUNC( N)=( l00+RFC**2)*W( 1 ,N)**2+W( 2,N)**2 
CALL SIMPSN( FUNC ,HGRID ,NMAX, SI MP) 
PER I t lcS I t4P 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,8@ PERlN 
8@ FORMAT ( /6HPER I N , F30,8/ ) 
@FORMAT( /48HSPEC I F I  C OPT I HAL TRAJECTORY D I FF APPROX U=BXl / 
1 1 7 X l H T 1  BX4HXONE 1 2X4HXTW01 2X5HU=BXl 
0FORMAT(///6(bHSPE OPT TRAJ DlFF APPUlcBXl GRAPHS XONE XTWO AND U S 
1PE OPT /25XWXONE,  F8.4,5X4HXTWO, F8.4, S X w T T ,  F8.4,5X3HBFC, 
2 F1@.6/) 
/ /  1 @XF10,4,3E 15.6) 
FORMAT ( 1  @XF116,4,3E 1 5.6) 
PLOT QL TRAJ  
J=O 
DO 72 I=l,NEIAX,HCON 
J=J+l 
Y 1  (J )=W(  1 , I ) 
Y2(J)=W(2, I )  
Y 3 (  J)=BFC*W( 1 , I ) 
CONT I EJUE 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,73, CONE, CTWO , TT , BFC 
47 
c 
73 BFORMAT(/ / /55HSPE OPT TRAJ QL  h B X 1  GRAPHS XONE XTWO AND U SPE OPT 
CALL  PLOT 
1 / 25X4HXOtJE, F0,4, 5X4HXTW0, F8.4, S X W T T  ,F8.4, SX3HBFC, F l  (b. 6/) 
RETURN 
END * SYMROL TABLE 
* LARE L 
CUSXCX3 CASE TWO U=BXl+CX1**3 D l F F  APPROX AND QL 
c 
I 
SUBROUT I FIE UBXCX3 
-
0COtuvlOFI T ,W , H , P, HGR I D , N t U X ,  PRE V ,  CON, I FLAG, NPRNT , XONE , XTWO, BFC ,CFC , 
1ALMD ,AMU, ZETA,ETA, FUNC ,XO,YO, UO, PER1 N ,Y 1 ,'Y 2,Y3 ,MBL, PLT ,TEMP,SCALE , 
2AMAX,IERR,YL,YU,TI ,TT,NP,MCON C S O C , S I M P  CONE,CTWO,ALMDP,AMUP 
80 I MENS I OM T (  9 V 0 )  ,W(  8 , 2 V 1 )  ,H( 8,8,2161), P[ 8,2(61), PREV(8 )  ,CON(8) ,  
l F U N C (  2161 ) ,XO( 281 ),Yo( 2161) ,Uo( 2Wl) ,Y1(51)  , Y 2 ( 5 1 )  ,Y3(51) , P L T ( S l )  , 
2TEMP( 1 @ 2 5 ) , S C A L E ( 3 )  ,At IAX(3) ,CSOC(l (d)  
I 
C 
C CASE TWO U=BX+CX**3 
1y)vg DENOcCSOC( 2)*CSOC(4)-CSOC(3)**2 
R FC= ( C SOC ( 1 )*C SOC ( 4)-C SOC ( 3)*C SOC ( 5 ) ) /DE NO 
CFC=(CSOC(2)*CSOC( 5)-CSOC(3)*CSOC( l ) ) / D E N O  
1 1 (dv WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,121616 ,CONE ,CTWO, T T  , BFC , CFC 
1216~ @FORMAT(// /23HCASE TWO U=BXl+CXl**3 /sHXONE,F6.2/5H XTWO, 
1 F6.2/3H TT,F6,2/2fbH BY D l F F  APPROX BFC ,E 2(6.8,1 16X3HCF 






SPEC I F I C OPT I HAL TRAJECTORY D I FF APP 
I FLAG= 5 
DO 2 1=1,90V 
2 T(I)=16.8 
I N 1  T IAL 
ZETLb(6.0 
ETA lV .0  
T (  2 ) = T l  
T (  3)=HGRID 
T ( 4 ) d O N E  
T (  S)=CTWO 
T ( 6)eBFC 
T (7 )eCFC 
T (  8)=ALtWP 
T (.9)zAMl.JP 
T (  l(d)=ZETA 
T (  11 )=ETA 
C A L L  I N T ( T , ~ , 2 , 0 . , 0 . , ~ . , 0 . , ~ . , 0 . ~  
l J =  BFC *C OFIE+C FC*CONE** 3 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 5 U , T ( 2 ) , T ( 4 ) , T ( s ) , U  
APPROXI MAT ION 
I NTECRAT I ON SETUP 
vFORMAT(/39H SPE OPT TRAJ D l F F  APPROX U=BXl+CX1*3 / 
, 


























SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR DIFF EQS 
/4= l+NPRNT 
DO 4 tk2 ,N t lAX  
C A L L  INTI4 
DO 3 I=I,8 
3 W( I ,N)=T( l+3)  
I F ( N - t l )  4,5,4 
b B F C * T  (4)+CFC*T ( 4)**3 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6 ,7@,T(  2),  T (  4) ,T( 5)  ,U 
FORMAT( l(dXF1 b.4,3€ 1 5.6) 
tk t+NPRNT 
W( 1.1  =CONE 
M( 2 , l  {=CTWO 
W (  3, l  )=BFC 
W(4,1)=CFC 
W 5.1 =ALMDP 
W t j  6 , l  =AHUP 
W (  7 , l  )=ZETA 
W(l) , l )=ETA 
00 45 N=l,NMAX 
FUNC(N)=W( 1 ,N)*Z+W( 2,N)**2+(BFC*W( 1 ,N)+CFC*W( I ,N)**3)**2 
CALL SIMPSN(FUNC,HGRID,tJMAX,SIEIP) 
PER I N-S I t1P 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,8@,PERIN 
FORMAT ( / 6HPE f? I N , F3(a . I:/ ) 
J= 0 
4 CONTlr lUE 
PLOT SPE OPT TRAJ 
no 47 i=i ,tJtax,  K o r i  
J=J+1 
Y 1 ( J )=W( 1 , I ) 
Y2( J)=W( 2, I ) 
Y 3 (  J)=RFC*W( 1, I )+CFC*W( 1, I )**3 
LIP, I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,M,  CONE, CTWO, TT , BFC , CFC 
C A L L  PLOT 
@FORNAT( / / /67HSPE OPT TRAJ 0 I F F  APP U=BXl+CX1**3 GRAPHS XONE 
1ANO U SPE OPT / l @ X W X O N E  , F8.4, SX4HXTW0,  F6.4,5X2HTT,  F8.4, 
2, F 18.6,5X3HCFC, F 1 la . 6 /  ) 
QUAS I L I NEAR I ZAT I ON SOLUT I ON 
CONT I r iuE 
I FLAG=6 
PREV( 1 )=CONE 
PREY( 2)sCTWO 
PRE V( 3 )==BFC. 
PREV( 4)=CFC 
PREV( S)=ALMDP 





PRE V(  8)=ETA 
C 
C INTEGRATION SETUP 
l T E R = l  
350 DO 2V I=1,9@0 
20 T( I )=Bo@ 
T( 2)=TI 








T I 67)=1.0 
XONE=PREV( 1 ) 
X T W b  PRE V(  2) 
RFC= PRE V( 3) 
C FC= PRE V (  4) 
ALMD= PRE V( 5) 
AMU=PREV( 6) 





DO 21 I 4 , 8  
L= L+ 1 
L=L+l 
I NT ( T ,7  2,2,8 . , 8 .  ,0 . ,0  . , 0  , 0 . ) 
DO 21 ~ = i , a  
21 H(I,J,N)=T L)  
22 P( I ,N)=T(L) 
DO 22 b l #  8 
C 
C INTEGRATE P AND H 
C 
DO 24 Nm2,NMAX 
XTWO=W oNEeWtl 2,N l 
R FC= W ( 3 , N ) 
CFC=W( 4, N) 
ALt4D=W( 5, N) 
AMU=W( 6,N) 
ZETA=W( 7, N)  
E T A= W ( 8 , N ) 
CALL INTM 
L= 3 
DO 23 1 ~ 1 ~ 8  
DO 23 Jm1,8 
d 
L= L+ 1 
DO 24 l = l , 8  
L= L+ 1 
24 P(  1 ,W)=T(L) 
C 
C DETERMINE CONSTANTS TO MATCH THE G I  \/EN BOUNDARY CONDl T I ONS 
C USES M A T I t l V  DOURLE PRECISIOFI ACCURACY 
D DltZtJSIOtJ A ( l t b , l @ ) , B ( l b , l )  
23 H ( I  ,J ,N)=T(L)  
NsNMAX 
CON( 1 )=PREV( 1 ) 
CON ( 2 )= PRE V( 2) 
CON( 7)=Pf?EV( 7) 
COt4( 8)=PREV( 0 )  
DO 31 J=1,4 
DO 31 1=1,4 
DO 32 l=1,4 
R( I , l )= -P ( l+4 ,N) -H(  1+4,7,N)*CON(7)-H( 1+4,8 ,N)*CON(8)  
DO 32 J=1,2 
DO 33 l=1,4 
CON( 1+2)=6( I, 1 ) 
31 A( I ,J)=H( 1+4,J+2,N) 
32 B (  l , l ) = B (  I , l ) - H ( 1 + 4 , J , N ) * C O N ( J )  
D CALL  MATINV(A,4 ,R, l  ,DET) * 
33 
C 
C NEW VAR I ABLES 
C 
DO 7 N=2,NMAX 
DO 6 I = l , O  
W( I , tJ)=P( I ,N) 
DO 6 J=1,8 
6 W( I ,N)=W( I ,N)+H( I ,J ,N)*CON(J)  
7 CONT IElUE 
9 DO 1 0  1 4 , 8  
10 PREV( I)=CON( I) 
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,98, ( CON( I ) , I = 1 ,3) , ( W (  I ,2(b1) , I= 1 ,8 )  
98 @FORMAT( /2CHQL SOLUT I ON BOUNDARY PTS /kH I N I T I A L ,  
C 
C CHECK THE SOLUTION 
ERROR=ARSF( CFC-CON( 3)  ) 
IF(ERR0R-0.00001)  61 6 1 , 6 2  
61 ERROR=ARSF( CFC-CON( 4 j  ) 
IF(ERR0R-0.00001)  63 ,63 ,62  
62 IF (  ITER-&) 30@,63,63 
3(6(6 I T E k  I T E R + l  
C DO NEXT I T E R A T I O N  
GO TO 350 
14E 2(6.8/4E28.8/9HTEt?MI NAL, 4E 2(6.8/4€2@ . C / )  
RFC=COtJ ( 3) 



















E! FC=CON( 3) 
C FC-C ON ( 4) 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6 , 9 9 ,  I T E R  
FORMAT( / /20HITERAT lON PERFORMED , I S / / / )  
U=BFC*COllE+C FC*CONE** 3 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 6 4 , T l  ,CONE,CTWO,U 
WRITE QL TRAJ 
@FORMAT(// /30HSPE OPT TRAJ QL b=BX l+CX1**3  / 1 7 X l H T 1 0 X 4 H X O N E l 2 X  
14HXTWO12X13HU=BXl +CX 1-3 /10XF10.4,3E15.6)  
DO 65 b 2 1  ,NMAX,NPRNT 
FN-N-1 
T I ME=FN*HGR I D+T I 
U=BFC*W( 1 ,N)+CFC*W( 1 ,N)**3 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 6 6 , T l M E , W ( l , N ) , W ( 2 , N ) , U  
FORMAT ( lVXF1@.4,3E 1 5.6) 
PERFORMANCEINDEX 
W ( 1 , l  = C O N ( l )  
W (  2 , l  1 =CON( 2) 
DO 26 b1 ,N t I IAX  
F U N C ( N ) d I (  1 ,N)**2+W( 2,N)**2+(BFC*W( 1 ,N)+CFC*W( 1 ,N)**3)**2 
C A L L  S IMPSN( FUNC ,HGR I D, NMAX ,SIMP) 
PER I N=S I MP 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 8 0 , P E R I N  
PLOT QL TRAJ 
J=0 
J= J+ 1 
Y l  (J)=W( 1, I ) 
Y 2( J)=W( 2, I ) 
Y ~ ( J ) P R F C ~ ’ W (  1, I )+CFC*W( 1, I )**3 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,73,CONE ,CTWO, TT ,BFC ,CFC 
C A L L  PLOT 
F O R t U T ( / / / 6 1 H S P E  OPT TRAJ QL l J = € 3 X l + C X l * 3  GRAPHS XONE XTWOAND U 
DO 7 2  I=I,NMAX,MCON 
l S P E  OPT /10X4HXONE, F8.4,5X4HXTWO, F8.4, SXZHTT ,F8.4, SX3HBFC, 





C B X l C X 2  CASE THREE b B X l + C X 2  D l F F  APP AND QL 
C 
c 



















0COMMON T ,W ,H, P,HGF?I 0, N t U X ,  PF?EV,CON, I FLAG ,NPRNT ,XONE ,XTWO,BFC ,CFC , I 
lALMD,AMU,ZETA,ETA,FUNC,XO,YO,UO,PERIN,Yl ,Y2,Y3,~BL,PLT,TEMP,SCALE, 
2AMAX, I ERR ,Y L, VU, T I , T T  , NP, MCON , CSOC , S I MP, CONE, CTWO, ALMOP, AMUP 
00 I MENS I ON T ( 9Se ) , W ( 8,241 1 ) , H ( 8,8,2@1) , P ( 8,281 , PRE V ( 8 1 , CON ( 8 1 , 
52 
l F U N C ( 2 V l )  ,xo(201) ,yo(2@1 ) , U o ( 2 8 1 )  , Y 1 ( 5 1 )  ,Y2(51) ,Y3(51) , P L T ( 5 1 ) ,  
2TEMP( lV25),sCALE(3),AMAX(3),CSOC(10) 
C 
c CASE THREE uCBXl+CX2 
2@@@ DENO=CSOC( 2)*CSOC(7)-CSOC(8)**2 
RFC=( CSOC ( 1 )*CSOC( 7)-CSOC (6)*CSOC (8) ) /DEN0 
C FC= (CSOC ( 2)*CSOC ( 6)-C SOC ( 8)*CSOC ( 1 ) ) /DEN0 
21 @@ WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,220(6, CONE , CTWO , T T , CFC , C FC 
2249~ FORMAT( / / / 2 W C A S E  THREE U=BXl+CX2 /SHXONE, F6.2/5HXTWO, 
C 
C S P E C I F I C  OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY D l F F  APP 
c INTEGRATE NONL I HEAR D I F F  EQS 
C 
1 F6 .2 /3H TT,F6.2/28HRY D l F F  APPROX BFC , E 2@.2,1 SX3HCFC, 
2 EZ(6 .W)  
I FLAG= 7 
DO 2 l=1,9Q)0 
2 T ( I ) = 8 . 0  
ZETAt0 .0  
E T A 4 . 8  
1132 T(  2 ) = T I  
T ( 3)=HGR I D 
T (  4)mCONE 
T ( 6)=BFC 
T (  7)=CFC 
T ( 8 ) t A L M D P  
T ( g)=AMU P 
T ( 1 @)=ZETA 
T (  11  )=ETA 
C A L L  I N T ( T , 8 , 2 , S . , S . , 0 . , O 0 , ~ . , ~ . )  
U=BFC*CO?JE+C FC*CTWO 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,58, T (  2) , T (4),  T (  5 )  , U 
C I NTEGRAT I ON SETUP 
T ( ~ ) = C T W O  
50 @FORMAT(/39HSPE OPT TRAJ D l F F  APPROX U=BXl+CXZ / 
1 1 7 X  1 HT 1 0X4HXONE 1 2X4HXTW012X 1 3HU=BX 1 +C X 2 / / 1  lbXF 1 o O 4 , 3 E  15.6)  
C 
C SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR DlFF EQS 
k l + M P R N T  
00 4 k 2 , N t l A X  
C A L L  INTM 
DO 3 l=l f 8  
3 W( I ,N)=T( 1+3) 
IF (N- t i )  4,5,4 
5 lJ=BFC*T(4)+CFC*T( 5) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7@ T ( 2 ) , T ( 4 ) , T ( S ) , U  
70 FORMAT( lVXFlU.4,3E15.6) 




I C HOLD GIVEN I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS 
W (  1, l  )=CONE 
W ( 2 , l  )=CTWO 
W (  3 , l  )=RFC 
W(4,1)=CFC 
W ( 5 , l  )=ALMD P 
W ( 6 , l  )=AMU P 
W (  7 , l  )=ZETA 
W (  8,1 )=ETA 
DO 45 k 1 , N M A X  
C A L L  SIMPSN(FUNC,HGRID,NtaX,SIMP) 
PER I N=S I HP 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,80 ,PERIN 
I 45 FUNC(N)=W( 1 ,N)**Z+W( 2,N)**Z+(BFC*W( 1 ,N)+CFC*W( 2 ,N) ) * *2  
88 FORMAT ( /  6HPERI N ,F3@.8/) 
46 J= (b 
I c PLOT SPE OPT TRAJ 
00 47 l = 1  ,NMAX,MCON 
Y1 (J)=W( 1,  I )  
Y2(J)=W(2,1) 
Y 3 (  J ) = R F C W (  1, I )+CFC*W( 2, I ) 
CONT I NUE 












C A L L  PLOT 
W @FORMAT(// /67HSPE OPT TRAJ  DIFF APP U=BXl+CX2 GRAPHS XONE XTWO 
1 AND U SPE OPT 
2, F 10.6, SX3HCFC, F 10 . 6/ )  /10X4HXONE, F8.4, SXMXTWO, F8.4,5X2HTT, F8.4,5X3HBFC 1 
c QUAS I L INEAR I ZAT I ON SOLUT I ON 
PRE V( 1 )=CONE 
PRE V( 2)sCTWO 
PREV( 3)=EJFC 
PREV( 4)=CFC 
PRE V (  S)=ALMD P 
PRE V( 6)=AMU P 
PREV( 7)=ZETA 
I F L A C = ~  
PRE V (   ETA 
I l T E R = l  
C 
350 DO 6 1=1,900 
6 T(  I )=@.a 
T ( 2 ) = T I  
T ( 3)=HGR I D 
T (  4 M . 0  
T (  13)=1.0 
T (  22)=1.8 












T ( 5 8 ) = 1 . 8  
T(67)=1.0 
XONE=PRE V( 1 ) 
XTWQPREV( 2) 
5 FC= PRE V( 3 ) 
C FC= PRE V( 4) 
A L I D =  PRE \I( 5 )  
AMU=PPXV( 6 )  
ZETA= PRE V( 7) 
E T h P R E V ( 8 )  
C 
L= 3 
DO 21 l = l , 8  
DO 21 J=1,8 
L= L+ 1 
21 H( I ,J ,N)=T L )  
DO 22 I=1, h 
L=L+1 . 
22 P( I ,N)=T( L)  
C 
c INTEGRATE P AND H c 
DO 7 k 2 , N t l A X  
BFC=W( 3 ,  M )  
C FC=W( 4 ,  N) 
ALtm=W ( 5, N ) 
A W W (  6,bJ) 
ZETA&/( 7, N) 
ETA=W( 8, N)  
C A L L  I N T M  
L= 3 
00 8 I=1,8 
DO 8 Jr1.8 
G L+l 
8 H( I ,J ,N)=T(L)  
DO 9 l=1,8 
C 
C USES MAT I N V  DOUBLE PREC I S  I OW ACCURACY 
c 









CON( 1 )=PREV( 1 ) 
CON ( 2)=PRE V(  2) 
CON( 7)=PREV( 7 )  
CON( n)=PREV( 8 )  
DO 31 J=1 ,4 
DO 31 l=l ,4 
A( I , J)=H( l+4, J+Z,N) 
DO 32 1=1,4 
B (  I ,1 )=-P( 1+4,N)-H( 
DO 32 J=l , 2  
R (  I , l ) = R (  I , l ) - H (  I+4 ,J ,N) *CON(J )  
C A L L  r4ATINV(A,4,B,1 ,DET) 
D O  33 I=1,4 
CON( 1+2)=6( I ,l ) 
NEW VARIABLES 
DO l ( 6  Nt2,NHAX 
DO 1 1  1=1,8 
W (  I ,N)=P( I ,N) 
DO 1 1  J=l .8 . -  ~ 
11  W(I,N)=W(~,N)+H(I,J,N)*CON(J) 
18 CONT I EIUE 
c 
c HOLD NEW I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS 











PREV( I )=CON( I ) 









96 @FORMAT( /28HQL SOLUTION BOUNDARY PTS /8H I N I T I A L ,  
c 
C CHECK THE SOLUTION 
1 4 E  20.8/4€28.8/9HTERMI NAL, 4E20 .8 /4E28 .8 / )  
ERROR=ABSF(BFC-CON( 3)  
lF(ERROR-B.BO@f41)61 61,62 
IF (ERR0R-0 .00001)  63,63,62 
61 ERROR=ABSF(CFC-CON(~))  
62 I F (  ITER-4 )  300,63,63 
3016 ITER=ITER+ l  
RFC=CON( 3 )  
C FC=CON( 4) 
C DO NEXT ITERATION 
GO TO 358 
63 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6 3 9 ,  I T E R  
99 FORMAT( / /28H lTERAT lON PERFORMED , I 5 / / / )  
c. WRITE QL TRAJ 
UeBFC*CONE+CFC*CTWO 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6 , 6 4 , T l  ,CONE,CTWO,U 
64 @FORMAT(// /30HSPE OPT TRAJ QL  lb=BXl+CX2 / 17X l H T l 0 X W l X O N E  1 2X 
RFC=CON( 3 )  
C FC=C ON( 4) 

















DO 65 N=21,NMAX,NPRNT 
FNcrN-1 
T I tlE=FN*HGR ID+ T I 
U = B F C W (  1 ,N)+CFC*W(2,N) 
65 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,66 ,T IM,W(  1 ,N) ,W( 2,N) ,U 
66 FORMAT( l#XFlB.4 ,3E15.6)  
C CALCULATE PERFORMANCE I HDEX 
C 
W( 1,l )=CON( 1 ) 
W( 2,l )=CON( 2) 
DO 26 Ne1 ,NMAX 
FUNC(N)=W( 1 ,tJ)**2+W( 2,N)**2+(BFC*W( 1 ,N)+CFC*W( 2 ,N) ) * *2  
C A L L  S I  flPSN( FUNC ,HGR ID , " A X ,  S I MP) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,8Y),PERIN 
26 
2816 P E R I b S I t 1 P  
C 
C PLOT THE QL TRAJ 
C 
71 J=0 
DO 72 l m l , N m X , I C O N  
J=J+l 
Y 1  (J)=W( 1 , I) 
Y2(J)=W(2, I) 
Y3( J)=BFC*W( 1, I )+CFC*W( 2, I ) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,73 ,CONE ,CTWO, TT, BFC ,CFC 
CALL PLOT 
72 
73 FORMAT(/ / /61H SPE OPT TRAJ QL b B X l + C X 2  GRAPHS XONE XTWO AND U 
1SPE OPT 
2 
/ lBXbHXONE, F8.4, 5X4HXTW0, F8.4,5X2HTT, F8.4,5X)HBFC, 
Fl@.6,5X3HCFC, F 1 Ib. 6 /  ) 
107 RETUREJ 
END * SYMBOL TABLE * LABEL 
CDAUX 
C DDX+3DX+2X+@ .5X**3=U OPT I MAL U=BXl U=EXl +CX 1*3 U I B X  1+CX2 
C 
SUBROUT I NE DAUX DESCR 1R I NG D I FFEREElT I A L  EQUAT I ONS FOR PLANT 
SURROUT I NE DAUX 
BCOMMON T, W ,H , P,HGRI D,  NMAX , PREY, CON, I FLAG, NPRNT , XONE , XTWO, BFC , CFC , 
1 ALMD ,AMU, ZETA, ETA, FUNC , XO,YO, UO, PER I N  , Y 1 , Y 2, Y3,  ML ,  PLT ,TEMP, SCALE, 
ZAEIAX, I ERR,Y L,YU,T I ,TT,  NP,fIK:ON ,CSOC , S 1 MP, CONE ,CTWO,ALt.IIDP,AEIUP 
C 
C PHASE DEC I S  I ON 
C 
C OPT I HAL SOLUT I ON 
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) , IFLAG 
C NONL I NEAR EQUAT I ONS 














CASE ONE U=BX 
NONL I NEAR EQUAT I ONS 
T (  1(6)=T(5) 
T ( 1 1 )=T ( 6 )*T ( 4)- 2 .@*T ( 4 )-3.0*T ( 5 1-0 . 5*T ( 4)**3 
T (  12)=W00 
0 T (  1 3 ) = - 2 . 0 * T ( 4 ) * T ( 6 ) * * 2 - 2 . 0 * T ( 4 ) - T ( 6 ) * T ( ~ ) + 2 . ~ * T ( ~ ) +  
1 l e 5 * T ( 8 ) * T ( 4 ) * * 2  
T (  14)=-2.0*T( 5) -T(  7)+3.0*T( 8) 
T (  15)=-2.0*T(6)*T(4)**2-T( 8 ) * T ( 4 )  
RE TURN 
L INEAR EQUATIONS U=BXl  
AbRFC-2 .0  -1 .S*XONE**2 
R BE- 2.0*B FC** 2- 2.0+3. 0* AMU*X ONE 
CC=-4. B*BFC*XONE-AMU 
DP-2.0*XONE**2 
DO 40 l= l ,6  
T (  1+45)=T(  1+9) 
T ( I + 5 1 ) = A A * T ( I + 3 ) - 3 . 0 * T ( l + g ) + X O N E * T ( I + l 5 )  
T l + 5 7 ) = V 0 Q j  
T t 1+63)=BB*T( I+3)+CC*T( I+15)-AA*T(  l+27) 
T (  1+69)=-2.0*T( 1+9)-T( 1+21)+3.0*T( I+27) 
T (  1+75)=CC*T( 1+3)+DD*T( I+ l5) -XONE*T(  l+27)  
T ( 8 2 ) = T ( 4 1 )  
T (  83)=AA*T( 4@)-3.0*T( 41 )+XONE*T( 42)-BFC*XONE +XONE**f 
T ( 8 4  pV.0 
T(85{=RB*T(4%)+CC*T( 42)-AA*T(44)-CC*BFC -3.B*AMU*XONE**2 
T 86 =-2.@*T(41)-T(43)+3.0*T(44) 































CASE TWO U=RX+CX**3 
XONEQ=T( 4)**3 
T ( 1 2 ) = T ( 5 )  
T (  1 3)=-2.*T(4)-30*T( S)+T( 6 ) * T ( 4 ) + T (  7)*XONEQ-B. S*XONEQ 
T (  14)=16. 
T (  15)=(6. 
NONL I NEAR EQUAT I ONS 
OT( 16)=-Z.*T(4)-2,*T(4)*T( 6)**2-&*T( 6 ) * T (  7)*XONEQ+2.*T(g) 
1 -(6,*T(7)**2)*XONEQ*T(4)*2-3.*T(g)*T( 7) *T (k ) * *Z -T (  6 ) * T ( g )  
2 +1 .S*T(g)*T(4)**2 
T (  17)=-2.*T( 5) -T(0)+3.*T(9)  
T (  lC)=-Z,*T( 6 ) * T (  4)**2-2.*T( 7 ) * T  (4)*XONEQ-T( 9 ) * T (  4) 
T (  19)=-2.*T ( 6 ) *T (  4)*XOtJEQ-2,*T( 7)*XONEQ**2-T (g)*XONEQ 
RE TURN 
FOR U=B*XONE+C*XOFJE*3 
LINEAR EQUAT I o w  
XO tJ E Q= X ONE ** 3 
AA=-2.+RFC+3.*CFC*XONE**2 -1,5*XONE**Z 
0E3 R=-2.-2 .*CFC**2-24. *RFC*C FC*XONE** 2-3&*C FC** 2*XONE**4 
1 -6,*AMU*CFC*XONE +3,@*At4U*XONE 
CC=-4,*EFC*XONE-8 .*CFC*XONEQ-AE1U 




DO 6s I=1,8 
T (  l + 7 5 ) = T (  1+11) 
T (  I +83)=AA*T( I +3)-3,*T( 1+11 )+XONE*T( I +Ig)+XONEQ*T( I +27 ) 
T (  1+91)=8.0 
T (  1+93)=0.C; 
T (  I +1 U7)=OR*T( I +3)+CC*T ( 1+1 g)+DD*T ( I +27)-AA*T( I +43) 
T ( I + l  1 5)=-2.*T ( I +11 )-T ( I +35)+3 .*T ( I +43) 
T(1+123)~CC*T(1+~)+EE*T(l+l~)+FF*T(l+Z~)-XONE*T(l+4~) 
T (  I +131 )=DD*T( I+3)+FF*T(  1+1 g)+GG*T( 1+27)-XONEQ*T ( I +43) 
T (  14(6)=:T(69) 
T (  142)-V.O 
T (  143)=0.0 
0 T (  141 )=AA*T( 68)-3.*T( 69)+XONE*T( 70)+XbNEQ*T( 71 )-BFC*XONE- 
1 3.*CFC*XONEQ +XOtlEQ 
OT( lWt)=RB*T(  68)+CC*T( 70)+DD*T( 71 )-AA*T( 73) 
2 +go *AMU*C FC*XONE** 2+4 .*BFC**2*XONE+AiW*B FC-3 .@*AtW*XONE** 2 
0 T (  146)=CC*T( 68)+EE*T( 7@)+FF*T( 71 )-XONE*T( 73)+AMU*XONE+ 
1 
0 T (  147)zDD*T(  68)+FF*T( 7@)+GG*T( 71 )-XONEQ*T( 73)+ 
1 
1 +( 32 .*BFC*C Fc+36. *CFC**2*XONE**2)*XONEQ 
T (  145)=:-2.*T (69 1-T ( 72)+3 .*T( 73 
( 4 . *fiFC+8. *C FC*XONE** 2)*XOEIE** 2 




C CASE THREE U=BXl+CX2 




1 '+l .5*T(9 ) *T (4 ) * *2  
1 - T ( 7 ) * T ( 9 )  
0 T  ( 1 7 )=-2. *T ( 5 ) -2 .*T ( 6) *T ( 7 ) *T ( 41-2 *T ( 7 )** 2*T ( 5 1-T ( 8 )+ 3 *T ( 9 
T ( 18 )=-2. *T ( 6 ) *T  ( 4)** 2-2.*T ( 7 )*T ( 5 )*T ( 4) -T  ( 9  )*T ( 4) 
T (  19)=-2.*T ( 6 ) * T (  4 ) *T  ( 5)-2.*T( 7 ) *T (  5 ) * *2-T(9) *T(  5) 
7@@ RETUREI 
c 
c L I  HEAR EQUATIONS U=:EXl+CX2 
0 AA=-2.+BFC -1.5*XONE**2 
AB= - 3.  +C FC 
A h -  2. - 2. *R FC** 2 +3. Q)* AMU*X ONE 
AD=-2 .*BFC*CFC 
A b - 4 .  *RFC*XOHE-2.*CFC*XTWO-AMU 
AF=-2.*DFC*XTTLJO 
A&- 2 .-2 .*C FC** 2 
AH=:-2 .*C FC*XONE 
A IP-~.*RFC*XONE-~,*CFC*XTWO-AMU 
AJ=-2.*XONE**2 
AK=- 2. * X ON E*X TWO 
AL=-2.*XTWO**2 
A k - B F C * X  ONE-C FC*X TWO 
AN=4 .*BFC** 2*XONE+4. *EFC*C FC*XTWO+AMU*BFC 
AP=4. *EFC*XONE** 2+AMU*XONE+4. *C FC*XONE*XTWO 
AQ= 4 .* RFC*XONE*X TW0+4. *C FC*XTWO** 2+AMU*XTWO 
DO 80 1=1,8 
T (  1+75)=T(  1+11) 
T (  1+83)=AA*T( I+3)+AB*T( 1+11 )+XONE*T( I + l g ) + X T W W T (  I+27) 
T (  1+91)=0.0 
T (  1+99)=0.0 
T (  1+187)=AC*T( I+3)+AD*T( I + l l ) + A E * T (  1+19)+AF *T( 1+27)-AA*T( 1+43) 
A b 4 .  *tRFC*C FC*XONE+4. *C FC** 2*XTWO+AMU*C FC 
Q)T( 1+1 lS)=AD*T( I+3)+AG*T( 1+11 )+AH*T( 1+19)+AI*T( 1+27)-T( 1+35) 
1 -AB*T( 1+43) 
T (  1+123)=AE*T 
T (  I+131)=AF*T 
T (  141 )=AA*T(a )+AB*T(  69)+XONE*T( 7S)+XTWO*T(71 )+AM 
T (  142)=0.0 
T (  143)=0.0 
T (  ~ ~ ~ ) P A D * T ( ~ ~ ) + A G * T ( ~ ~ ) + A H * T ( ~ ~ ) + A I * T (  71)-T(72)-AB*T( 73)+AO 
I+3)+AH*T( 1+11 )+AJ*T( I+ lg )+AK*T(  1+27)-XONE*T( 1+43) 
I + 3 ) + A l * T (  I+11)+AK*T( I+ lg )+AL*T(  1+27)-XTWO*T( l+43) 
+XONE**3 
t 
80 T(141b)=T(69)  
C3T( 144)=AC*T( 68)+AD*T( 69)+AE*T( 7@)+AF*T( 71 )-AA*T( 73)+AN 
































T (  146)=AE*T(6C)+AH*T( 63 )+AJ*T(  7 b ) + A K * T ( 7 1  )-XONE*T( 73)+AP 
T (  147)=AF*T(6G)+Al9rT(63)+AK*T(  7g)+ALT:T( 71 )-XTWO*T( 73)+AQ 
800 RETURN 
* SYMBOL TABLE 
* LABEL 
C S KALE F I N O  THE SCALE FACTORS FOP, THE GRAPH TO BE PLOTTED U S I N G  
C PLOTT I NG SUt?ROUT I NE PLOT 
C A L L  GRAPHS ARE SCALED TO THE INTERVAL -1 TO +1 SCALEFACTORS 
C ARE 1 ,2,5,18,1 W*N AND REC I PROCALS OF THESE NUHBERS 
C 
END 
SURROUT I riE SKALE 
8C Ot 1MOtl T , W , H , P , HGR I D , t4 M Y ,  , PRE \! , C ON , I F LAC, , E l  PP, tJ T , XON E , X TWO , B F C , C FC , 
1 AL t i l t  ,AMU,ZETA ,ETA, FlJNC ,XO,YO ,UO, PEE I N,  Y 1 , Y 2 ,  Y 3 ,  IlGL, PLT ,TEHP, SCALE, 
0 D  I tlENS I Otl 
l F U t l C ( 2 U l  ),XO( 281) ,Yo(2Ul ) ,UO(Z(Ol)  , Y l ( 5 1 )  , Y 2 ( 5 1 )  , Y 3 (  51 ) ,PLT(  51 ) ,  
2TEMP( lb25)  ,SCALE(3 )  ,At*tAX(3) ,CSOC( 1k1) 
2AMAX , I ECR,Y L, YU, T I , TT, t4P,lKOtl,  CSOC , I> I I IP, COtiE , CSCJO, A L i  t P  ,AMUP 
T (98(6) , W (  8,281 ) , H( 5,  ti, 2(01 ) , P(  E ,  2cll ) , PEE1/( L )  ,CON( 8)  , 
C 
AMAX( l ) = A R S F ( Y l ( l ) )  
DO 18 I=l,tJP 
I F (  AESF( Y 1 ( I ) )-AtlAX( 1 ) ) lV,1(6,11 
11 A M A X ( l ) = A R S F ( Y l (  I ) )  
1(6 CONTINUE 
AI4AX( 2 )=AESF(Y2(  1 ) )  
00 Zfl I - l , N P  
I F ( AB S F  ( Y 2( I ) )-AHAX ( 2) ) 2(a, 2c3,21 
21 A t M X (  2)=ARSF(Y2(  I ) )  
28 CONT I W E  
AMAX(3)=ARSF(Y3(  1 ) )  
00 38 l=1 ,NP 
I F ( A C S F ( Y 3 (  I ) ) - A t M X ( 3 ) )  3@,3V,31 
31 ArtAX( 3)=ABSF( Y 3 (  I ) )  
30 CONT I FIUE 
90 DO 40 l ~ 1 , 3 r  
XMUL=1.0 
0 l V = l . O  
SFI=0.0 
Y=AMAX( I ) 
IF( lD.-y)  58,51,52 
51 SCALE( I)=10.0 
GO TO 4U 
5(d n l v = O I v * 1 0 * 0  
Y=Y/D I V 
I F( 1.8-Y 53,54,54 
54 SCALE ( I )=D I V 
GO TO 48 
53 Y=AMAX( I ) ’ 
52 lF(1.a-Y)  41,42,43 
GO TO 50 
- I  
e 
61 
42 SCALE ( I )= 1.8 
GO T O  4b 
41 SF I = S F I + l  .8 
0 I V=SFI**2+1 .8 
Y = Y / D l V  
I F (  1 .S-Y) 44,45,45 
44 Y=AMAX( I ) 
GO TO 41 
45 SCALE( I ) = D I V  
GO TO 4(6 
43 I F ( 0 . 8 0 1 - Y ) 6 1 , 6 8 , 6 0  
6(0 SCALE ( I )=V.001 
GO T O  40 
61 IF(O.l-Y) 6%,63,64 
63 SCALE ( I )=0.1 
GO TO 4(b 
64 XMUL=Xt4ULgr10.B 
YLY*Xt?UL 
I F (  1.6-Y 1 6 ~ 6 7 ~ 6 6  
66 Y=AMAX(I 
GO T O  64 
67’ SCALE ( I )= 1 .B/XMUL 
GO T O  4B 
65 SCALE( I )= lV .B/XMUL 
GO TO 40 
62 SF I=SFI+1.8 
XMUL=SF1**2+1 .8 
Y=Y*Xt4UL 
IF(1.0-Y) 7V ,71 ,72  
GO TO 62 
GO TO 4B . 
70 S F I = S F I - 1  .6 
XMUL=SF1**2+1.8 
SCALE( I )=1 .@/XMUL 
GO TO 48 
40 CONT I NlJE 
00 RETURN 
END 
72 Y=At4AX( I ) 
71 SCALE ( I )= 1 .a/xr.iuL 
7k SYMBOL TAELE 
* L A B E L  
C PLOT PLOTTINGSUBROUTINE T O  PLOT THREE CURVES W I T H  GIVEN SCALE 
C FACTORSUS I FJG NYU PLT 1 SUBROUT I NE 

















@COMMON T , W  ,H, P,HGRI D, NMAX, PREV,CON, I FLAG, NPRNT ,XONE , XTWO, BFC ,CFC , 
1ALt4D, AMU, ZETA, ETA, FUNC , XO, YO, UO, PER I N , Y 1 , Y 2 , Y  3 ,  MBL, PLT ,TEMP, SCALE, 
2AMAX, IERR,YL,YU,TI ,TT,NP,MCON,CSOC ,SIMP,CONE,CTWO,ALMDP,AMUP 
















1 FUCK ( 2491 , xo( 281 1, yo( 2(a1) , uo( 2 V 1 )  , y 1 ( 51 , y2( 51 , y3(  51 , PLT ( 5 1  , 
2TEMP( 1 0 2 5 ) , S C A L E ( 3 )  , A M A X ( 3 ) , c S o C ( l V )  
5 WRITE WTPUTTAPE 6 , 1 V , ( S C A L E ( l ) , l = 1 , 3 )  
10 FORMAT( /2SHSCALE FACTOR tlULT I PLY BY / 
c 
1 1 5 H F I R S T  CURVE * ,ElS,6,1(bX,lSHSECOND CURVE 0 ,€15.6,1@X, 
2 14HTHIRD CURVEX ,E15.6 / / / )  
DO 28 I = l , N P  
Y 1 (  I )cy1 ( I ) /SCALE(  1) 
Y Z( 1 )=Y 2( I ) /SCALE ( 2) 







P L T l  ( IERR ,TEMP, 3 ,MBL ,T I , TT ,YL,YU, PLT, NP, Y 1, PLT, NP, Y2, PLT, 
1 NP,Y3) # 
* SYMBOL TABLE 
* LABEL 
C S I ElPSN S I t4PSON I EJTEGRAT I 011 SUEROUT I NE 
C 
c WHERE H G R l b L E N G T H  OF SUE lNTERVAL,NI.IAX=NUMBER OF POINTS 
c, flMAX tZUSTRE ODD 
o I tEtis I or1 FUNC ( 2 ~ 1 )  
K= ( NtIAX- 1 ) / 2  
sut4A=(6 . 0 
DO 15 J r l r K  
SUMR=B.@ 
DO 16 J=Z,K 
S I tlP= ( 4.*SUIlA+2.*SlJMP)+FUNC ( NtlAX)+FUNC ( 1 ) )*HGE I E /  3.  
SUBROUT I NE SI ElPStJ( FUNC ,HGR I [, , N I U X ,  S I  l ip) 
I HTEGRAT I ON OF TAOULAR fUtJCT I ON, FUtlC , C Y  S I MPSON RULE 
15 SUtI1Ar=SUtU+FUNC ( 2*J) 
1 6  SUMB=SUME+FUNC( 2*J-1) 
10U RETURCJ 
END 




;I - . 
APPENDIX I 
The program listings contained in this appendix have 
been used to produce the data for examples in chapter 4. 
The first program listed produces the opti.mum control func- 
tion u*(t) inc? the optimum control trajectory X * ( t )  by the 
"approximation in policy space" approach for example 4.3.  
Similar programs can be utilized for examples 4.1, 4.2, and 
4.4 to produce the optimal cmtrol  and trajectorles. This 
program also requires the subroutines INT, INTM (integration 
routines, details in Appendix H) and MATJNV (matrix inversion). 
The main program uses quasi linearization-. 3nd 'hpproximation 
in policy space" to solve the optimm control pro$lem. 
subroutine INSTRT starts the procedure by providing good 
initial approximations for the trajectories to start the 
quasilinearization technique. Subroutine CNSTNT uses MATINV 
to solve for the missing initial conditions. DAUX is a re- 
quired subroutine for INT and INTM. SIMSPN is a simple 
Simspon's rule integration routine for calculating the per- 
formance index. 
The 
The second program listed produces the specific c m -  
troller parameters for examples 4.2 6 4.3. by a gradient 
64 
technique. 
by a gradient search. This program requires also INT, ILJTM 
and MATIW. DAUX is a derivative routine. PARFIT is a par- 
abolic fitting technique to find a minimum. 
the performance index and uses SIMSPN. 
The main program optimizes the controller parameters 
PERIN calculates 
The last program listed produces the parameters of specific 
controller (ii) for Examples 4.2 and 4.3. The main program 
performs the quasilinearization operations for solving the 
two-point boundary value problem resulting from the optimi- 
zation of the controller. INSTRT starts the quasilinear- 
zation by providing good initial guesses. CNSTNT solves 
for the unknown initial cmditions. DAUX is the usual 
derivative routine. SIMSPN is again for 
formance index. This program also needs 
calculating per- 







































CEMG@tjSECOND ORPER O P T I I I A L  SOLUTIO11 USIEJG P . f i .P .  AND Q . L .  
OPT I MAL SOLUT I or1 
MA IN PROGRAM 
COtWON T , W , H ,  P,  KMAX , T I  ,HGR I O ,  NItAX , tJl  , I FLAC,NPF!NT ,PRE'J,CON, 
1 XONE , XTWO, ALI lD,  AEiU, FIINC , NT , HU , DELU 
D I I ENS I ON T ( 25(0 ) , M( 5 , 1  b 1 ) , H ( 4 , 4 , 1  v 1 ) , P ( 4 , l  u 1 , PEE V( 4 , CON ( 4 , 
1 FUNC ( 1 t11 ) 
I HPUT AtJD START 
1 CALL INSTRT 
t; I TEEAT I OflS 
DO 97 Ns1 , N I l A X  
COtJT I HUE 
NT= 1 
00 99 K = l  , W A %  
I NTEGEAT I ON SETUP 
W(S,fJ)=w.C; 
DO 2 I=1,25@ 
T (  I )=$l.YI 
T (  2)=T i  
T (  ~ ) = H G R I D  
T (  b)= l  .G, 
T (  9)=l,C: 
T (  1 4 - 1  .Q 
T (  19)=1 .O 
XONE= PRE V( 1 ) 
XTWO= PRE V( 2 )  
ALHP= PRE V (  3 )  
AtW=PREV( 4)  
C A L L  
N= 1 
L= 3 
PO 21 l=1 ,4  
DO 2 1  J=1,4 
L= I,+ 1 
H( I , J,N)=T(  L )  
DO 22 1=1,4 
LE L+ 1 
P( I ,rl)=T( L )  
I N T ( T , 2 $ + , N l  ,G. ,C. , L * , G .  , L O  , L e )  

























ALMD=W( 3 ,  N ) 
At4lk.W ( 4, N ) 
C A L L  INTM 
L= 3 
DO 3 l = l  ,4 
DO 3 J=l,4 
L=L+l 
H( I ,J ,N)=T(L)  
DO 4 l = l  ,4 
LE L+ 1 
P( I , N ) = T ( L )  
OR I N I T I A L  VALUES 
DETERMINE CONSTANTS, 
C A L L  CNSTNT 
T I M E T  I 
IF(ADSF(O.S*CON )-lo@) 616,6V6,62 
W(5,1)=-0.5*CON 
GO TO 76 
I F (  CON( 4) ) 64, 616, 66 
W (  5,l ) = l e 0  
GO T O  76 
W (  5,1)=-1.0 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6 ,50 ,K,  T IME , (CON( I ) , I , 1,4) ,W( 5 , l )  
NEW VARIABLES 
k l + N P R N T  
DO 7 b2,NMAX 
DO 6 I=l  4 
DO 6 J=1,4  
W(  I ,N)=W( I ,N)+H( I J,N)*CON(J)  
IF(ABSF(0.5*W(4,NI)-l.8) 3@,3@,40 
W (  5, N )=-0.5*W ( 4,N) 
GO TO 28 
I F ( W ( 4 , N )  1 32,316,42 
W(S,N)=1.0 
GO TO 28 
W(5,N)=-1.0 
FNmN-1 
T I lY==FN*HGR I D+T I 
IF (N- t I )  7,15,7 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,7@,TIME,(W( I ,N) ,  I = l , 5 )  
bM+NPRNT 
CONT I NUE 
DO 1D 1=1,4 
PREV( I )=CON( I ) 
W(  1 , 1 )=CON( 1 ) 















W( 2, l  )=CON( 2) 
DO 26 N=l ,NtlAX 
FUNC(N)=W( 1 ,N)**Z+L~(Z,N)**Z+W( S,N)**Z 
C A L L  S I  MPSN( FUNC ,HGEID, " A X  , S  I NP) 
PER I N=S 1 HP 
WRITEOUTPUT TAPE 6,81J,PERIN 
DO NEXJ I T E R A T I O N  
CONT I NU€ 
GO TO 1 
FORMATS 
FORMAT(lH~//59XgHITERATION, I 3 / / /  
FORMAT(lbXFlt9.4,5El6.6) 
F O R M A T ( / ~ H P E R I N , F ~ W . ~ / )  
END 
LAEEL 
1 1 7 X l H T 1  UXWXONE 12X4HXTL1012X4HALE1D 1 2X3HA14U14Xl HU/ /  
2 1  (6XF18 . 4,5E 1 6.6) 
CRt'lfiIflI INPUT-STARTSECOND ORDER OPT I tlAL SOLUT I ON 
SUBROUTINE INSTRT 
C O t W N  T ,W ,H, P, KMAX ,T I ,HGR IO , NMAX , tI1 , I FLAG ,NPRNT , PREV ,CON , 
D I ME HS I ON T ( 25B) , W (  5, l  fd 1 ) H( 4 , 4,l (d 1 ) , P(  4, l  b 1 ) , PRE V (4)  , CON( 4) , 
1 XONE ,XTWO, ALMD ,AMU, FUNC , NT , NU, DELU 















DO 2 l=1,250 
T (  I )=SOB 
I N  I T  I A L  APPROX IMAT ION 
INTEGRATION SETUP 
T ( 2 ) = T I  
T ( 3)=HGR I D 
T (4)=XONE 
T (  S)=XTWO 
T ( 6)=ALMD 
T(7)=AMU 
C A L L  I N T ( T , 4 , t J l  ,a.  ,U. ,@. ,U .  ,C. ,g . )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 5 0 , T ( 2 ) , ( T (  l ) , l ,4 ,7 )  




M= 1 +NPRNT 
DO 4 k 2 , N M A X  
C A L L  INTM 
3 W( I , f J )=T(  1+3) 
DO 3 l = 1 , 4  
tit= td+ N PRNT 
4 CONT I NU€ 
C I N T I A L I Z A T I O N  FOR SECOND STAGE 
I FLAG=2 
PREV 1)=XONE 
PREV t 2) tXTWO 
PRE \/( 3 ) t A L M D  
PREV( 4)=AMU 
RETUEN 
FORMAT( lH1/43HSECOND ORDER L I N E A R  SYSTEM OPTIMAL PROBLEM// l0 
l l f b  F O R M A T ( 4 l l ~ , F l B . ~ )  




CRE.1002 SOLVE CONSTANTSOR I N I T I A L  CONDIT ION 
c USES MAT I N V  DOUBLE PKEC I S ION ACCURACY 
13HN1 , 1 1 ~ / ~ H K M A X , I l ~ / ~ H N M A X ,  11(6/6H NPRNT,11@/6H HGRIO,F15.6/ / /  
22@X16HOPTIMAL S O L U T I O N / / / )  
FORMAT t / / 2 2 H I N I T A L  APPROXIMATION/ 
FORMAT ( 1 CbXFl @.4,4E 1 6.6) 
END 
1 ~ ~ X ~ H T ~ ~ I ~ X & ~ X O N E ~ ~ X ~ H X T W O ~  2X4HALMDl2X3HAMU// 
2 1 vX F 1 0.4,4E 1 6.6) 
SUBROUT I NE CNSTNT 
COMMOH T ,W,H, P, KMAX ,T I ,HGRI D ,NMAX ,N1 , I FLAG , NPRNT, PREV,CON , 
DIMENSION T (  25V),W(5,1@1) ,H(4,4,1(ol ) ,p(4, l (a l )  ,PREV(4) ,CON(4)  , 
1 XONE ,XTWO,ALMD ,AMU, FUNC , NT ,NU ,DELU 
l F U N C (  1 0 1 )  
D DIMENSION A ( l ! b , l 0 . , B ( l @ , l )  
N= NMAX 
CON( 1 )=PREV( 1 ) 
CON ( 2 )= PRE V( 2) 
DO 1 J=1 , 2  
DO 1 1=1,2 
A(  I ,  J)=H( 1+2, J+2,N) 
DO 2 I=1 , 2  
B (  I , l ) = - P (  1+2,N)-H( 1+2,1 ,N)*CON( l ) - H (  1+2,2,N)*CON(2) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 8 v , ( ( A (  I ,J),J=l,2),1=1,2) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 9 ~ , ( B ( l , 1 ) , l = 1 , 2 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,1pv ,DET 
DO 7(6 l = l , 2  




































90 FORt4AT(/3HCOLUMN D/3VX,2E16.6) 
1 ~ 8  
FORMAT ( /9H MATR I X A / (  3VX, 2E 16 - 6 )  ) 
FORMAT( /12HDETERMI bJANT/3ldX, E l  6 . U )  
END 
* LAUE L 
CRMG03 DAUX SECOND ORDER L I NEAP, SYSTEM OPT I MAL SOLUT I ON 
SURROUT I NE D A W  
COMMoCl T , W ,H, P, KMAX , T I ,HGR I D , NMAX , N l  , I FLAG, NPRNT , PREV, CON, 
1 XONE , XTWO ,ALMD , AMU, FUNC , NT , NU, OELU 
1 FUNC ( 1 D l  ) 
C 
C PHASE DEC I S  I ON 
C 
C NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
D I tIECJS I ON T ( 2510) , W (  5,1171 1, H( 4,4,1 lo1 1 , P( 4, l  lo 1 PRE V(  41, CON( 4 )  , 
GO TO (1,2) ,1FLAG 
1 T (O)=T(  5) 
T ( 9 )=- 2 , *T ( 4 ) -3 , *T ( 5 )4.5* ( T ( 4 )** 3 
T ( lV)=-2,*T(4)+2.*T (7)+1 . 5*T ( 7)*( T (  4)**2) 
T( 1 1 )=-2.*T ( 5)-T (6)+3 .*T( 7) 
RETURN 
C 
C L I N E A R  EQUATIONS 
2 DO l@ I=l 4 
T (  1+23)=T( 1+7) 
T (  I +27)=-2,*T( I +3)-3.*rT( I+7)-1 5*( XONE**2)*T ( I +3)  
T (  I l+31)=-2.*T( 1+3)+2.*T( 1+15)+3.*AMU*XONE*T( 1+3)+1 .s*(XONE**2) 
T (  1+35)=-2.*T( l + 7 ) - T (  I + l l ) + L * T (  1+15) 
T(41)=-2.*T( 2 ~ ) - 3 . * T (  21)+W(5,NT) -1 .5* (XONE**2)*T(  2@)+XONE**3 
1 T (  1+15) 
1 V  
T ( 4 l d ) = T ( 2 1 )  
T (  42)=-2.*T( 2V)+ 2. * T ( 2 3 )  
T (  43)=-2,*T( 21 ) -T(  22)+3.*T( 23) 
RETURN 
END 
1+3. *AEW*XONE*T( 2@)+1.5*(XONE**2)*T( 23)-3.*AEIU*( XONEJ;*2) 
* LARE L 
C RW04 S I MPSON I NTEGRAT I ON 
SUBROUT I NE S I tlPSN( FUNC ,HGE I D , N I A X  , S I I IP )  
C I NTECRAT I ON OF TABULAR FUNCT I ON , FUNC ,EY S I tlPSON RULE 
C WHERE HGRlDtLENGTH OF SUB INTERVAL,NtlAX=NUtlBER OF POINTS 
DIMENSON FUNC( l v l )  
K = ( N H A X - l ) / 2  
sur.t/tra.0 
DO 15 J = l , K  
SUEUkSUMA+FUNC ( 23c J ) 
l5 SUtdR=@.@ 
DO 16 J=2,K 
SUHB=SUMB+FUNC ( P J - 1 )  

























































&SAT( AX+BDX ) 
PARAIETEI? O P T I I I I Z A T I O N  USING PARABOLIC F I T T I N G  METHOD 
T H I S  PROGRAM I S  FOR TWO DIHENSIONAL HILL. 
OPT I H1 ZAT I ON I S CARRIED OUT AS TWO ONE-0 I MENS I ONAL PROBLEMS. 
COt4MON T , A P I  , B P I  , C O N E  ,CTWO,HCR I D  , TT, XOHE, XTWO,U, P I  , FUNC , NMAX 
0 I tENS I ON T ( 50), XONE ( 501 ) , XTWO( 501 ) ,U( 501 ) , FUNC ( 501 ) 
READ INPUT TAPE 5,~00,CONA,CONB,TT,NMAX,NOPT,NOlT8TOLL 
FN=NPIAX- 1 
HGR I D=TT/FN 
READ INPUT TAPE 5,510,CONE,CTWO,A,B 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.710 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ;  520 ,CONE, CTWO, TT , NMAX , HGt? I D ,A, E ,  CONA, CONB 
WR I TE OUT PUT TAPE 6,748, NOPT , NO I T , TOLL 
AFB=A 
BFB=B 
AM I N=A 
EM I N=B 
I NOEX=@ 
AP l = A  
BPI -R  
C A L L  PERIN 
P I A E k P I  
SEARCH t ~ i l N 1 ~ 9 ~ ~ 1  I N  A D IRECTION 
IF (ABSF(A) -G .U2)  6,7,7 
AA=A+0.8084 
GO TO 8 
AA=A+@.0PA 
AP I=AA 
I tJA= 1 
C A L L  PEFllN 
P IAAB=PI  
DP I b  ( P IAAR-P I AD) /(  AA-A) 
CALCULATEPARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF PI WRT A 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.670 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ;  53B,A, E l ,  P I  An,  AA , P I  AAR , DP I A  
I F( P I  AAB-PI AB) 1 3 , 1 3 , 1 5  
AA=A 
P I  AAB=P I AR 
GO TO 13 
AR-AA-D P I A*CONA 
API=AB 
I tJA= I NA+1 
C A L L  PERIN 
P I ARC- P I 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,540,AR,E,PIABB 














































DP I A= ( P I  ABB-P I AAB ) / ( AB-AA) 
ACEAB-DPIA*CONA 
APIPAC 
I NAP I NA+1 
C A L L  PERIN 
P I ACB= P I 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,550,DPIA,AC,PIACB 
I F (  INA-NOPT) 27,29,29 
I F ( P I ACB- P I ABB ) 
AA=AB 
P I AAB=Pl ABR 
AB-AC 
P I ABB= P I ACR 
C O N b  2.0*CONA 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,560,CONA 
GO TO 20 
28 ,29,29 
C ONA=C ONA/ 2 0 
AC=AA-DPIA*CONA 
AP l=AC 
I NAP I NA+1 
CALL  PERIN 
P I ACBcP I 
WR I TE OUT PUT TAPE 6,570, DP I A, AC , P I  ACB , CONA 
I F (  INA-NOPT) 40,29,29 
I F ( P I A C B - P I A A B )  29,41 ,41 
AB-AC 
P I ABBE P I AC B 
GO TO 21 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,580 ,AA, P I A A B  ,AB, P I  ABB, AC , P I  ACB 
C A L L  P A R F I T ( A A , P I A A B , A E , P I A B B , A C , P l A C B , A L P H A , B E T A , G A W )  
AM I NP-BE TA/  ( 2 0*A L PHA ) 
AP l=AMl N 
C A L L  PERIN 
P I AMBm P I 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,590, AMI N , B M I  N , P IAMB 
I F( P I AMB-PI AAD) 
P I AMB= P I AAB 
AM I N=AA 
I F(  P I AMR-PI ABB) 
P I AMB= P I ABB 
AMI  b A B  
IF(PIAMB-PIACO)  131,131,132 
P I A M b  P I ACB 
AM I NPAC 
WR I T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,690,AMI  N ,  B M I  N, P IAMB 
PERFORM PARABOL I C F I TT I NG 
125,125,126 
1 28,128,129 
SEARCH MINIMUM I N  B D I R E C T I O N  































P I AR= P I AflB 
I F( ABSF( f: )-&I .a21 52,53,53 
BA=B+O .Ofla4 




I t4Eh  1 
CALL PERIN 
P I AR A= P I 
DP I BP( P IARA-P I AB) /( BA-C) 
CALCULATE P A R T I A L  DECIVATI \ /E  OF P I  WRT 8 
































P I  ABA= P I AB 
GO TO 6 1  
BR=BA-DPI €!*CONE 
BPI=BR 
I NE= I NR+l 
CALL  P E E l N  
P I ARB-P I 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,610,A,RR,PIABB 
I F ( P I A B B - P I A R A )  69,70,78 
DP l R = (  PIAER-PIAE!A)/(  HB-OA) 
BC=BB-DPI R*CONR 
DP I=EC 
I NE= I NE+1 
C A L L  PERIN 
P I ARC= P I 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,620,OPI E , R C ,  P I  ARC 
I F ( I NC-NOPT) 76,78,78 
I F( P I  ACC-P I A6B)  77,78,78 
BA=RB 
P I  A R L P  I ABB 
DR=BC 
P I  ARB=P I ABC 
CONEk2.WCONE 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,630,CONB 
GO TO 69 
CONB=CONE/ 2 .U 
BC=BA-DP I R*CONB 
RPI=BC 
C A L L  P E k I N  
P I  ARCrP I 
WRI TE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,640,DPlC ,EX, P I  ABC ,CONE 
IF(  I NE-NOPT) 90,78,78 
I NB= I rm+ 1 
73 
















































IF(PIABC-PIAEIA)  78,91,91 
BR=BC 
P I  ABB=Pl ABC 
GO TO 70 
PERFORM PARABOLIC F l T T  ING 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 6 5 0 , R A , P I A B A , B B , P I A B B , B C , P I A B C  
C A L L  PARF I T  (RA, P I  ABA, BB, P I  ABB, BC , P I  ABC ,ALPHA, BETA,GAMMA) 
BM I N=-BETA/ ( 2.@*ALPHA) 
RP I i R M l N  
C A L L  PERIN 
P I A B h P I  
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6.660 .AMI N, BMI  N, P I  ARM 
IF (  P IARM-PIABA)  135; 135; 136 
P I  A R b P I  ARA 
RMlN=BA 
IF(PIABt4-PIABB)  138,138,139 
P I  A R k P I  ARR 
Bt4IN=BR 
IF (PIARt+PIABC)  141,141,142 
P I  A B k P I  ABC 
RM I N=RC 
WR I T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,708,AMI  I . ,  B M l  N, P I  
INDEX=INDEX+I 
ERRA=ABSF( AFB-AM I N ) 
DELA=TOLL*ARSF(AMIN) 
DElR=TOLL*ARSF( B M I  PI) 
I F(  ERRA-DELA) 188 , 108,110 
IF(ERRB-DELR) 200,28$,118 
AFBuAH I N 
BFEbRMlN 
R=BMlN 
P I  AB= P I ARM 
IF (  INDEX-NOIT) 5,200,200 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,720 
AP I =AM I N 
B P I =BH I N 
C A L L  PERIN 
NP= ( NMAX- 1 ) /  28 
DO 210 N=l,NMAX,NP 
FN=N- 1 
T I ME=FN*HGR I D  
ERRR=ARS F( R FB-BM I N 
A-AM I ri 
4 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,730,TIME,XONE(N),XTWO(N),U(N) 
CONT I NUE 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,750,AMIN,BMIN,PI  
GO TO 1 





























@FORMAT( 1HB/33H CONE CTWO TT NMAX HGRlD A E CONA CONB / 
1 2F10.5,F0.3, I 5 , 5 F 1 5 . 8 / )  
FORMAT(/ZkH A f3 P I A 6  AA P l A A B  O P l A  /6FlS.8/)  
FOEMAT(/12HAB B P I A R B  /3F15.8/) 
FORMAT(/15HDPIA AC P l A C E  /3F15.8/) 
FORMAT ( /6HCONA /F15 . n/ ) 
FORMAT(/20HDPIA AC P I A C B  CONA /4F15.8/) 
FORMAT(/28HAA P IAAR AB P IABB AC P I A C B  /6F15.8/) 
FORMAT( /17H AMlM Blll?4 PIAMfI  /3F15.8/) 
FOWiAT( /24HA t? P l A B  RA PIADA D P I U  / 6 F 1 5 . 6 / )  
FORMAT( / lZHA RB P I A R B  /3F15.8/) 
FORMAT( / lSHDPIB EX PlABC /3F15.8/) 
FORMAT(/ZCH E3A P l A R A  ERPIABB RC PIARC /6F15.2/) 
FORMAT( / 17HAt t l  FI 6/11 N P IAEM /3F15. & / )  
FORMAT( // /31HSEARCH f . 7 1  tl I tIUM I N  A L; I KECT I ON 
FORMAT( / / /31H SEARCH 141NIIlUPl It4 P, [!IF:ECTION / / )  
FORMAT(/27HCOERECTED At4 lN  B M l N  PIAME /3F15.8/)  
FORMAT(/27HCOERECTED A t l l N  B M I N  P IARM /3F15.d/) 
FORMAT ( IGHCONP / ~ 1 5  .o/ 
FOfWAT( /20 t iDPI f :  UC PIABC CONR /4F15.8/) 
/ / )  
0FORMAT( / /23HSPECIF lC  OPTII4AL TRAJECTORY / /  
1 6X 1HT 1 1 X4tiXOtlE 1 6 X 4 N X I t i O l C X  1HU/)  
FORHAT(F10.5,3F20.8)  
FORMAT( / 16HNOPT N O 1  T TOLL / 2  I 10 ,F 10.5/) 
Q)FORtrlAT( l W l / l 0 X ~ 2 H G R A D I E N T  TECHNIQUE PARAMETER O P T I f l l Z A T I O N  US1 
1 NG PARABOL I C F I TT I NG METHOD PI .MUKUNDAN . / 
262H SYSTEtI DDX+3DX+2X=U, l=INT(C’., 1 ) (X**Z+DX**2+U**2) ,U=SAT(AX+BDX)  
3 / I  
750 -FOEMAT( /~HA B PI / ~ F I s . ~ / )  
1 0 0 0  END * S Y t f : O L  TABLE 
* LARE L 
CDAUX DAUX SUCROUT I NE FOR GRAD I EfJT TECH14 IQUE 
SUEROUT I IJE DAUX 
C 0 t 4140 N T , A P I , B P I , C ONE , C TWO , H GI? 1 D , T T , X ON E , X TW 0 , U , P I , FU NC “ A X  
D I t 1 E N S I O N  T ( 5 8 ) , X O N E ( 5 0 1 ) , X T W 0 ~ 5 0 1 )  ,U( 501 ) , F U N C ( 5 0 l )  
Z=AP I *T (4 )+BP I * T (  5) 
I F( ADSF( Z )- 1 .u) 20 D 241 D 21 
UT=Z 
c 
“ GO TO 2 
21 I F ( Z )  22,23,24 
22 UT=-1 .Q 
GO TO 2 
UT=0.YI 
23 GO TO 2 
24 UT= l  .P 
GO T O  2 
T ( 7 I=-3 .*T ( 5 1- 2.*T ( 4)-8 . 5*( T ( 4)**3 )+UT 2 T ( 6 ) = T ( 5 )  3 I 
4 RE TURN 
5 
* LABE L 
CPARF I T PARABOLl C F I TT I NG SUBROUT I NE THROUGH 3 PO I NTS 
D DIMENSION P A R ( l 8 , 1 0 ) , R P A R ( 1 8 , 1 )  
1 
2 PAR( 1 ,2)=A 
3 
4 
5 PAR( 2,2)=n 
6 
PAR 3,2 =C 
7 
8 
9 PAR[ 3,3{= 1.8 
1 0  RPAR( 1 , l  )=X  
11 RPAR( 2 .1  )=Y 
END 
SYMROL TABLE 
SUBROUTINE PARFlT(A,X,B,y ,C,Z ,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA) 
PAR( 1 , 1 )=A**2 
PAR( 1 ,3)=1.0 
PAR( 2,1)=B**2 
* 
1 2  R P A R ~  3 I 1 j=z 
D CALL MAT I N v (  PAR, 3 M A R ,  1 ,DET) 
ALPHA=RPAR( 1 , l )  
BETA=RPAR( 2 , l )  
1 3  
1 4  
15 G A M t I R P A R (  3 , l )  
1 6  RETURN 
17 END 
SYMROL TABLE * * LABEL 
CPER I N SUEIROUT I NE TO CALCULATEPERFORMANCE I NDEX 
SUBROUT I NE PER I N 
COMMON T ,AP I  , B P I ,  CONE, CTWO, HGRl D , TT ,XONE ,XTWO ,U, P I  , FUNC , NMAX 















1 4  
20 
DO 30 1=1,50 
T(  I )=0;8 
T (  2)=0.8 
T (  3)=HGR I D 
T(  4)mCONE 
T( 5 ) d T W O  
CALL INT(T,2,2,0. ,0 . ,0 . ,0 . ,0 . ,0 . )  
XONE ( 1 )=CONE 
XTWO( 1 )=:CTWO 
DO 10 1=2,NMAX 
C A L L  INTM 
XONE ( I )ET( 4) 
XTWO( I )=T( 5) 
CONT I NUE 
DO 13 I=l,NMAX 
Z = A P I * X O N E ( I ) + B P l * X T W O ( l )  
IF (ABSF(Z) -1 .0 )  26,20,21 




























GO TO 13 
I F ( Z )  22,23,24 
GO TO 13 
GO TO 13 
GO TO 13 
FUNC ( 1 )=XONE ( I )*- 2+XTWO( I . 




u( I )=0*0 
U( I ) 4 . 0  
' -  * 2+u 
4 X , P I  
7 7  
k f  
78 
* LAEE L 
CRM000 SECOND ORDER SOFT CONSTRA I NT SYSTEM 
C SOLUT I ON 
C MAIN PROGRAM 
COMMON T ,W , H , P, KMAX , T I , HGR I D , NMAX , N 1 , I FLAG, NPRNT , PRE V ,  CON, 
D I MENS I ON T (  600) ,W( 6,251 ,H( 6,6,251), P(  6,251 1, PREV( 61, U( 251 1, 
1 XONE , XTWO, RTR I , AMOO, ALAM, S I GM, U, FUNC ,ALPHA 
lFUNC(  251 ) ,CON( 6 )  
c 
C INPUT AND START 
1 C A L L  INSTRT 
C 
C DO K ITRS, 
C 
C INTEGRATION SETUP 
C 
DO 2 1~1,600 
2 T (  I )=0.0 
T { kt I D  
T ( 4  ~ 1 . 0  
DO 99 K = l  ,KMAX 
yri 
T (  32)=1.0  
T ( 3 9 b l . 0  
XONE=PREV( 1 )  
XTWO-PREV( 2) 
R TR I = PRE V( 3 ) 
A MOO= PRE V ( 4) 
ALAM=PREV( 5 )  
S I GtbPREV( 6 )  
C A L L  INT(  T,42,N1,8., a, ,  0. ,O. ,I., 8.)
No 1 
L= 3 
DO 21 l=1,6 
DO 21 J=1,6 
L= L+ 1 
DO 22 I=1,6 
21 H( I ,J ,N)=T(L)  
22 P(  I , N ) = T ( L )  
C 
c INTEGRATE P AND H 
C 
DO 4 N=2,NMAX 
XONE=W( 1 ,N) 
XTWOlW( 2, N) 









































ALAt4=W( 5 , N) 
S I C k W  ( 6, N)  
C A L L  INTM 
L= 3 
DO 3 l=1,6 
DO 3 J=1,6 
L= L+ 1 
H( I ,J,N)=T(L) 
DO 4 1 . ~ 1 ~ 6  
L= L+ 1 
P( I ,N)=:T(L) 
DETERMINE CONSTANTS 
CALL CNSTNT 
T I tlE=T I 
U (  I )=COtJ(  l ) + C O N ( 3 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 5 0 , K , T l t E 0 ( C 0 N (  I ) ,  l=l * 6 ) , U ( l )  
NEW VARIABLES 
M=l+NPRNT 
DO 7 b2,NMAX 
DO 6 l=1,6 
DO 6 J=1,6 
W( I ,N)=W( I ,tJ)+H( I ,J,N)*CON(J) 
U ( N)=:W( 1 0 N )*W( 3 ,  N )  
FN=N-1 
T I t,lE=FN*HGR I D+T I 
IF(N-14) 7,15,7 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,70,TlH€,(M( I ,N ) ,  l = l , 6 ) , U ( N )  
I+= 1% N PRN T 
CONT I NUE 
DO 10 1=1,6 
PREV( I )=CON( I ) 
W (  1 , 1 )=CON( 1 ) 
W(2,1)=CON(2) 
W( 6,l )=CON( 6) 
DO 26 tb1,NMAX 
FUtJC(N)=M( 1 ,N)**2+W( 2,#)**2+U(N)**2 
C A L L  S I t?PSN( FUNC ,HGf? I D  , " A X ,  S I MP) 
PER I N=S I MP 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,80 ,PERIN 
w( I "P( 1") 
PO NEXT OPERATION 
CONT I NUE 
GO TO 1 
FORMATS 
80 
50 FORMAT( lH~/ /59X9HITERATION,  13///  
7$ FORMAT(F8.4,1P7E14.6) 
80 F O R M A T ( / / I g H  PERFORMANCE INDEX=,F3@.8//) 
* LABEL 
CRM001 INPUT START SOFT CONSTRAINT SYSTEM 




COMMON T , W, H, P, KMAX , T I , HGR I D ,  NMAX , N1,  I FLAG, NPRNT , PREV, CON, 
D I MENS I ON T(  600) , W (  6,251 ) ,H( 6,6,251) , P(  6,251 ) PREV( 6) ,U( 251 ) , 
lXONE,XTWO,RTRI,AMOO,ALAM,SlGM,U,FUNC,ALPHA 
















I N 1  T I A L  COND I T  IONS 
READ INPUT TAPE 5,120 ,HGR I D , XONE , XTWO, RTR I 
READ I NPUT TAPE 5,130, AM00 , ALAM, S I GM , ALPHA 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,18 ,N1, KMAX , NMAX , NPRNT ,HGR I D ,ALPHA 
START 
I F L A b 1  
DO 2 1~1,600 
T (  I)=0.0 
I N  I T  I A L  APPROX I MAT I ON 
I NTEGRAT I ON SETUP 
T ( 2 ) = T I  
T ( 3 )=HGR I D 
T (  4)=XONE 
T (  5)=XTWO 
T ( 6 ) t B T R  1 
T (  8 PALAM 
T ( g ) = S I G M  
C A L L  I N T (  T,  6 , N l  ,O. ,0 . ,0. ,8 .  ,0. ,Y, . 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 5 0 , T ( 2 ) , ( T ( l ) , l p 4 , 3 )  
SOLUT I ON OF NONL l  NEAR D I FFERENT I A L  EQUAT I ONS 
f.b 1 +NPRNT 
DO 4 Nm2,NMAX 
C A L L  INTM 
DO 3 I=1 , 6  
W (  I ,N)=T( l+3 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 7 @ , T ( 2 ) , ( T (  l),l=4,9) 
M= Mt NPRNT 
CONT I NUE 





















C I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  OF SECOND STAGE 
I FLAG= 2 
PREV( 1 )=XONE 
PRE V(  2)xXTWO 
PRE V( 3 ) e B T R  I 
PRE V( 4)=MlOO 
PRE Y ( S)=ALAM 
PREV( 6)=S IGM 
RETURN 
FORMAT( lH1/36H SECOND ORDER SOFT CONSTRAINT SYSTEM// l0 
1 10 FORMAT ( 4  I 10 , F  10.8) 
120 FORMAT(4F10.0) 
1 30 FORMAT ( 4F 1 0 .a) 
F O R t I A T ( / / 2 2 H I N I T I A L  APPROXIIIIATION/ 
14X lHTgX4HXONEgX4HXTkIO9X4HETR I 1 0X4HAM009X4HALAM10X4HS I GM/// 
50 
2F8.4,1P6E14.6) 
70 FORMAT( F8.4,1P6E14.6) 
* LABEL 
CREW02 SOLVE CONSTANTS 
13H N1 ll0/~HKMAX,l10/~Ht~~~X,ll0/6H N P R N T g 1 1 0 / 6 H  H G R I O g F 1 5 . 6 /  












USES DOUBLE PREC I S I  ON ACCURACY 
SUBROUT I NE CNSTNT 
COt4MON T ,W, H P, KMAX , T I ,HGR I D , NIUX,  N1, I FLAG, NPRNT , PRE V,CON, 
lXONE, XTWO, BTR I ,At400 ALAti, S I GIl,U, FUNC, ALPHA 
lFUNC(  251 ,CON(6) 
D I rE tis I ON T ( 600) ,\I( 6,251 1 , H( 6,6,25 1 1 , P( 6,25 1 1 , PRE v( 6) U ( 25 1 1, 
DIIENSION A (  1 0 , 1 8 ) , B ( 1 0 , 1 )  
N- NIIAX 
CON( 1 )=PF!EV( 1 ) 
CON( 2)=PREV( 2) 
CON( 6)=PREV( 6) 
DO 1 J=l,3 
DO 1 l=1,3 
A( I ,J)=H( 1+3,J+2,N) 
DO 2 l=1,3 
B( l , l ) = - P (  1+3,N)-H( I+3,1,N)*CON( 1)-H( 1+3,2,N)*CON(2) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,80,((A(I,J),J=1,3),1=1,3) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 630 ,  (R( I, 1 ) , I= 1,3) 
CALL  E4ATINV(A,3,R,l ,DET) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , l e0 ,DET 
DO 70 l = l , 3  
CON( 1+2)=0( I, 1 ) 
FORMAT(/gH ElATRlX A / (30X ,3E16 .6 ) )  
FORMAT(/3HCOLUMN R/3BX,3E16.6) 
FORMAT( /1  WDETERMI NANT/30X, E 16.6) 
RETURN 
END 
L A B E L  
82 
CRM003 DAUX2 
SUGROUT I EIE DAUX 
C OtlMON T , W , H , P, K I l A X  , T I , HGR I D 8 NMAX 8 N 1 , I FLAG, N PRNT PRE V, CON, 
D I MENS I ON T ( 600) ,W( 6,251 ,H( 6,6,251) , P( 6,251 ) , PRE V(  6) ,U( 251 ) , 
1XONE ,XTWO, R T R l  ,AMOO, ALAM, S I GM,U, FUNC ,ALPHA 










PHASE DEC I SI ON 
GO TO ( 1 , 2 ) ,  I FLAG 
NONLINEAREQUATIONS 
( 6) )*T (4)-3.*T( 5)-0.5*( T (  4)**3) 
T (  i 2 j 4 . w  
T (  13)=-( 2.+4.*ALPHA*( T (  4)**2)*( T ( 6 ) * * 4 ) ) * T (  4)+( 2.-T( 6 ) ) * T ( 8 )  
T (  14)=-2*  *T ( 5 ) -T(  7)+3.*T ( 8) 
T ( 1 5 )=-4 **ALPHA* ( T ( 6)**3 )* ( T ( 4)**4)-T ( 4 ) * T  ( 8 
RETURN 
1 + 1 . 5*T ( 8 )* ( T ( 4 I** 2 
L I NEAR EQUAT I O N S  
AA=ALPtiA>c( B T R  l**4)*( XONE**2) 
DO 10 1=1,6 
BB=AA*XOliE/nTR I 
T (  l + 4 5 ) = T (  1+9) 
T ( I +SI )= - (  2 .-RTR I )*T ( I +3)-3 .*T ( I +g)+XONE*T ( I +15)-1 . 5*(  XONE**2)*T 
1 ( l + 3 )  
T (  1+57)=0.0 
T ( I +63)=- ( 2.+ 1 2 .*AA)*T ( I +3)-( A L A W l 6  .*BB )*T ( I + 1 5)+( 2 .-BTR I ) 
T(  I +69)=-2.*T ( I +g)-T( I +21)+3.*T( I +27) 
T (  1+75)=-( ALAt4+16.*BB) *T ( 1+3)-12.*XONE*( R B / B T R l  )*T ( I +15)-XONE 
1 *T ( I +27)+3 .?:ALAt+XONE*T ( I +3)+1 . 5* (XONE**Z)*T( I +27) 
l * T (  I+27) 
T (  82)=T( 41 ) 
T (  83)=-( 2.-BTRI )*T(  40)-3.*T( 41 )+XONE*T( 42)-XONE*BTR I 
1-1.5*( XONE**2)*T( 40)+XONE**3 
T ( 84)=0.S 
T(85)=-( 2.+1 2 , *AA)*T (40 ) - (ALAM+l6 . *BB)*T (42 )+ (  2.-BTRI ) * T ( 4 4 ) +  
124.*AA*XONE+ALAM*~TF?I+3. *ALAM*XONE*T(4~)+1.5* (  XONE**2)*T( 44) 
2- 3. *ALAtI* ( XON E** 2) 
T (86)=-2.*T( 41 )-T ( 43)+3 .*T ( 44) 













































SU~IROUT I ti€ 
tl I MEtJSOtl FUNC ( 251 ) 
K= (E I t lAX- l ) /  2 5 
s Ut4A= Ib .8 
DO 15 h 1 , K  
surs=v..C; 
DO 16 J=2,Y, 
SU14bSlJt4E;+FUNC ( 2' .J-1 ) 
S I tip= ( 4 *SUtIA+Z. * U J t  IF:+FU NC ( Ill II\X ) +FU?IC ( 1 ) ) * tiCR i i: / 3 
RETURN 
E trD 
s I ripsrJ( F u w  ,HGR I D , wax, s I t ip)  
1s SU&SUtiA+FUtJC ( 2*J) 
16 







The purposz of t h i s  appendix is t o  give a brief dcs- 
cription of t n e  programs which wcrc uscu to produce some of 
the data  d i sp layed  i n  Chapter  5 .  S p e c i f i c a l l y  this appendix 
w i l l  l i m i t  itself to those  proqrams conccrr.c?d w i t h  f ts t ima-  
n a t i o n  of s t a t e  v a r i a b l e s  and control, i . e . ,  rate reduct ion,  
us ing  the es t imated  state for the r o t a t i o n a l  rno t ion  of a ri-cjid 
body. 
The program l abe led  MJPLg i s  the maln proqram. The 
program labeled DVJPL8 i s  a subkoutine used to compute the 
d e r i v a t i v e  for the  system ar,d s t a t e  estimator equat ions .  
The progran l a b e l e d  DT8 is a subroutine used to gcncrate  the 
disturbance  innuts .  
The following variables are of i n t e r e s t :  
VAR (2 to 4 )  - trcle angular velocities a b o u t  the  body 
principal axes, s t o r e d  i n  X ( 1  to 3 ,  I) 
where I is for the time increment 
VAR (5 to 7 )  - est imated angular v e l o c i t i e s ,  s t o r e d  i n  
XE (1 to 3 ,  I) 
= VAR(9), p% 1' s  w i t h  P = V A R ( : . ) ,  the 11 VAR ( b  to 16)-  
etc., s t o r e d  i n  P ( L , N , I )  
I 
cc (1 to 3 )  
CC (4 to 6) 
HV (1 to 3) 
HV (4 to 6) 
ALPHA (1 to 
- the constants in the system equations 
etc. 
- the corresponding constants in the 
I2 - I3 
I1 
(5.8.2) 1.e. CC(1) = 
state estimate equations (5.8.3) 
- the actual linear combination measured, 
+ h w + h3u3 h l %  2 2  i.e. output = 
- the corresponding constants in the 
estimator equations 
3) - used to adjust the acceleration con- 
stants for the control portion for 
example considering axis 1, then the 
control input is 
u1 = - ALPHA (1) SGN (ul) 
ALPHA (4 to 6) - used to adjust the error in the input, 
for example for axis 1 the error is = 
ALPHA(4) * SGN(U1) 
TIC - the initial value of time 
XO (1 to 3) - the initial conditions for the system 
equations 
XOE (1 to 3) - the initial estimates for the states 















- s t e p  s ize  used to integrate the  d i f f e r -  
e n t i a l  equat ions  
- t he  number of s t e p s ,  of size H ,  taken 
between p o i n t s  plotted 
- ( a )  if = 0 then 1 7 1  e i n t s  w i l l  be 
pointed out, (aa) if # 0 then NOPT 
points will be pr inted  o u t  ( u s u a l l y  
NOPT = 0 or = 101 
- the cons tant  forcing term in the 
equation for P ii 
KSTART - the starting integer for t h e  random 
sequence used for t h e  noise 
PER1, PER2 - the parameters P1 and P2 i n  the n o i s e  
model given by equat ion ( S . 8 . 1 )  
n, w - the l o w e r  arid upper valces of the 
dependent variable f o r  t h e  p l o t t i n g  
r o u t i n e  PLTl . 
XM (1) = s tored value of the measured output 
XLC (1) = stored value of the actual output 
XLCE ( I )  = s tored value  of t h e  e s t i n a t c d  output 
The variables X,  XE, P, XM, XLC, and XLCD are used to 
store t h e  data  for use  i n  the plotting r o u t i n e .  
The main program uses the standard subroutines APlRK 
and PLT1. The function RRN is used to generate sequences 



































CONTROL OF ROTATIONAL MOTION OF RIGID BODY USING ESTIMATED STATE 
READ I N  PRORLEI? PARAMETERS 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,96 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,188, PER 1 , PER2,  ESTART * tlS ,H ,  BETA 
READ INPUT TAPE 5 , 1 0 l , ( C C ( J ) , J = 1 , 4 )  
READ INPUT TAPE 5 , 1 0 l , ( H V ( J ) , J = 1 , 6 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 1 2 1  , ( C C ( J )  , J = l , 6 )  
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 1 2 2 ,  (ti\/( J ) , J= 1 ,6) 
READ INPUT TAPE 5 , 1 0 l , ( A L P t l A ( J ) , J = 1 , 6 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 1 2 3 , ( A L P H A ( J ) , J = l , O )  
READ INPUT TAPE 5,99,PEF:1 , P E R 2 , k S T A R T , N S , H , Y L , Y U , B E T A , N O P T  
GENERATE D I STUEDANCE TORQUES 
CALL  TORQUE ( t i ,  NS , UD ) 
Y=l.8 
D V l = S l G N F ( Y , A L P H A ( 4 ) )  
DV2=SIGNF( Y , A L P H A (  5 ) )  
DV+S IGNF(Y  ,ALPHA( 6 ) )  
Y=NS 
HS=Y*H 
READ I N  I . C .  
READ IElfWT TAPE 5 , 101 ,XO(  1 ) , X O (  2) ,XO(  3)  ,T I C  
READ INPUT TAPE 5 , 1 0 1 , ( X O E ( J ) , J - 1 , 3 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 1 1 5 , ( X O ( J ) , J = 1 , 3 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 1 1 6 , ( X O E ( J ) , J = 1 . 3 )  
00 2 J=1,3 
READ I tJ PUT TAPE 5 , 1 0  1 , ( PO( J , K) , K= 1 ,3 ) 
NRLKS=17 
N P T S = l 7  1 
NPT S= NOPT 
NE LKS= 10 
I F ( N O P T )  3 0 1 , 3 0 1 , 3  
301 C o r i T i r J u i  















KRU No 0 
N E = l 5  
DO 4 l=1,3 
DO 4 J=1,3 
HM( I , J )=HV( I +3 )*HV( J+3) 
SET UP I .C, 
DO 10 J=1,3 
VAR( J+l )=XO(  J ) 
VAR( J+J+)=XOE( J) 
DO 10 1B1 3 
JK=3*J+ I+4  
VAR( JK)=PO( I ,  J) 
DER( 1 )=H 
VAR( 1 )=0.8 
Z=HY( 1 )*VAR( 2)+HV( 2)*VAR( 3)+HV( 3) *VAR(  4) 
Y=Z+2.0*PERl*( RRN( KRUN)-a.s)*ABSF( Z)+Z.@*PER2*(RRN( KRUN)-@.S) 
DO 11 J = 1 , 2 0  
TEMPS ( J )=0.0 
DO 2$ I = l ,NPTS 
STORE SOLUTIONS 
00 12 K=1,3 
X (  K, I )=VAR( K+1) 
XE(K , I )=VAR(K+b)  
DO 12 L=1,3 
JK=3*L+K+4 
P ( K , L ,  l ) = V A R ( J K )  
Xl1( I )=Y  
X L C (  I )=HV( 1 )*VAR( 2)+HV( Z ) * V A ~ ( 3 ) + H V ( 3 ) + V A R ( 4 )  




' I  
I 
I NTEGRATE EQUAT IONS 
TT= VAR( 1 ) 
DO 20 J- l ,NS 
U I NT=( VAR( 1 ) -TT)  /HS 
U l u - S  I GNF( AL  PHA( 1 ) , VAR ( 5) ) 
U%-SlGNF(ALPHA( 2) ,VAR(6 ) )  
U+-SIGNF(ALPHA(3)  ,VAR(7 ) )  
UDl=UD( 1, I )+(UD( 1 ,  [ + I ) -UD(  1, I ) ) *UlNT+DVl*SlGNF(ALPHA(4) ,VAR(5))  
UD2=UD( 2, I )+( UD( 2,1+1 )-UD( 2, I ) ) *U  INT+DV2*SIGNF( ALPHA( 5) ,VAR( 6))  
UD S U D  ( 3, I )+( UD ( 3, I +l )-UD ( 3 ,  I ) )*U I NT+D V3*S I GNF( ALPHA( 6) , VAR ( 7 ) ) 
C A L L  DVJPL 
C A L L  AMRK( VAR,DER,DVJPL,NE,B,EU,EL,H,H TEMPS) 
Z=HV( l ) *VAR(  2)+HV( 2)*VAR( 3)+HV( 3 ) * V A R ( 4 )  
Y=Z+2 .p1* PER 1 *( RRN ( KRUN)-O. 5)*ABS F ( Z )+ 2 .a* PE R2* ( RRN ( KRUN)-@. 5)  
CONT I NUE 
I 



















DATA PR I NTOUT 
T ( l ) = T I C  
DO 22 J=2,171 
T (  J ) = T (  J-1 )+HS 
WF! I T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6 , 1 1 7 ,  ( X (  J , NPTS) , J- 1 , 3 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 , l l t i , ( X E ( J , N P T S ) , J = l , 3 )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,112 
tC 1 
DO 28 J=l,18 
W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6,113,(P(l,Y\,t.l),P(2,Y,,t4),P(3,K,M),K=l . 3 )  
M=t*18 
PLOTT I r c  ROUT i riE 
XL=TIC  
XU=T( NPTS) 
N P L O T 4  
DO 48 J=1,3 
DO 38 I = l , N P T S  
Y l (  I )=X(  J, 1 )  
Y 2( I )=P( J , 1 , I )*HV(h)+P( J, 2, I ) * H V (  5)+P( J ,3, I ) * t i V (  6 )  
Y 3 (  I )=XE ( J  , I 
Y4( I )=P(J ,J ,  I )  
k J  
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,114,M 
I 
BC.AL1. P L T l (  IERt?,TEIIPS ,EJPLOT , N E L I S  ,XL,XU,  YL, YU, T ,NPTS , Y  1 ,T  ,NPTS , Y 2 ,  
lT,NPTS,Y3,T,NPTS,Y4) 
QlCALL P L T l  ( I E R R ,  TEbiPS , 3  ,NGLKS ,XL ,  XU, YL, YU, T , NPTS, XLC ,T , NPTS , X i - \ ,  
1 T , NPTS , X LCE ) 
CONT I W E  
WRI I-€ OUTPUT TAPE 6,124 
! F(  NOPT) 42,42,50 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,119 
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6 , 1 2 0  




Q)WR I T €  OUTPUT TAPE 6,113 , T (  J) , X U  ( J  1, XM( 31, T (  J+57 ) , XLC ( J+57 ) , 
1XM( J+57) ,T( J+114) ,XLC( J + 1 1 4 ) ,  XI1( J+114) 
GO TO 1 
gF Q)FORt4AT(6flHlSATELLITEATTITUDE CONTROL WITH N.L. FILTER STATE E S T l M  
1 AT OR/ / 1 
99 
100 FORb lAT(3WPERl  PER2 KSTART NS H EiETA = 2 F 7 . 3 , 2 1 5 , 2 r 1 0 . 5 / / )  I 
112 0 F O R M L \ T ( l 0 0 H P l l  
113 FORtdAT(9E l2 .4 / / )  
FORtAT ( 2F 1 @.6,2 I 5 , 4 F  10.6'15) 
181 FORMAT (6F10.6) I 
P 3  1 P 1 2  P 2 2  I 
i 1 P 3 2  P 1 3  p21 P 2 3  P 3 3 / / )  
114 FORMAJ(46HI*=XN 0 = HV(J ) *PNJ  X = XEN H = PNN N L: I s / / )  
91 1 
115 F O R N A T ( l @ H X O ( l )  = 3F10.6//) 
116 F O R M A T ( l 0 H  X O E ( 1 )  = 3F10.6//) 
117 FORMAT( 10HXO(T)  = 3F10.6//) 
118 F O R M A T ( l W X O E ( T )  = 3F10.6//) 
119 @FORMAT(SSHlX l  AND X1  MEASURED CORRESPONDING TO THE: P O I N T S  PLOTTED/ 
12fl gFORMAT( l f l7H T I M E  
121 FORMAT(9H C C ( J )  = 6F10.6//) 
122 FORMAT(gHHV(J) = 6F10.6//) 
123 F O R M A T ( l 2 H  A L P H A ( J )  = 6F10.6//) 















x1 X1 M A S U R E D  T I M €  X l  
11) 
1 X1  MEASURED T I ME x 1  X 1  MEASURED//) 
END * SYMBOL TABLE 
* LABEL 
C D V J P L 8  
SUBROUTINE D V J P L  
COMMON VAR,DEt?, CC ,U1 ,U2,U3 ,UD1 ,UD2,UD3 , Y  ,BETA,HV,HM 
DER( 2)=CC( 1 )*VAR( 3)*VAR(Q)+Ul+UD1 
DER( 3)=CC( 2)*VAR( 2)*VAR( 4)+U2+UD2 
DER ( 4)=CC( 3 )* VAR( 2 )*VAR ( 3 )+U3+UD3 
Z=Y-HV( 4)*VAR( 5)-HV( 5)*VAR( 6)-HV( 6)*VAR( 7 )  
00 I MENS I ON VAR( 16), DER( 16) ,CC(  61, A(  3,3) , ( 3,3) ,C ( 3 , 31, G( 3 , 3 )  
1 , H V ( 6 ) , H W 3 , 3 )  
@DER( 5 ) = C C  ( 4)*VAR( 6)* VAR( 7 )+2.0* (HV( 4)*VAR( 8 )+HV( 5 )*VAR( 1 1 )+ 
@DER ( 6)=C C ( 5 )* VAR ( 5 )* VAR ( 7 )+ 2.0" ( H V( 4 I* VAR ( 9 +HV( 5 )* VAR ( I 2 + 
0DER( 1HV(6)*VAE(15))*ZcU2*VAR( 7 )=CC ( 6 )*VAR( 5 1 6)+2.@*(HV( 4)*VAR( l @ ) + H V (  5)*VAR( 13)+ 
l H V (  6)*VAR( 16) )*Z+U3 
G( 1, l  )=So@ 
G( 1 , 2 ) = C C ( 4 ) * v A R ( 7 )  
G (  1 , 3 ) = C C ( 4 ) * V A R ( 6 )  
G ( 2 , l  )=CC(S)*VAR(7)  
G(2 ,2)=0.0  
G ( 2,3 )=CC ( 5 )* VAR ( 5 
G( 3 , l  )=CC(6)*VAR(6)  
G( 3,2)=CC(6)*VAR(S)  
G (  3,3)=0.0 
DO 2 I=1 , 3  
DO 2 J=l ,3 
A l,J)=0.0 
B I  I, J{=S.0 
C I ,J  60.0 
DO 2 L=1,3 
DO 2 h 1 , 3  
JKl=3*M+4+1 
J K2= 3*J+4+L 
A( I, J ) = A (  I, J)+HM( M, L)*VAR(  J K 1  )*VAR( J K 2 )  
DO 4 l=1,3 
l H v ( 6 ) * V A R (  14) ) *Z+U1 
2 
1 














DO 4 J=1,3 
DO 4 K=1,3 
JKl=3*J+K+4 
E( I, J )=B( I ,J)+G( I, K ) * V A R ( J K l )  
J K 2= 3* K+ I +4 
c (  I ,J)=c( I ,J)+G(J,K)*VAR(JKZ) 
DO 6 1=1,3 
DO 6 J=1,3 
JK=3*J+1+4 
D E R - J K ) ~ - z . ~ * A ( I , J ) + ~ ( ~  ,J)+c(I ,J )  
DER t 8)=DER( 8)+BETA 
DER 12)=DER( 1 Z)+BETA 





SUBROUT I NE TORQUE ( H ,  NS , UD) 
COHMON VAR,DEF!,CC,Ul ,UZ,U3,UGl ,UD2,UD3,Y,BETA,HV,HM 
D I t lEMS I OC4 VAR( 16) ,DER( 16) ,CC( 6) ,HV( 6) ,HM( 3 , 3 )  ,UD ( 3,172) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,100 
DO 10 I=1,3 
DO 10 J-1,172 
UD( I, Jb0.0 
N NS=?JS 
HH=H 






This appendix contains listings of the Fortran programs 
used to solve the problem of example 6.2. 
is Listed first: 
The main program 
it is divided into several different parts 
for .performing the various steps in thc min-max solution. 
The first part of the main program generates the op- 
timum solution to the problem as posed, using quasilineariza- 
tion. The SHARZ subroutine I\pIIRI< is use6 for the integra- 
tion, and DERR is the derivative subroutine used by AMRK. 
The matrix inversion is done by SHARE subroutine MATINV. 
Next the initial guess on the solution is obtained by inte- 
grating the exact system equations with assumed initial. 
conditions. The derivative routine used here 1.: YDOT. The 
next part of tho main program generates the approximation 
to the solution using the “quasilinear” equations. AMHK i s  
used for the integration, along with derivative subroutines 
D E W  and DERIH. 
The next part of the program sets up the linear pro- 
gramming problem in standard form for a simplex method solu- 
t i o n .  The subroutines SMPLX, PIVOT, and PRINT are used to 
solve the linear programming problem. 
:I 
94 
A p l o t  of the results i s  obtained i n  the final part of 
the main program. The SHARE subroutine PLT1 is used for 
plo t t ing .  
Listings of the programs follow. 
95 
8 ._ 
c i c 
,i c 






S Y t B O L  TAR1.E 
LAF E L 
APPRO)!. USE 10 POI  tlTS ON X 1  . 
I? I MEHS I ON ARRAY ( 52,2S3),  IROW( 5Q)), XOPT (4,101 ) Y ( 2c), 1 e l  ) VAR ( 71 ) ,DER 
1 ( 21 ) ,EU( 20) D E L (  28) ,TEt'iPS! 1828), POINTS(  10) ,X(3  101 ),PART ( 3 , 1 0 1  ) , 
2XONE ( 5 1 ) , Y ONE ( 5 1 ) , Y TWO ( 51 ) 
TEST pi?oCF:Atd FOR soc SOLUT I ON us I NG t i  I N-E AX CR I TEE I or4 I N D I FF . 
COt.lt?ON AF!RAY, IEOLI ,AFC,X , t l ,  VAY,,DER 
PERF?, YDOT D E F "  DEF: I H 
EEAD It1 I N I T I A L  C O t J t 3 I T I O N S , T I ~ i f :  INTEFtVAL, AND STEP S I Z E .  
f:EAE) ItJPlJT TAPE 5 ;  1 , C 1  , C 2 , T D H  
EEAD It4 W.JtIf,f:Fi, OF I T f f : A ? I O N S  OF O L / L P  DFSIREI;. 
R E A 0  INPUT TAPE 5 ,  2,Nlll i l  
D I t w s  I ori A (  10 10) D P ( 1 CJ, 1 
1 FORESAT ( 2F1 @ . f ; / F 1 8 .  G/Fl5) .  b )  
2 FORtlAT ( 12) 
SOL'tE FOR OPT I t U f l  OPEN-LOOP SOLUT I OtJ \.I I TH Q. L . 
PO 3 I =  1,191 
PO 4 1 = 1 . 2 8  
DO s I = 1,lh 
3 T E t I P S ( I )  = 8. 
4 Y ( I  1)= 0. 
5 Y ( l , l )  = 1. 
\ /AR! I )  = 0. 
D E R ( 1 )  = H 
I T  = T/H+G.q 
DO ? tl = 1 , l T  
P O 6 1 = 1  241 
CALI, DERE 
TALI, AM?t:[VAF DER,CEF:R, 28,C E U , E L  H,H,TEI \PS)  
6 V4R(  1+1) = Y (  I , t l )  
DO 7 I =  1 , 2 0  
7 Y (  I t k - 1 )  = V A R ( I + l )  
5 CONT I HUE 
I, I NE4R EOUAT I OMS 
PO 9 I = 1;4 
ItJfl = l a - (  l - l ) * 4  
A ( 1 , I )  = Y ( I N D , l )  
3 A ( 2 , I )  = Y ( I N D + 1 , 1 )  
DO 18 I = 1 ,4  
ItJD = 3+( 1-1 )9;4 
A ( 3  I )  = Y ( I N D D 1 f l l )  
F , ( l , l ) =  C I - Y ( l 7 , l )  
P ( 3 , l )  = - Y ( 1 9 , 1 8 1 )  
f,(4,1) = - Y ( 2 0 , 1 8 1 )  
PET = 41. 
10 ~ ( 4 ,  I ) = u( irm+i D i m  ) 
f , ( 2 , 1 )  = C 2 - Y ( l C , 1 )  
C A L L  t i A T I N \ I  ( A  4 , B , l  ,DET) 
DO 11 I =  1,4  
00 11 J= 1,101 
WR I TE OUTPUTTAPE 6,118 
110 FORt4AT(lH1,4X,26HOPTIMUM OPEN-LOOP S O L U T I O N / / )  
W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6,111, ( (XOPT ( I , J )  , l=l ,4), Jel , 1@1,2) 
111 FORMAT ( 5 X , 2 M X l ,  X2,  LAMBOA1, L A M R D A 2 / / ( 1 P 4 € 1 6 , 7 ) )  
DO 112 I = 1,51 
IN0 = 1 f ( l - 1 ) * 2  
112 YON€( I) XOPT(1 , IND)  
XONE( 1 )  = YI. 
PO 113 I= 2,51 
113 XONE( I) L XONE( I-l)+2.*H 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,114 
114 FORMAT(SX,53HPOINTS T O  RE F I T T E D  ARE TAKEN EVERY TENTH OFASECOND 
c O P T I M A L  SOL.UTION NOW STOREC I N  XOPT. TAKE SELECTED P O I N T S  AND PLA 
c. CE I N  POINTS. 
*Y( 1+12,J) 1 11 XOPT( I J )  5 n ( l ) * Y ( I , J ) + R ( 2 ) * Y ( I + 4 , J ) + e ( 3 ) * Y ( l + ~ , J ) + ~ ( 4 )  














1 )  
DO 12  I = 1 , l V  
I N D  = 11+(1-1)*10 
1 2  P O I N T S ( 1 )  = XOPT(1 , IND)  
c PHASE ONE COMPLETED, OBSERVED POINTS STOREC' I N  POINTS. 
c 
c R E G I N  PHASE TWO. 
c GENERATE I N  I T  I AL GUESSUS I NG ASSUMED VALUE OF PARAMETER, WH I CH 
c I S  READ IN .  
INDEX = V 
READ INPUT TAPE 5,13,AFC 
13 FORMAT (Fle.6) 
DO 14 I = 1,38 
14 TEMPS(I) = IO. 
V A R ( l ) =  (b. 
P E R ( 1 )  = H 
X ( l , l ) =  c1 
X ( 2 , l )  = c 2  
X ( 3 , l )  - AFC 
DO 17 M E  1 , l T  
00 15 I = 1,3 
15 V A R ( I + l )  X ( I , M )  
C A L L  YDOT 
C A L L  AMRK( YAR,DER,YOOT, 3 (0 ,EU, E L , H  ,H, TEMPS) 
00 16 I = 1,3 
16 X( I ,E . (+ l )  = Y A R ( I + l )  
17 CONTINUE 
c I N I T I A L  GUESS NOW STORED I N  X. SUBSEQUENT RESULTS OF I T E R A T I O N S  
c WILL EX PLACED I N  X. 
c 
C PROCEED TO Q.L. SOLUTION, 
97 
c F I RST GENERATE HOt.1OGENEOUS SOLUT I ON . 
18 DO 19 I = 1,92 
13 T E M P S ( I )  = (d. 
INDEX = INDEX+l  
VAR(1)  = CJ. 
I r E R ( 1 )  = H 
P o  2(6 I e 1,g 
2v Y ( 1 , l )  = 8 .  
21 Y ( I , l )  = 1. 
0 0  21 I = 1,9,4 
PO 24 14 = 1 , I T  
14 = r i  
PO 22 I = l , g  
22 YAR( 1+1) = Y( I , t l )  
C A L L  DERH 
C A L L  AMRK( VAR, DER, 
0 0  23 I = 1,g 
23 Y ( l , t l + l )  = V A R ( I + l )  
24 CONTItIUE 
ER U, E L ,  H ,H ,TEMPS 
c GENERATE PARTICULAR SOLUT I ON. 
PO 25 I = 1,38 
25 TEMPS( I ) = 6 .  
Y A R ( l ) =  (d. 
P E R ( 1 )  = H 
00 27 I= 1.3 
27 P A R T ( I , l ) =  Ib. 
DO 3@ tk 1 , l T  
tl = M 
PO 28 I = 1,3 
C A L L  D E R I H  
C A L L  AtlRK ( VAR , DE R , DE R I H , 3 ,  G , E U , E L , H , H , TE t4PS ) 
DO 29 I= 1,3 
2E1 VAR( 1+1 ) E  PART( I, t4) 
2 3  PART(I ,El+l)= V A R ( I + l )  
3@ CONTINUE 
c 
c FUNDAMENTAL HATRIX AND PARTICULAR SOLUTIOIJ NOW STORED I N  Y AND PAR 
c T . I N I T I A T E  PHASE THREE. F I RST PUT APPROPR I ATENUMBERS I NTO 
c ARRAY. 
DO 31 I = 1.31 
PO 31 J = 1,74 
00 32 I = 1 , l V  
IND = I t + (  1-1)*1@ 
ARRAY( I ,2) = -Y(  7, I r I D )  
ARRAY( I, 1+2)= -1 .C; 
ARRAY( I+ lB ,  1+2) = 1.6 
ARRAY(I  , 1+12) = 1.0 
ARRAY( 1+2@,1+12)= 1 .QI 
31 ARRAY(I ,J)  = @. 
ARRAY( I , I )  = ~ ( 7 ,  irm) 
98 II 8 
ARRAY( I+10,1+22) = 1.8 
32 ARRAY( 1+20,1+32)= 1.8 
00 33 I = 11 ,3V  
33 ARRAY(1,72)  = 1.8 
IT0 34 I = 1,re 









34 ARRAY(1,74)=POINTS( I ) - P A R T ( l , l N D ) - C l * Y ( l , l N D ) - C 2 * Y ( 4 , I N D )  
C MATRIX OF O R I G I N A L  EQUATIONS NOW I N  ARRAY. E L I M I N A T E  2 FROM A L L  I 
C EQUATIONS BUT LAST. 
DO 35 I = 1,29 
DO 35 JI 1,74 
35 A R R A Y ( I , J )  = ARRAY( I ,J ) -ARRAY(3U,J)  
c CHECK TO INSURE NON-NEGAT I V I  TY OF CONSTANTS 
::( ig iA ; ( y ,  :4;[35P, 3 5 1  ,351 
350 DO 352 J = 1,7 
352 ARRAY( I , J )  = -ARRAY( I ,J) 
351 CONTINUE 
c A L L  CONSTANTS ARE NOW NON-NEGATIVE 
c NUMBERS I N  ARRAY ARE NOW I N  PROPER FORM FOR A P P L I C A T I O N  OF 
c S I HPLEX METHOD. 
NADM = 42 
NEQ = 29 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,36 
36 F O R M A T ( 7 W l  I N  OUTPUT FROM SIMPLEX METHOD SOLUTION, VALUE OF FEED 
1RACK C O E F F I C I E N T / 7 2 H  WILL RE X ( 1 )  MINUS X(2). THE VALUE OF THE 
2 O R J E C T l M  FORM WILL RE THE / 3 4 H  VALUE OF THE MAXIMUM D E V I A T I O N .  
3 / / / )  
C A L L  SMPLX (NADM, NEQ) 
AP = 0 .  
APP = 8 .  
DO 40 I = 1 ,NEQ 
I F  (If?OW( 11-1) 38,37,38 
37 AP = ARRAY( I ,74) 
GO TO 40 
38 I F  ( I R O W ( I ) - 2 )  b,39,ka 
39 APP = ARRAY( I ,74) 
b CONTINUE 
41 FORMAT(23HO FOR I T E R A T I O N  N U m E R ,  l3/16H VALUE OF A I S , l P E 1 6 . 7 )  
A 1  AP-APP 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,41, INDEX,A l  - 
42 AFC = A 1  
C CONSTRUCT NEW X. 
1 
I 
DO 43 I = 1,3 
DO 43 Jp 1 , l f t l  
43 X(  I,J) = C l * Y (  I , J ) + C P Y (  I+3,J)+AFC*Y( I+6,J)+PART( I ,J) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,43~,  INDEX 
43Q FORMAT( 29H1 
431 FORMAT(SX,6HXl, X 2 / / ( 1 P 2 E 1 6 . 7 ) )  
R€SULTS OF I TERAT I ON NO., 13) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,431, ( ( X (  I, J) , I=1,2), J-1, l w l  ,2) 
00 432 I = 1,51 
I N D  = 1 + ( l - l ) * 2  
432 YTWO(I)  = X ( 1 , I N D )  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,43@,INDEX 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,433 
433 FORMAT(5X,SM* IS OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY I S  TRAJECTORY FROM EIIN-MA 
1 x m  
IERR = Ib 
C A L L  PLTl ( IERR,TENPS,2 ,5 ,8 . ,1  .,-6.,@.,XONE,51 ,YONE,XONE,Sl,YTWO) 
IF(NUM1-INDEX) U,U+,lt: 
44 C A L L  E X I T  
* SYtlROL TABLE * LABEL 
CYDOT 
C P E R I V A T I V E S  FOR SYSTEt1 WITH FEEOEACK 
END 
SURROUT I NE YDOT 
P IEIENSI ON \/AI?! 21 ) ,DER( 21 ) ,ARRAY( 52,253), !ROW( 5b) , X (  3, l l b l  ) 
COMMOFI ARRAY I ROW, A, X , M, VAR , DER 
PER( 2) = VAR(3)  
P E R ( 4 )  = lb. 
RETURN 
EtJD 
* SYHROL TABLE 
LABEL 
CDERR 
SUBROUT I NE DERR 
c D E R I V A T I V E S  FOR EXACT OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
D I HENS I OCJ VAR( 21 ) , DER( 21 ) , ARRAY ( 52 , 253) , I ROW( S(0) , X ( 3 , 1 (u 1 ) 
COMMOti ARRAY, IROW,A,X,El,VAR,DER 
PO 1 I = 2,1t,4 
DER( I )  = VAR( 1+1) 
DER( 1+1)  = -2.*VAR( I )-3.*VAR( I+1)-@.5*VAR( l+3) 
DER( 1+2) = -2.*VAR( I !+2.*\/AR( l+3)  
1 DER( 1 + 3 b  -2.*VAR( I + l ) - V A R (  1+2)+3.*VAR( 1+3) 
RETURN 
END * S Y t R O L  TABLE * LABEL 
CDERH 
C HOt40GENEOUS DER I VAT I VES FOR Q. L . SOLUT I ON 
PER( 3) (-Z.+VAR( 4))*VAR( 2)-3.*VAR( 3)  
-1. 
SURROUT I EJE DERH 
0 I f Y N S I O t l  VAR( 21 ) ,DER( 21 ),ARRAY( 52,253) , I R W (  540) , X (  3,1@1) 
COt?MOtJ ARRAY, IROW,A,X,~l,VAR,DER 
PO 1 I= 2,8,3 
DER( I )  = VAR( 1+1) 
DER( 1+1) = (-2.+X(3,M))*VAR( I )-3.*VAR( 1+1 )+X(  1 ,M)*VAR( 1+2) 
1 PER(1+2) = (a. 
RE T URN 
too I 
I 
END * SYMBOL TAnLE 
* LABEL 
C D E R I H  
c INHOMOGENEOUS D E R I V A T I V E S  FOR Q . L .  S O L U T I O N  
SUBROUT I NE DER I H 
0 IMENSION VAR( 2 1  ) ,DER(  2 1  ) ,ARRAY( 52 ,253) ,  I R W (  59) , X (  3 , 1 # 1 )  
COMMON ARRAY, IROW,A,X,M,VAR,DER 
D E R ( 4 )  - Q. 
RETURN 
END 












































SUBROUT I NE SMPLX (NADM, NEQ) 
MAIN PROGRAM OF PACKAGE CONTAINING SMPLX, P IVOT,  AND P R I N T  FOR 
SOLUT I ON OF L I NEAR PROGRAMt4I NG PROBLEM, BAS I C  CAPAB I L I TY I S 50 
EQUAT I ONS I N 200 VAR I ABLES . PROGRAM EMPLOYS S I MPLEX ALGOR I THM 
A L A  DANTZIG TO O B T A I N  A B A S I C  F E A S l 5 L E  SOLUTION, THEN PROCEEDS TO 
M I N I  M I  ZE THE Of, JECT I VE FOEt.1 US I NG S I MPLEX ALGOR I THM. 
I N  T H I S  PROGRAM, ARRAY I S  THE MATRIX OF COEFFIC IENTS AND CONSTANTS 
NADM I S  THE NUMRER OF ADMISSIBLE VARIABLES, NEQ IS THE NUMBER OF 
EQUATIONS, WHICH I S  ALSO THE NUMBER OF A R T I F I C I A L  VARIABLES TO BE 
INTRODUCED . IROW I S A ONE-D I tlENS I ONAL ARRAY CONTAl N I NG THE SU5- 
SCRIPTS OF THE ELEMENTS I N  THE BASIC. SOLUTION. 
D I t E N S I O N  A R R A Y ( 5 2 , 2 5 3 ) , I R O ~ f ( 5 0 )  
COMMON ARRAY, IROW 
MAIN PROGRAM PLACES COEFFIC IENTS OF PROBLEM I N  STANDARD FORM IN 
ARRAY . 
D E F I N E  CERTAIN USEFUL CONSTANTS 
K 1  = NEQ+1 
K 2  = NEQ+2 
K 3  = NADH + NEQ 
K 4  = K 3  +3 
SET IN COEFFICIENTS OF A R T I F I C I A L  VARIABLES, -Z, AND -W 
DO 1 I = 1 , K 2  
K 5  = NADH + I 
1 A R R A Y ( l , k S )  = 1. 
MAKE SYSTEM CANONICAL IN A R T I F I C I A L  VARIABLES, -2, AND -W. 
DO 3 I = 1,NADM 
SUM = 0, 
DO 2 J L: 1,NE@ 
SUM = 0. 
DO 4 J = 1,NEQ 
ARRAY(K2,Kk) = -SUti  
STORE SUESCRIPTS OF B A S I S  ELEMENTS I N  IROW. 
DO 5 I = 1,NEQ 
2 sur4 = sut.1 + ARRAY ( J  , I 
3 ARRAY( K2, I ) = -SUM 
4 SUM = SUM + ARRAY(J,K4)  
5 IROW( I) = NADH + I 
REG I N  PHASEONE . 
51 t i  = i 
D = ARRAY(K2 , l )  
SEARCH*FOR COLUMN CONTAINING P I V O T  ELEMENT. 
DO 7 I= 2,K3 












6 D = ARRAY(K2, I )  
M =  I 
7 CONT INUE 
CHECK TO SEE I F  0 I S  NON-NEGATIVE. I F  YES, CHECK I N F E A S I B I L I T Y  FO 








I F  (D+0.8$801) 11,8 8 
8 W = ARSF(ARRAY(K2,Kk))  
I F  (B.00001-W) 9,12,12 
9 WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6,19 
10 FORMAT (5X,29HTHERE I S  NO F E A S I B L E  SOLUTION) 
RETURN 
CHECK INDICATES IMPROVEMNT I S  POSSIBLE.  NOW NECESSARY TO 
REPLACE ONE ELEMENT I N  B A S I C  SOLUTION W I T H  ANOTHER. SUBROUTINE 
P IVOT DOES T H I S .  
GO TO 51 
B E G I N  PHASETWO. CEASE CONSIDERATION OF A R T I F I C I A L  VARIABLES. 
D . =  ARRAY(K1 , l )  
DO 14 I = 2,NADM 
I F(  D-ARRAY ( K1, I ) ) 14,14,13 




I F  (D+lb.88081) 16.15,15 
11 CALL  PIVOT(2,M,NADM,NEQ) 
l 2 M =  1 
D NOW CONTAINS MlNlMUt’ l  COEFFIC IENT I N  OBJECTIVE FORM. CHECK S I G N  
15 CALL PRINT(NADM,NEQ)- 
RETURN 
16 I I  = 0 
DO 18 I = 1,NEQ 
I F ( A R P J Y (  I , M ) )  17,17,18 
17 I I  = 11+1 
18 CONT INUE 
I F ( N E Q  - I I )  19,19,21 
19 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2$ 
20 FORMAT (35H OBJECTIVE FORM HAS NO LOWER BOUND) 
21 C A L L  PIVOT (l,M,NADM,NEQ) 
RETURN 









C P I  VOT 
C 
C 
C PROGRAM FOR F I N D  I NG P I  VOT ELEMENT AND REPLAC I NG A B A S I C  VARIABLE 
C WITH A NEW B A S I C  VARIABLE. 
SUBROUT I NE P I  VOT (JJ , M, NADM, NEQ) 
i c 103 
C JJ LI 1 FOR PHASE TWO, JJ = 2 FORPHASE ONE. 
C 
I 
i DIMENSlOtJ ARRAY( 52,253). IP,OW( 58) , T E t 1 P l ( 2 5 3 )  ,TEMP2( 52) C O I W N  ARRAY, IROW 
C 
C M I S  THE COLUt4t-J CONTAINING PIVOT ELEMENT, RROUGHT I N  FROM C A L L I N G  
c PROGRAM. M1 M I L L  BE ROW OF PIVOT ELEMENT. 














D 1  - $ . l E 0 6  
tl1 = 1 
K l  = NADM + NEQ + 3 
13 = Q 
K 3  = NEQ + 2 
DO 1 I= 1 , K l  
1 T E M P l ( 1 )  = 0. 
DO 6 I = 1,NEQ 
IF(ARRAY(  1,t.l)) 6,6,2 
I F  (A -8 .888001)  3 , 3 , 4  
2 A = A R R A Y ( I , K l ) / A R R A Y ( I , t i )  
3 I J =  I J + l  
4 IF ( D l - A )  6,6,5 
5 D l = A  
H l  = I 
6 CONTl?JUE I 
I 
c CHECK FOR MULTIPLE DEGENERACY. I F  t40RE THAN ONE CONSTANT I S  ZERO, 
C P I C K  FOR PIVOT ELEMENT THE ONE W I T H  LARGEST ARRAY(I , t * l )  AND ZERO 
C CONSTANT . 
I F  ( IJ-1) 12,12,7 
7 DO 11 I = 1,NEQ 
8 I F  ( A R R A Y ( l , t ? ) )  11,11,9 
9 I F  (ARRAY(1,M)-A) 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 0  
I F  ( A R R A Y ( I , f ~ l ) - ~ . 0 0 8 8 Q l )  8,8,11 
10 M1 - I 
11 CONTINUE 
12 A= ARRAY(M1,M) 
A = ARRAY( I ,M) 
C ARRAY (M1 , t4) I S P I  VOT E LEHENT . 
IROW(t.11) = M 
DO 13 I= 1 , K l  
DO 14 I= 1,K) 
K 2  = CEQ + JJ 
DO 15 I = 1 , K 2  
DO 1s J = 1 , K l  
DO 16 I = 1 , K l  
RETURN 
END 
13 T E M P l ( 1 )  = ARRAY(Ml , I ) /A  
14 TEMP2( I ) = A R P ? Y (  I , M )  
15 A R R A Y ( I , J )  = ARRAY( I ,J ) -TEMPZ( l ) *TEMP1(J )  
16 ARRAY(M1,l )  = T E M P l ( I )  
1 
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DIMENSION ARRAY(52 ,253) ,  IROW(50)  
COMMON ARRAY, IROW 
K 1  = NAOM + NEQ + 3 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6, l  
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2,NEQ 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3,NADM 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE 6 ,3$  
1 FORMAT(61Hl  SOLUTION TO L I N E A R  PROGRAMMING PROBLEM BYSIMPLEX M 
l E T H O D / / / / )  
2 FORMAT (3X,22HNUMDER OF EQUATIONS = , l 3 / / / )  
3 FORMAT (3X,22HNUtl6ER OF VARIABLES = , l 3 / / / )  
30 FORMAT(SX,g2HVALUES OF B A S I C  VARIABLES I N  OPTIMUM SOLUTION FOLLOW. 
1 SOLUTION APPEARS AS P A I R S  OF NUMBERS./SX,glHTHE F I R S T  NUMBER I S  
2THE SUBSCRIPT OF THE COMPONENT APPEARING I N  THE B A S I C  SOLUTION, AN 
30 THE/5X,88HSECOND I S  I T S  VALUE. THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE S 
4UBSCRlPTS AND THE VARIABLES OF THE/SX,55HORIGINAL PROBLEMMUST BE 
SESTABLISHED BY THE PROGRAMMER.///) 
WR I TE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4, ( I ROW( 1 ) ,ARRAY ( I , K 1 )  , I= 1 , NEQ) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,s 
K 2  = NEQ+1 
Z I: -ARRAY( K 2 , K l  ) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,6,Z 
RETURN 
4 FORMAT ( 7 ( 1 4 , 1 H , , l P E 1 2 . 5 ) )  
5 FORMAT( lH0,39H A L L  OTHER VARIABLES HAVE VALUE ZERO/ / / )  
6 FORMAT (39H OPTIMUM VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FORM = , l P E 1 2 . 5 / / / )  
END I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
